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women’s health clinical research

Are You Pursuing Fresh-Cycle
In Vitro Fertilization?
Here’s your opportunity to participate in an important clinical research study to
evaluate the effectiveness and safety of an investigational long-acting FSH drug
(SCH 900962) for ovarian stimulation in women undergoing In-Vitro Fertilization.

General Information
Daily subcutaneous injections of FSH are
required to achieve sufﬁcient stimulation
of the ovaries during IVF treatment. The
long-acting FSH (SCH 900962) used in this
research study is an investigational drug
designed to remain in the body long enough
to stimulate follicle growth for a full week,
thereby allowing one injection to replace an
entire week of daily injections of FSH.

(Follistim®). Patients must be undergoing
IVF treatment at the Stanford Fertility and
Reproductive Medicine Center to participate.

You May Be Eligible If You
s !RE BETWEEN THE AGES OF  AND 
s (AVE HAD LESS THAN THREE PRIOR )6& CYCLES
s !RE OF HEALTHY WEIGHT AND IN GENERAL
good health

Dr. Lynn Westphal and colleagues are
enrolling women in a clinical research study
to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of
a new, investigational long-acting FSH by
subcutaneous injection (SCH 900962) as
compared to an FDA-approved recFSH

Study Participation Involves
s 2ANDOM ASSIGNMENT LIKE A COIN mIP TO
either the investigational long-acting FSH
(SCH 900962) drug or an FDA-approved
recFSH (Follistim®)
s !CTIVE STUDY PARTICIPATION DURING
your IVF treatment cycle (approximately
1 to 2 months including the screening
visit)
s 0REGNANCY DELIVERY AND INFANT FOLLOW UP
(if pregnant)

Fertility Medications, Ultrasounds, and
IVF Procedures will be provided at No
Cost to Participant

Lynn Westphal, MD

Annaliese Cabrera
Reyes, MA

For more information, please contact Annaliese Cabrera Reyes at
aacabrera-reyes@stanford.edu, or call (650) 723-9514.

http://womenshealth.stanford.edu
For more information regarding questions, concerns, or complaints about research, research related injury, and questions about the rights of research participants, please
CALL    OR CALL TOLL FREE     OR WRITE THE !DMINISTRATIVE 0ANEL ON (UMAN 3UBJECTS IN -EDICAL 2ESEARCH !DMINISTRATIVE 0ANELS /FlCE 3TANFORD
5NIVERSITY 3TANFORD #!  
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Local news, information and analysis

Report: Composting plant neither cheap nor simple
Environmentalists get early look at the potential costs of
Palo Alto anaerobic-digestion plant
by Gennady Sheyner

T

he battle between Palo Alto’s environmentalists over the future
of local composting resumed
Wednesday night when both sides of
the debate packed a meeting to learn
about the costs of building a local
waste-to-energy plant.
What they heard was that when it
comes to new waste-processing tech-

nologies, there are no cheap or simple
options.
The standing-room-only crowd of
about 60 people at the Lucie Stern
Community Center Wednesday got
an early peek at the feasibility study
for a local anaerobic-digestion plant
— a proposal that continues to both
inspire and outrage Palo Alto’s green

leaders. The plant would process local yard trimmings, food scraps and
sewage and convert the materials into
methane, which could then be used as
natural gas or converted to electricity.
The study, which Public Works staff
and consultant James Binder from the
firm Alternative Resources, Inc., presented, indicates that top composting
technology comes with a hefty price
tag. If Palo Alto were to build a plant,
it would end up paying more to dispose of each ton of organic waste than

if the waste were shipped to other facilities in the region.
The draft study considers four different potential uses for anaerobic-digestion, varying only by what the city
does with biosolids. In each scenario,
the city would use dry anaerobic digestion for yard trimmings and food
waste. The cost of processing waste
would amount to more than $100 per
ton (in two scenarios, close to $200
per ton).
Shipping local yard trimmings

and food waste to facilities in Gilroy
and San Jose would cost about $70
per ton, the study shows, though this
figure doesn’t consider factors such
as the rising cost of gasoline. This
option also assumes that Palo Alto
would continue to incinerate its sewage sludge — a practice that many
local environmentalists want to see
come to an end.
Binder told the Weekly that the
(continued on page 5)

TECHNOLOGY

Wi-Fi plan
gets tentative
nod — with
conditions
Final approval of
controversial downtown
Palo Alto antennas rests
with City Council
by Sarah Trauben
plan to mount two AT&T WiFi antennas on a sixth-floor balcony at Hotel President, located
at 488 University Ave. in Palo Alto,
received a tentative endorsement from
the city Wednesday night — as well
as requirements intended to ease the
concerns of hotel residents.
To further the proposal, which has
rankled the nerves of some at the hotel apartments, AT&T agreed to conduct a study to measure the emissions
within 2 feet of a comparable device
and work with city staff to consider
antenna placement that would not
require AT&T to enter tenant apartments to maintain the device.
The Planning and Transportation
Commission voted four to one to
conditionally allow the installation,
following three and half hours’ discussion. Commissioners Lee Lippert
and Susan Fineberg were absent. The
City Council will also have to give final approval to the plan.
Residents had requested Wednesday’s hearing Jan. 14, citing potential
health risks and privacy intrusions resulting from installation and maintenance of the 12-inch antennas. AT&T
has maintained that the antennas are
needed to keep up with the demand on
their 3G wireless network. Hotel President renters turned out in force to protest the intrusion of the installation.
“I’m ... shocked that this entry into
our apartments is to support a commercial service that doesn’t benefit
any of the residents of the building,”
sixth-floor tenant Jeffrey Jones said.
Federal law prohibits the commis-

A

Veronica Weber

Tree wannabes twist to show talent
Akiko Kozato, center, and friends Blake Montgomery, left, Ellen Beaux and Graham Roth played a game of Twister at White Plaza at
Stanford University on Wednesday. Kozato hosted the game while trying out to be the Stanford Band’s newest tree mascot, during week-long
tryouts known as “Tree Week.”

EDUCATION

Finding allies on the lonely path to college
Cornel West headlines birthday celebration for local college-prep group
by Chris Kenrick

O

n the lonely path to college,
low-income students can find
company in an array of local
organizations dedicated to helping
them along.
One of the oldest, Foundation for
a College Education (FCE) of East
Palo Alto, marks its 15th anniversary this week with events featuring
Princeton University philosopher

Cornel West and technology executive and Stanford University trustee
Miriam Rivera.
In its 15 years, Foundation for a
College Education has worked to
build a pipeline of support for East
Palo Alto-area students to four-year
college degrees and beyond — but
for each student, the journey is an
individual story of personal chal-

lenge.
Palo Alto High School senior Elizabeth Aguilar holds down a 20-hour
workweek at the Safeway as well as
a full load at Paly.
When she’s able, Aguilar comes
to Foundation for a College Education’s cozy headquarters on Euclid
Avenue in East Palo Alto to do her
homework and get tutoring help.

“College was kind of like a blind
spot for me before I came here,” said
Aguilar, who said she would be the
first in her family to attend.
“Now it seems more realistic.”
Although Aguilar, who graduated
from Escondido Elementary School
and Jordan Middle School, is a Palo
Alto resident, more than half the
teens served by Foundation for a
College Education attend Palo Alto
schools through the Tinsley Voluntary Transfer Program.
The program is the result of a
1986 judicial desegregation settlement that allows 160 non-white kindergartners from East Palo Alto’s
(continued on page 6)

(continued on page 11)
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Fresh fish today in Half Moon Bay!!
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450 CAMBRIDGE AVE, PALO ALTO, CA 94306
(650) 326-8210
HALF MOON BAY FISH MARKET
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Weight Loss Mineral
Body Wrap

Lose 10-30 inches
2055 Grant Rd., #100, Los Altos
650-390-9727
bayareahealthspa.com

It Happened in Palo Alto
Timothy Hopkins was the adopted son of Mark Hopkins of the Big Four.
Following in his father’s footsteps, Timothy became treasurer of the Southern
Paciﬁc Railroad at the time that his close friend Leland Stanford was preparing,
with his wife Jane, to found a university named for their son Leland Jr., who had
died aged 15. Wanting to establish a township for students at their prospective
university, Leland Stanford advanced Hopkins funds to purchase 697.55 acres
from local landowner Henry W. Seale, and a smaller parcel from the relatives of
Maria Louisa Greer. Hopkins drew up a map, named the streets, and recorded
the map in 1889, calling it University Park. The new town extended from San
Francisquito Creek to Embarcadero Road and from the railroad on El Camino Real
to Middleﬁeld Road.
Three thousand people bought 106 lots, the highest price $287.00 and the lowest
$122.50. In 1892 University Park ofﬁcially became Palo Alto. Many of Stanford
University’s ﬁrst faculty members settled in the Professorville neighborhood.
Stanford University allowed faculty to build houses on Stanford land, but would
only lease, not sell, the land. Professorville was the closest place to the campus and
downtown Palo Alto that was not owned by the university. Faculty who preferred
to own rather than lease land built homes there. Professorville, now a registered
national historic district, is approximately bounded by Emerson, Addison, Cowper,
and Embarcadero. The district includes a large number of well preserved residences
dating from the 1890s, including 833 Kingsley, 345 Lincoln, and 450 Kingsley.
Timothy Hopkins served as a Stanford University trustee for ﬁfty-one years,
donated his private collection of books to the University Library, established the
Hopkins Marine station at Paciﬁc Grove, helped create and support the Lane
Medical Library, and, with his wife, organized the Stanford Home for Convalescent
Children.

Lana Ralston, Realtor®
650-776-9226
www.RalstonWorks.com
DRE # 01477598

Intero Real Estate Services

FRANÇOIS PINTON
PARIS

FRAME SHOW

Saturday, March 5, 11am-5pm
Featuring Gotti and Francois Pinton Eyewear
Open 7 Days A Week
Joanne Hu, OD - VSP Provider - 650.321.3382
2750 Middlefield Road, Midtown Palo Alto
www.ubereyes.com
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Just say “The Weekly
sent me” and receive
10% OFF your purchase

You could hug this antenna and not
exceed the federal limits.
— William Hammett, a consulting engineer for
AT&T, on how safe Wi-Fi antennas are. See story on
page 3.

Around Town
BOOK POLICE ... Library delinquents in Palo Alto have a
new reason to feel anxious.
The city’s library officials are
turning to a collection agency
to track down chronic offenders and get them to pay their
dues. The company, Unique
Management, Inc., specializes
in library collections and is expected to help the city get back
at least a part of the six-figure
sum that the library is owed in
fines for unreturned materials.
A 2007 audit of the library system found that customers owe
the city more than $300,000
in library fines. “The last thing
I want to do is turn somebody
over to a credit reporting
agency, but we feel it’s only fair
to Palo Alto taxpayers to take
this additional step to retrieve
public money,” Library Services
Manager Rose Sebastian said
in a statement. The library already offers several services to
encourage residents to avoid
late fees or, if those don’t work,
to pay them within a reasonable timeframe. Customers
can sign up to receive e-mail
notices just before the items
are due, and they can establish
payment plans with the libraries. Those who do neither and
choose not to pay their fines for
more than eight weeks would
be turned over to the new collector. In addition to the late
fees, the delinquents will be hit
with a non-negotiable collection fee of $10.
FINDING THE WAY ... Palo Alto
officials have a new plan for
making City Hall more attractive and easier for the average
visitor to navigate: Decorate
each floor with photos that illustrate what the floor does.
The city’s new “Way Finding
Project” calls for the departments at City Hall to come up
with a “floor theme.” The city
would then ask photographers
to submit appropriate photos.
A panel of city workers, including representatives from each
floor, would then judge the
pictures. Winning submissions
would be mounted in the elevator vestibule of each floor and,
city officials hope, give each
floor a better sense of identity.
The project is the brainchild

of Thomas Fehrenbach, the
city’s economic development
manager, who presented the
project to the Public Art Commission last week and asked
commissioners to lend their
expertise to the project. Fehrenbach called City Hall’s existing way-finding signage “dated”
and said it doesn’t provide
much help for residents. “We
were thinking about how we
can make way-finding signage
more useful and, at the same
point, we thought, ‘Why not
use this as an opportunity to
get city staff involved in a neat
photo project?’” The project
would also provide the city with
an array of Palo Alto photos
that officials could use for marketing or for the city’s website,
Fehrenbach said. Fehrenbach,
who works in the Office of the
City Manager Office on the
seventh floor, also told the
commission that he has already
come up with a theme for his
floor: Innovation.
CASH FOR SIGNATURES ...
Assemblyman Rich Gordon has
a new proposal for fixing California’s chaotic ballot-initiative
system. The freshman assemblyman proposed a new bill this
week that would require paid
signature-gatherers to wear
badges that clearly identity
them as such — “in no smaller
than 30-point font.” Assembly
Bill 481 would also require
petitions to include a notice
that says, “This petition is being circulated by a person who
is being paid to collect signatures.” Gordon, whose district
includes Palo Alto and Menlo
Park and who talked about
reforming the initiative process
when he was running for the
Assembly last year, included
AB 481 as one of 19 bills in his
proposed legislative package.
Another bill, AB 1021, would require initiatives either to identify
a funding source or to specify
that the state would need to
make cuts or raise revenues for
implementation. “The initiative
process has become a business,” Gordon said in a statement. “The democratic process
requires transparency and an
honest evaluation of the cost of
government.” N

Upfront
LAW

Judge upholds affordablehousing program
Court strikes down developer’s challenge to Palo Alto’s
below-market-rate policy
by Gennady Sheyner

P

alo Alto’s effort to promote
low-income housing received a
major boost this month when a
California Superior Court judge struck
down a developer’s challenge to the
city’s affordable-housing program.
The court upheld a Palo Alto ordinance that requires developers to
devote between 15 and 25 percent of
their developments to below-marketrate (BMR) housing. The policy also
allows developers who can’t meet
these requirements to pay the city “inlieu” fees to support affordable housing citywide. The policy is intended to
encourage development of affordable
housing in a city that officials agree
sorely needs it.
The developer Classic Communities, which is building along West
Bayshore, argued in a lawsuit that the
city’s zoning requirement is arbitrary
and excessive and that it amounts to
an illegal “special tax” on developers.
The lawsuit also argued that Palo Alto
is “unlawfully” forcing the developer
to bear the costs for the city’s shortage
of affordable housing.
The lawsuit is one of several Palo
Alto has faced in the past two years

over affordable housing. Last year,
SummerHill Homes threatened to sue
the city but the parties settled after the
developer agreed to pay $4.4 million
in in-lieu fees rather than build the
requisite number of below-marketrate units.
The city is facing another lawsuit
from West Meadow Oaks, the company behind a six-condominium development on West Meadow Drive.
The company is run by Forrest Mozart, whose father, John Mozart, is the
president of Classic Communities.
The lawsuit from Classic Communities was particularly significant
because it challenged the legality of
the city’s entire affordable-housing
program, rather than the details of
the particular project. The company
agreed in 2006 to allocate 10 percent
of the 96-unit Sterling Park development to affordable housing and to pay
the city in-lieu fees equal to 5.4 percent of the price for each market-rate
unit sold.
The developer argued in the lawsuit
that the city’s demand “was arbitrary
and capricious, not supported by
substantial evidence, and excessive.”

Compost

would then be shipped to a composting facility in Gilroy.
The council is similarly split about
the proposed plant. In April, members
voted 5-4 to conduct the feasibility
study. The council also voted 5-4 to
have staff evaluate regional opportunities for waste management.
To make the Byxbee land available
for a plant, city voters would need to
“undedicate” the dedicated parkland
site. Drekmeier’s coalition has already
received the required number of signatures to place the issue on the November ballot.
Tom Jordan, a land-use attorney
who opposes a new plant, argued
Wednesday that the Baylands site is
actually owned by the state, rather
than the city, and that Palo Alto can’t
build a waste facility on land it doesn’t
own. Last week, Jordan, Renzel and
Pearson filed a petition with the State
Lands Commission asking the agency
to enforce its ownership of the land.
Assistant Public Works Director Phil Bobel said the city and the
state have long disagreed over who
owns the Baylands. Palo Alto and
the State Lands Commission have
an agreement that allows the city to
lease the land at no cost. The lease
also requires Palo Alto to modify its
lease with the state if it wants to build
in the Baylands.
Bobel also noted that the city already has several different agreements
with the state relating to waste-management facilities in the Baylands,
including the landfill and the wastewater plant.
Renzel pointed out that the preliminary report didn’t consider what
it would cost to redesign Byxbee Park
in the event of a new plant. The study

(continued from page 3)

capital costs for a local anaerobicdigestion plant could range between
$25 million to $100 million, depending on the type of technology the city
chooses and the plant’s capacity.
So far, anaerobic digestion has been
used primarily in Europe, with countries such as Germany, Italy and Spain
taking the lead in the emerging field.
Each country uses the technology in
a different way and for a different objective, Binder said.
The European companies also tend
to have different priorities than Palo
Alto when it comes to waste management. Their main objective, Binder
said, is to reduce the volume of material heading to the landfill. They don’t
particularly care about the compost
product, he said.
In Palo Alto, by contrast, composting is a top concern. The city’s current composting facility is located at
a landfill at Byxbee Park, at the end
of Embarcadero Road. The landfill is
scheduled to close next year, at which
time the site is slated to become parkland. A large coalition of environmentalists, led by former Mayor Peter
Drekmeier, is calling for the city to
build the anaerobic-digestion plant on
a 9-acre site in Byxbee, next to the Regional Water Quality Control Plant, so
that the city could take care of its own
waste and retire the incinerators.
Other environmentalists, including former Vice Mayor Emily Renzel and former City Councilwoman
Enid Pearson, favor parkland. If
that were to happen, Palo Alto’s
food waste and yard trimmings

The lawsuit also claimed that the fees
and affordable-housing requirements
“arbitrarily require one class of property owners to contribute more to
affordable-housing programs, which
purportedly benefit the community as
a whole, than other residents.”
Attorney Scott Pinsky, who represented the city against Classic Communities, said the developer could still
appeal the ruling. In the meantime,
the judgment represents a victory for
Palo Alto and its goal of providing
more housing opportunities.
“It was challenge to the overall regulatory structure and program for inclusionary zoning,” said Pinsky, who
also represents the city in the West
Meadow Oaks suit. “We were glad it
was ratified.”
Pinsky wrote in his response to
the lawsuit that the city’s BMR program has generated about 7.5 units
per year, a rate that has been “found
to be insufficient to meet the City’s
need for affordable housing.” A study
by Keyser Marston Associates found
that “present housing conditions in the
area warrant an even greater effort to
achieve affordable housing than was
previously the case, and calls for
greater efforts to expand affordable
units,” Pinsky wrote.
Pinsky argued in the document
that the plaintiff’s lawsuit also fails
because it was filed well after the 90day statute of limitations.
The ruling by Santa Clara County
Superior Court Judge Kevin E. McKenney requires Classic Communities
(continued on page 9)

also does not consider the costs of
compensating for the plant’s impacts
or building a green roof on the facility,
she wrote in a letter. All these factors
could add to the price tag of a local
facility.
But plant supporters suggested
that the figures in the preliminary
study may in fact exaggerate the cost
differences between building a plant
in Palo Alto and shipping organic
waste elsewhere. The study adds a
30 percent “contingency cost” to the
options involving a local anaerobicdigestion facility but does not add
such costs to the alternatives involving exportation of waste.
Drekmeier submitted a letter that
also voiced concerns about the study’s
addition of contingency costs to the
Palo Alto options but not to the San
Jose one. He also wrote that the study
doesn’t consider the cost of continuing to incinerate sewage sludge. If
Palo Alto stays on the current path, it
would have to bear the costs of retrofitting its incinerators and of bringing
them in compliance with new airquality regulations.
“This makes the cost of continuing to incinerate biosolids artificially
low,” Drekmeier wrote.
The City Council is scheduled to review the draft feasibility study in late
March. The final study is scheduled to
be released in the fall. N
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner can
be e-mailed at gsheyner@paweekly.
com.

15th Anniversary
FOUNDATION FOR A COLLEGE EDUCATION

&
Community

Gala

Forum

Lead Sponsor Garden Court Hotel

Community Forum

Gala

Be inspired by keynote
speakers Cornel West
and Miriam Rivera in
conversation on the topic:
“Access, Success, Impact:
How low-income students
of color succeed in college
and beyond.”

Garden Court Hotel, Palo Alto
Saturday, March 5th
6pm Cocktail Reception
7 pm Dinner and Program
Complimentary valet parking

Memorial Auditorium
Saturday March 5th,
1:00-2:30pm
Students: $5
General Admission: $15

Speakers:
Cornel West & Miriam Rivera
Honorees:
Joanna and L.W. “Laurie” Liston,
Bernard A. Newcomb Foundation,
Stephen Player
Master of Ceremonies:
State Senator Joe Simitian

For more information:
650.322.5048 or www.CollegeFoundation.org

TALK ABOUT IT

www.PaloAltoOnline.com
Should the city build a new anaerobicdigestion plant or ship compostables
to Gilroy? Share your opinions on Town
Square on Palo Alto Online.
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News Digest
Palo Alto police apprehend robbery suspect

Competency of accused killer Elarms questioned
The man accused of killing East Palo Alto community activist David
Lewis in a Hillsdale Shopping Center parking garage last June might not
be competent to stand trial, his attorney has told the court.
Gregory Elarms Sr., 58, a childhood friend of Lewis, is charged with
first-degree murder with the special circumstance of lying in wait for
the 2010 shooting of Lewis. If convicted, Elarms could receive the death
penalty. He is also charged with being a felon in possession of a gun, according to the San Mateo County District Attorney’s Office.
Elarms’ defense attorney, Deputy Public Defender Jeff Boyarsky, asked
the court Friday (Feb. 18) to appoint the doctors to evaluate Elarms’ competency. Elarms acted out loudly in court that day while a preliminary
hearing date was being set.
Boyarsky told Judge Lisa Novak that he had a doubt about his client’s
competency to stand trial. On Feb. 23, the court appointed two physicians
to evaluate Elarms; they will report back to the court on April 13.
On the afternoon of June 9, 2010, Elarms allegedly followed Lewis, 54,
from the San Mateo Medical Center, where Lewis was a counselor and
did HIV testing. Witnesses said Elarms allegedly confronted Lewis and
fatally shot him as Lewis walked away.
Lewis had co-founded Free At Last, an East Palo Alto nonprofit organization that provides services including substance-abuse treatment
and transitional housing and became an internationally known figure in
parolee and drug rehabilitation, having risen from a life on the streets,
prison and drug addiction. N
— Sue Dremann

Big projects to break ground soon at Gunn, Paly
Groundbreaking is likely in June for major new academic buildings at
Gunn and Palo Alto high schools.
The Board of Education Tuesday night discussed solicitation of construction bids for two-story classroom buildings at both schools, as well
as a new “media arts building” at Paly and a new gymnasium and airconditioning retrofits to existing classrooms at Gunn.
The $50 million-plus tab for the projects comprises a significant piece
of the $368 million facilities bond measure approved by voters in 2008.
The bond program, which will touch all 17 of Palo Alto’s public school
campuses, is intended to upgrade and expand the schools to accommodate projected enrollment growth.
The projects discussed Tuesday have received extensive prior scrutiny
by the school board, as well as by landscape consultants and facilities
committees including parents, teachers, principals and others at both
schools.
In other business, the board:
s REACTED FAVORABLY TO A PROPOSAL FOR A TRIAL FULL DAY KINDERGARTEN AT
Barron Park School beginning this fall. Under the plan, all Barron Park
kindergarten students would have the option of attending school from
8:10 a.m. to 2:40 p.m.
s CRITIQUED A PROPOSAL BY 3UPERINTENDENT +EVIN 3KELLY TO CONVENE AN
“elementary math task force” of parents and teachers to help spread “best
practices” in math instruction. N
— Chris Kenrick
LET’S DISCUSS: Read the latest local news headlines
and talk about the issues at Town Square at PaloAltoOnline.com
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Veronica Weber

Palo Alto police have arrested a San Jose man in connection with
the robberies of a pizza-delivery man and a woman whose purse was
snatched as she returned home.
Dean Allen Holmes Jr., 23, was arrested and booked at the Main Jail
in San Jose on Jan. 19 for the robberies, Palo Alto police announced
Tuesday (Feb. 22).
On Dec. 11, 2010, a woman was robbed of her purse in front of her
home in the 900 block of El Cajon Way at 7:04 p.m.
The victim was returning home and parked her car in the driveway.
As she approached her front door, she heard footsteps behind her. The
suspect grabbed her from behind, took her purse and fled, police said.
On Jan. 10, 2011, at 9:15 p.m., a local pizza-delivery driver was returning to his parked vehicle in the 4000 block of Ben Lomond Drive when a
man approached and robbed him of his property at gunpoint. The victim
was not hurt during the robbery, police said.
Holmes was identified as a suspect in the December robbery through
extensive investigations and a parole search, police said.
He was arrested after an iPod purchased with the female victim’s stolen
credit card was found in his home.
During the investigation, information was discovered that Holmes may
have been involved in an additional robbery.
The pizza-delivery man was shown a photo lineup and positively identified Holmes as the man who robbed him.
Holmes was booked on charges of parole violation with recommended
charges of two counts of robbery, burglary and illegal use of a stolen
credit card, police said. N
— Sue Dremann
Seniors Rafael Miranda and Gabriela Berker chat during an exercise in their public-speaking class at the
Foundation for a College Education. The whiteboard behind them highlights which colleges Foundation for a
College Education students applied for and where they’ve been accepted.

College

(continued from page 3)

Ravenswood City School District
to enroll in neighboring Palo Alto,
Menlo Park and other area school
districts as far north as Belmont.
About 560 students — from kindergartners through 12th graders —
attend Palo Alto schools under the
Tinsley program.
For teens with no family tradition
of college-going, Foundation for a
College Education acts a bit like a
parent, taking them on college visits,
counseling them on possible matches
and helping them cobble together financial aid.
Last fall, the group sent 10 local
high school graduates off to colleges,
from Foothill to the University of
California at Riverside.
But the relationship did not end
there.
“We stay with our students through
their graduation from college,” Foundation for a College Education Executive Director Anna Waring said.
“We’ll visit freshmen and sophomores who go to school in the Bay
Area. We try to connect them with
opportunities ... and we send them
goodie bags during final exams —
things like that.”
Last spring, nine alums of Foundation for a College Education earned
bachelors’ degrees from colleges
ranging from Stanford to Boston’s
Suffolk University.
Beyond seeing students through
college graduation, Waring said
the nonprofit organization aims
“to create a group of leaders who
will be active, engaged citizens either in East Palo Alto or wherever
they live.”
She points with pride to program
alum Laura Martinez, a graduate of
Whittier College and now vice-mayor

of East Palo Alto.
In addition to the college prep
and in-college support, Foundation
for a College Education insists that
parents, guardians or older siblings
participate in monthly meetings at
which they learn about SATs and
GPAs — “all the things educationally sophisticated parents would
know,” said Waring, who holds a
doctorate from Stanford and previously ran an all-girls Catholic middle and high school in Chicago.
With funds raised from individuals and foundations, Foundation for
a College Education also provides its
students with financial assistance —
some need-based and some academically competitive.
Foundation for a College Education
works in parallel with other East Palo
Alto-based nonprofits with similar
missions, including the larger College Track and the entrepreneurshiporiented BUILD.
College Track, launched in 1997
by Laurene Powell Jobs and Carlos
Watson, has expanded to New Orleans, Oakland and San Francisco.
BUILD, founded around the same
time by Stanford law student SuZANNE -C+ECHNIE +LAHR ALSO HAS
expanded beyond East Palo Alto.
The three groups, along with
other organizations, collaborate
through the East Palo Alto College
Network.
Supported by a grant from the
Palo Alto Community Foundation,
the network attracted hundreds to
an East Palo Alto college fair last
fall and plans a spring reception
for East Palo Alto’s college-bound
students.
“They all get together around
graduation time and they can see
where people are going — ‘Oh,
you’re going to UC Davis too? See
you there,’” Waring said.
Mike Berman, a longtime teacher

AND ADMINISTRATOR WITH THE +  %AST
Palo Alto Charter School and its sister
high school, East Palo Alto Phoenix
Academy, said the various collegeprep organizations, including Phoenix, try to “share resources and best
practices.”
“Everybody’s got a little different
flavor, but we’ve all got the same goal
of making sure our kids get to, and
through, four-year colleges,” he said.
For its 15th anniversary, Foundation for a College Education is cohost with the Stanford University
School of Education in presenting
West and Rivera at Stanford’s Memorial Auditorium.
That evening, State Sen. Joe Simitian, D-Palo Alto, will mark the
anniversary as master of ceremonies at a dinner and “fund-a-need
auction” at the Garden Court Hotel
in Palo Alto. N
Staff Writer Chris Kenrick can be emailed at ckenrick@paweekly.com.

What: Panel discussion
featuring Cornel West and
Miriam Rivera: “Access,
Success, Impact: How LowIncome Students of Color
Succeed in College and
Beyond”
When: Saturday, March 5, 1 p.m.
Where: Memorial Auditorium,
Stanford University
Tickets: $15 adults, $5
students; 650-25-2787 or
www.stanfordtickets.org
What: Foundation for a College
Education Gala
When: Saturday, March 5, 6 p.m.
Where: Garden Court Hotel,
520 Cowper St., Palo Alto
Tickets: $150; 650-322-5048
or www.collegefoundation.org

Upfront

Groundbreaking next week for
East Palo Alto high school
Sequoia district, philanthropists team up to build $13
million charter campus
by Chris Kenrick
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certain metrics as measured by standardized tests. At the end of the charter period, the schools must apply for
recertification.
California currently has 809 charter schools serving 341,000 students,
according to the California Charter
Schools Association. Ethnically, charter enrollment is 41 percent Hispanic,
35 percent Caucasian and 12 percent
African-American. Seven percent of
charter students are in special education, and 18 percent are English-language learners, the association said.
East Palo Alto’s new campus represents a partnership between the
Sequoia Union High School District
— the five-year-old Phoenix Academy’s chartering agency — and private
philanthropy.
Sequoia is contributing $4 million.
Another $4 million has been raised
from philanthropic sources, the largest being the Charles & Helen Schwab
Foundation. The balance will come
from a $5 million bond issued by
Aspire Public Schools, the charter
school operator that manages Phoenix
along with more than 30 other charter
schools in California.

ntest

20 th

or the first time since Ravenswood High School closed in
1976, East Palo Alto will have
its own public high school campus
this fall.
But unlike the sprawling, “comprehensive” campus that was Ravenswood, the new $13 million campus
will be home to a small public charter
school, which graduated its first class
of 21 students last June from a makeshift campus in a rented warehouse.
Groundbreaking is set for Tuesday
at 10 a.m. at 1039 Garden St. Completion of the campus for the East Palo
Alto Phoenix Academy, which eventually will serve 420 students, is due
by this fall.
The fact that the new campus is for
a charter school underscores the role
the charter movement has played in
remaking the educational landscape
for East Palo Alto students.
Charters are publicly funded
schools that operate under five-year
agreements with sponsoring school
districts. They must accept students
on a first-come, first-served basis or
by lottery, if oversubscribed.
Charter schools pledge to achieve

“This groundbreaking is the latest
milestone in our vital and dynamic
partnership with Aspire,” Sequoia
Union High School District Superintendent James Lianides said.
“The Sequoia district’s contributions
and support of the new Aspire school
on Garden Street is rooted in the values and high aspirations for students
that we share with Aspire, and in our
long-term commitment to enhancing
high-quality educational opportunities
in the East Palo Alto community.”
Ravenswood High School was
part of the Sequoia district before it
closed due to declining enrollment in
1976. Since then, East Palo Alto teens
have been scattered among Sequoia’s
four other main campuses — MenloAtherton, Woodside, Sequoia and
Carlmont high schools.
In addition to high-school students,
the campus will absorb middle-school
students currently served by Phoenix’s
sister school, the K-8 East Palo Alto
Charter School — freeing up capacity
at the popular school on Runnymede
Street, which has a long waiting list.
The additional space will allow
East Palo Alto Charter School to add
an extra classroom for each grade,
meaning there will be three kindergarten classrooms instead of the two
currently available.
In other charter school news in East
Palo Alto, a proposal by Rocketship
Education to open a new East Palo Alto-based charter elementary school in
the fall of 2012 was to go before trustees of the Ravenswood City School
District Thursday night (Feb. 24). N
Staff Writer Chris Kenrick can be emailed at ckenrick@paweekly.com.
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Call for Entries
20th Annual Palo Alto Weekly Photo Contest

VERONICA WEBER

Veronica Weber, a Los Angeles native, first began
working at the Palo Alto Weekly in 2006 as a
photography intern. Following the internship, she was
a photographer for The Almanac in Menlo Park. She
is currently the Weekly staff photographer responsible
for covering daily assignments and producing video
and multimedia projects for PaloAltoOnline.com. She
has a BA in Journalism from San Francisco State
University and currently resides in San Francisco.

ANGELA
BUENNING FILO

U PORTR AITS

UÊ Ê 9Ê , Ê  -

ADULT

1st Place – $250 Cash, $100 Gift Certificate to Bear Images
2nd Place – $200 Cash, $100 Gift Certificate to University Art
3rd Place – $100 Cash, One-year Membership to Palo Alto Art
Center

ADULT

1st Place – $250 Cash, $100 Gift Certificate to Bear Images
2nd Place – $200 Cash, $100 Gift Certificate to University Art
3rd Place – $100 Cash, One-year Membership to Palo Alto Art
Center

YOUTH

1st Place - $100 Cash
2nd Place - $50 Gift Certificate to University Art
3rd Place - $25 Gift Certificate to University Art

YOUTH

Categories and Prizes

1st Place - $100 Cash
2nd Place - $50 Gift Certificate to University Art
3rd Place - $25 Gift Certificate to University Art

Angela Buenning Filo, a Palo Alto resident,
photographs changing landscapes, most recently
focusing on Silicon Valley and Bangalore, India,
during their respective tech booms. Her photographs
are in the collection of the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art and were included in the book
"Suburban Escape: The Art of California Sprawl." Her
installation titled "1,737 Trees," focusing on one of the
last orchards in Silicon Valley, is on permanent
display in the lobby of the San Jose City Hall.
Photographs from her Silicon Valley and Bangalore
series are on view in the new terminal of the San Jose
airport.

DAVID HIBBARD
ADULT

1st Place – $250 Cash, $100 Gift Certificate to Bear Images
2nd Place – $200 Cash, $100 Gift Certificate to University Art
3rd Place – $100 Cash, One-year Membership to Palo Alto Art
Center

YOUTH

U VIEWS BEYOND THE BAY AREA

1st Place - $100 Cash
2nd Place - $50 Gift Certificate to University Art
3rd Place - $25 Gift Certificate to University Art

ENTRY DEADLINE: April 8, 2011
Entry Form and Rules available at:
www.PaloAltoOnline.com/photo_contest
For more information call 650.223.6508 or e-mail
photocontest@paweekly.com

www.PaloAltoOnline.com

David Hibbard, a Menlo Park resident, has
photographed natural landscapes and wild places
most of his life. He is the author of "Natural Gestures,"
a book of images from the beaches and coastal
forests of northern California. A major retrospective of
his work was shown last year at Xerox PARC in Palo
Alto. Website: www.davidhibbardphotography.com.

BRIGITTE CARNOCHAN

Brigitte Carnochan's photographs have been
exhibited at galleries and museums nationally and
internationally and has recently been featured on the
covers of Lenswork, Camera Arts and Silvershotz and
in Color, View Camera, Black and White UK,
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, and Zoom
magazines. Brigitte's newest series, Floating World:
Allusions to Poems by Japanese Women from the 7th
to 20th Centuries, will be on view at Modernbook
Gallery at their new location at 49 Geary Street, San
Francisco, until February 26.
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Upfront

Neighborhoods
A roundup of neighborhood news edited by Sue Dremann

AROUND
THE BLOCK
SHARE THE ROAD ... New signage for Matadero Road, “Bike
lane route, cars need to share
the road,” is expected to go
up when the City of Palo Alto’s
maintenance program can fit in
the work, according to the City of
Palo Alto. Barron Park residents
have long been concerned about
speeding traffic on the road,
which is also supposed to be a
bicycle route.

JUANA HELP JUANA RUN?
... The 15th annual Juana Run
race, the Parent-Teacher Association’s largest fundraiser for
Barron Park Elementary School
and the second largest for Juana
Briones Elementary, will take
place on Saturday, March 12.
Volunteers are needed. The race
offers a competitive 8K race, a
1-mile family fun run, and pre-Kthrough-5 children’s races. Jobs
are mainly one to two hours long.
More information is available at
www.juanarun.org or by contacting juanarun@aol.com.
HAZARDOUS PHASE OUT? ... A
study of the hazardous materials
at a plating plant at Communications and Power Industries
(CPI), located at 811 Hansen
Way in the Stanford Research
Park, might move forward as
soon as March, according to the
city. The study was on hold, but
a meeting between city and CPI
teams to tour the site and share
technical and financial information could soon take place. A
draft report is expected in April
or May. The city will evaluate the
study to determine if it will pursue
phasing out zoning that allows
the use of hazardous materials or
other options. A course of action
could begin in May or June, according to city staff. N

Send announcements of neighborhood events, meetings and
news to Sue Dremann, Neighborhoods editor, at sdremann@
paweekly.com. Or talk about your
neighborhood news on Town
Square at www.PaloAltoOnline.
com.

Rendering courtesy of the City of Palo Alto

JUANA BRIONES AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION ... The Palo
Alto Historical Association will
discuss the 20-year-long effort to
save the Juana Briones House
during a talk illustrating the preservation of historic homes on
Sunday, March 6, at 2 p.m. The
talk, “Preservation: Connecting
Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow: The Juana Briones House
Speaks Louder Than Pictures or
Words,” will take place at Lucie
Stern Community Center, 1305
Middlefield Road, Palo Alto.

The $1.3 million renovation of the Stanford Avenue at El Camino Real intersection, beginning in March, will include new lighting; shorter, straighter crosswalks; and pedestrian-controlled signaling.

Fixes to dangerous intersection get green light
City to start reconstruction of Stanford Avenue at El Camino Real in March
by Sue Dremann

W

hen the signal light turns
green at El Camino Real
and Stanford Avenue in Palo
Alto, pedestrians step off the curb and
into the most dangerous intersection
along El Camino in Palo Alto.
Crossing west towards Stanford
University, walkers and bicyclists
must keep an eye on harried drivers
turning right off of El Camino and
on the signal lights that change while
even brisk walkers are only a quarter
of the way across the “Royal Road’s”
six lanes.
Pedestrians approach the narrow
median strip and consider their options: Should they wait on the cement perch as cars whiz by or make
a mad dash across the remaining
lanes to reach the safety of the “pork
chop” island?
Even the triangular island poses a
dilemma: when to cross to the sidewalk, as car drivers — not regulated
by a right-turn light — sometimes
don’t see pedestrians and bicyclists.
Between 1999 and 2009, 105 accidents occurred at the intersection;
38 people were injured, including
six bicyclists and one pedestrian,
according to police reports. The
intersection is an important school
route, according to the city, serving
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Stanford University and Escondido
Elementary School students.
Next week, $1.3 million worth
of safety improvements will begin,
aimed at reining in the risk, city officials said.
Construction will include new
lighting; shorter, straighter, colored
crosswalks; pedestrian-controlled
signaling and other features.
Crews are expected to break
ground next week and temporary
striping will be laid down, city
Transportation Engineer Shahla
Yazdy said. The work is planned to
span seven months.
A contractor, Pavex Construction,
will do the work, and the city has
hired a construction manager to assist the Public Works department.
City inspectors and engineers will
oversee the project, she said.
The island and right-turn lane
from Stanford to El Camino, considered the main reasons the intersection is so dangerous, will be altered, Yazdy said. The island will be
removed and signal controllers for
pedestrians crossing Stanford both
directions will be added, she said.
The narrow El Camino median
will be widened to an 8-foot-wide
pedestrian safety refuge. Colored

concrete bulb-outs will be added to
each corner. Along with wider sidewalks, they will shorten the pedestrian crossings.
There will be new benches,
bike racks, landscaping and trees
to contribute to the feeling of a
“grand boulevard” that’s been
planned for El Camino throughout the Peninsula.
Residents who frequent the intersection and some business employees said Wednesday they approve of
the changes.
The current V-shaped crosswalk
and pork-chop island don’t afford a
clear view for drivers, according to
Jesus Zavala, an employee at The
Bike Connection.
“Cars turning south onto El
Camino have issues with not seeing
pedestrians. Around December, a
student on a bicycle was struck by
a vehicle at Stanford Avenue. A customer ran out and took the kid out
of the street before a second car hit
him,” he said.
Some patrons sipping lattes at
Starbucks had a clear view of the intersection on Wednesday afternoon.
“I’ve always been confused why
the crosswalk is a V,” Stanford student Caleb Kruse said, noting that

it is difficult for drivers to see pedestrians and bicyclists. And “coming north toward Stanford Avenue,
there’s no easy way to get across.”
Lupe Garcia and his daughter, Illiana, were walking that section of
El Camino late Wednesday afternoon. Since the 1990s, when Garcia
was a Stanford University graduate
student, he has been concerned
about the idiosyncratic signal light
at the west side of Stanford Avenue,
he said.
“It doesn’t seem like the light is in
command. It changes colors at odd
times. The light is not turned toward
pedestrians or drivers,” he said.
Yazdy said the signal poles will
be replaced with pedestrian countdown signals during the construction
phase, but Caltrans will maintain the
current signaling for the time being.
According to the city’s 2003 El
Camino Master Plan study, intersection signals across El Camino at
Stanford provide only 70 percent of
the desired time to cross.
“After the project is completed, we
will propose to Caltrans to change
the signal timing,” she said. N
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be e-mailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

Upfront

Housing

(continued from page 5)

to abide by its 2006 agreement with
the city. McKenney also rejected the
developer’s motion for a new trial.
The fees from the Sterling Park
project would support other affordable-housing projects in Palo Alto,
including the recently approved development at 801 Alma St., which will
feature 50 units for low-income families. The City Council voted last week
to contribute $3 million and provide
a $2.8 million “permanent loan” for
the project, which is a partnership
between the nonprofit groups Eden
Housing and the Community Housing Alliance.
The council acknowledged at its
Feb. 14 meeting the high cost of building affordable housing in Palo Alto
but voted unanimously to support the
Eden Housing development. The new
contributions raised the city’s total
commitment to the project to $9.3
million.
“We do need to gulp when we realize how much it costs to build affordable housing in our community,”
Councilman Larry Klein said at the

meeting. “I do believe we have a social obligation to accomplish this.”
Councilwoman Gail Price agreed
and said she feels “we have a personal
responsibility to provide affordable
housing to our community.”
The fees from Classic Communities are expected to cover a part of
that cost. The developer had already
contributed about $400,000 in fees to
the city, and the total funds from the
Sterling Park project are expected to
amount to about $4.6 million, according to a report from Julie Caporgno,
the city’s chief planning and transportation official.
Acting City Attorney Donald Larkin said the recent court ruling not
only strengthens Palo Alto’s affordable-housing program but could also
promote similar programs in other
communities throughout the state.
“I think it’s significant because
these challenges are going on all over
the area,” Larkin said. “It’s good for
us to get out in front.”
“We’ve always tried to be leaders in
affordable-housing programs, and it’s
good to show other cities that if they
follow our lead in doing these types of
programs they will benefit.” N
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Traditional Thai Cooking>"#!&
A Conversation with Author Tina Wasserman>"# !&
Simple Senior Suppers>"#!&
Sephardic Seder>"#!&
Wine Tasting: Artisan Wines>!"# &

“There‘s no place like home.”

Redwood City - San Mateo - San Jose

Oshman Family JCC
3921 Fabian Way, Palo Alto, CA 94303 | (650) 223-8700 | www.paloaltojcc.org | info@paloaltojcc.org

Meadow Wing & Focused Care

www.matchedcaregivers.com

a tradition
of caring
PALO ALTO COMMONS offers a
comprehensive program for individuals with
Alzheimer’s disease and dementia in our
Meadow Wing. Here, residents enjoy daily
walks on beautiful garden paths and a full
program of activities to engage mind, body
and spirit.
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For residents in the later stages of Alzheimer’s
disease, our Focused Care Program provides
for all of the resident’s unique needs. Here,
families are assured that their loved one will
get the best care in the most appropriate
environment now and in the future as needs
may change.

Call today... 650-494-0760

4075 El Camino Way, Palo Alto, CA 94306

650-494-0760
www.paloaltocommons.com

24 Hour On-site Licensed Nurse Services

License #435200706
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NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
BID PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR
BELLE HAVEN SWIMMING POOL
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
The City of Menlo Park invites qualified contractors to
submit sealed bid proposals for the construction of
the Belle Haven Swimming Pool Improvement Project.
Work required as part of this project consists of, in
general, replacement of the fiberglass liner, improvements to pool lighting, and miscellaneous pool deck
improvements; all as shown on the plans and described
in the specifications. Performance of this work requires
a valid California Contractor’s License Class A or C-53
or combination of both. Project documents and copies
of the prevailing rate of wages can be obtained from
the Menlo Park Engineering Division, located in the
Administrative Building at 701 Laurel St. Sealed bid
proposals will be received at the Engineering Division
office until 2 p.m. on Tuesday, March 8, 2011, at which
time they will be opened and publicly read. Additional
information can be obtained on the City’s website:
www.menlopark.org/cip

‘What’s

your

Upfront

The
Palo Alto
Story
Project

story?’ Online This Week

Stories about Palo Alto, as told
by local residents as part of the
Palo Alto Story Project, are
now posted on the Internet.
Watch them at
www.PaloAltoOnline.com

These and other news stories were posted on Palo Alto Online throughout
the week. For longer versions, go to www.PaloAltoOnline.com/news
or click on “News” in the left, green column.

COMMUNITY NOTEBOOK: A final look back for
Foundation for a Global Community
Shutting down after 60 years of operation, the Foundation for Global
Community, a local educational and fundraising nonprofit, will be celebrating its achievements and message with a local television broadcast
this weekend. (Posted Feb. 24 at 1:26 p.m.)

Mountain View council bans pot dispensaries
Mountain View City Council members backed away from approving
an ordinance allowing medical marijuana dispensaries in the city Tuesday (Feb. 22) and decided instead to ban them indefinitely. (Posted Feb. 23
at 3:14 p.m.)

Update: Guild Theatre closed until further notice
Shut down on Feb. 18, the Guild Theatre in Menlo Park remains closed
due to water damage. The staff hopes to reopen on March 4. (Posted Feb.

Today’s news,
sports & hot picks

23 at 3:05 p.m.)

Fire damages Palo Alto home on El Camino
A fire that officials believe was caused by an unattended candle damaged a home in the 1500 block of El Camino Real in Palo Alto Sunday
afternoon (Feb. 20). (Posted Feb. 23 at 8:58 a.m.)

Jiffy Lubes fined for environmental violations
The owner of 14 Jiffy Lube sites in Santa Clara County reached a settlement with the county District Attorney’s Office Feb. 17 and was fined
more than $130,000 after admitting to a slew of environmental regulation
violations, the DA’s office announced Tuesday (Feb. 22). (Posted Feb. 22 at
3:24 p.m.)

Big-rig crash blocks Dumbarton Bridge
All eastbound lanes and two westbound lanes on the Dumbarton Bridge
were closed late Tuesday morning (Feb. 22) because of a crash involving
a big-rig, a California Highway Patrol spokesman said. (Posted Feb. 22 at
12:43 p.m.)

No injuries after train hits car near Castro Street
A Caltrain passenger train hit a car near downtown Mountain View
early Friday morning (Feb. 18), police said. No one was injured, but a Palo
Alto woman was arrested on suspicion of DUI. (Posted Feb. 22 at 9:06 a.m.)

Burglar flees Stanford Shopping Center parking lot
A rash of daytime car burglaries took place at Stanford Shopping Center
this week, including three Saturday (Feb. 19), according to Agent Kara
Salazar, Palo Alto police public information officer. (Posted Feb. 19 at 5:31
p.m.)

Senator seeks to revamp rail authority leadership
The agency charged with building California’s high-speed rail system
would lose its semi-independent status and see its entire leadership team
replaced under a bill proposed this week by a south California state senator. (Posted Feb. 19 at 5:37 p.m.)

Stanford, Packard nurses OK potential strike
Nurses for Stanford and Lucile Packard Children’s hospitals voted overwhelmingly in favor of a possible strike Thursday night (Feb. 17). (Posted
Feb. 18 at 4:37 p.m.)

Water damage forces closure of Guild Theatre
The Guild Theatre in Menlo Park will be closed until further notice due
to water damage from recent storms, theater representative Rachael Wordhouse-Dykema announced Friday (Feb. 18). (Posted Feb. 18 at 2:16 p.m.)

Barron Park School principal to retire in June
Cathy Howard, principal of Barron Park Elementary School for the past
12 years, will retire June 30, the school district announced Thursday (Feb.
17). (Posted Feb. 18 at 11:44 a.m.)

Classic meets new in TheatreWorks season
In its new season, TheatreWorks will enter many worlds: Jane Austen’s
England, post-Katrina New Orleans and the 1930s British art scene, for
starters. (Posted Feb. 18 at 10:55 a.m.) t

Want to get news briefs e-mailed to you every weekday?
Sign up for Express, our new daily e-edition.
Go to www.PaloAltoOnline.com to sign up.
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Upfront

Wi-Fi

(continued from page 3)

sion from denying applications for
projects that would not emit radio
frequencies below limits set by the
Federal Communications Commission. The city only has the authority
to deny applications based on substantive aesthetic concerns. It must
approve applications aimed at filling
a gap in a provider’s service coverage,
said Paul Albritton, a consulting attorney for AT&T. The gaps are responsible for dropped calls and failed data
transfers, among other things.
“This is a very elegant, low-powered solution to coverage gaps at this
particular site on University Avenue,”
Albritton said.
Commission members quizzed
AT&T representatives on the intensity of emissions from antennas, which
would apparently operate at a maximum power output of three watts,
compared to a single watt for retail
routers, and emit radio frequency outward from the building rather than in
all directions.
Exposure on the balcony for two
residents whose French doors open
onto it would still be 200 times below limits established by the Federal
Communications Commission, William Hammett, a consulting engineer
for AT&T, said.
“You could hug this antenna and
not exceed the federal limits,” Hammett said.
Residents requested AT&T consider other commercial spaces, and
Commissioner Eduardo Gonzalez
voiced concerns about the intrusion
on residential space.
AT&T officials said 12 alternative
sites were considered downtown and
deemed unsuitable because of their
distance from the location in need
of coverage, the lack of architectural
features to disguise the installation, or
insufficient access to fiber-optic cable,
which would then require trenching
the busy two-lane downtown street.
AT&T officials said that by locating
antennas beneath rather than on the balcony and avoiding tenant apartments,
a “bucket truck” would be needed to
reach the antennas for maintenance.
That would effectively close portions
of University Avenue, they said.
But they agreed to the conditions
added to the commission’s approval
installation plans.
“Over the next several weeks, our
engineers will work with planning
department staff to mitigate potential
public impacts,” AT&T Strategic Affairs Adviser Lane Kasselman said.
Commission Chair Samir Tuma
criticized the public outreach AT&T
and the city conducted on the project.
While tenants were notified of the
proposal in advance of deadlines, the
city’s planning staff originally relied
on an address system that did not send
notices to individual residents, staff
members said.
“Coming to the public two days
before a meeting is a mistake in Palo
Alto,” Tuma said. N
Editorial Intern Sarah Trauben can be e-mailed at strauben@
paweekly.com.

TALK ABOUT IT

www.PaloAltoOnline.com
Should the city approve adding WiFi antennas to a balcony at the Hotel
PResident? Share your opinions on Town
Square on Palo Alto Online.

CityView
A round-up of

‘What’s

your

Stories about Palo Alto, as told
by local residents as part of the
Palo Alto Story Project, are
now posted on the Internet.

The
Pa lo Alto
Sto ry
Pro je c t

story?’

Watch them at
www.PaloAltoOnline.com

Palo Alto government action this week

City Council
The council did not meet this week.

Public Art Commission (Feb. 17)

Way Finding Project: The commission discussed and expressed support for the “Way
Finding Project” from the city manager’s office. The project would include photos representing every department in City Hall displayed in the elevator vestibules. Action: None
Donation: The commission approved a staff recommendation to accept a donation of
artworks from the Palo Alto Art Center Foundation. Yes: Acebo-Davis, Brown, Collins,
Richter, Smit, Usich Absent: Coleman



Board of Education (Feb. 22)

Facilities: The board discussed solicitation of construction bids for more than $50 million
in projects at Gunn and Palo Alto high schools. Action None
Elementary math: The board discussed formation of a parent-teacher task force on elementary mathematics. Action None
Full-day kindergarten: The board discussed a trial program for full-day kindergarten at
Barron Park School, beginning this fall. Action None
State budget: The board endorsed a proposal by Gov. Jerry Brown to place on the June
ballot a five-year extension of taxes that were set to expire this year. Yes: Klausner, Mitchell, Tom, Townsend Absent: Caswell

Parks and Recreation Commission (Feb. 22)

Capital improvement: The commission discussed capital-improvement projects
at local parks and the use of park-impact fees to fund some of these projects. The
commission voted to recommend that some of these fees be used for improvements
at El Camino Park. Yes: Crommie, Hetterly, Lauing, Walsh No: Dykwel, Markevitch
Absent: Losch
Infrastructure: The commission heard an update on the city’s Infrastructure Blue Ribbon
Task Force. Action: None

Planning and Transportation Commission
(Feb. 23)

AT&T antennas: The commission approved a proposal by AT&T to install two WiFi antennas to the Hotel President balcony at 488 University Ave., with minor conditions. Yes:
Garber, Martinez, Tanaka, Tuma No: Keller Absent: Fineberg, Lippert
Bicycle plan: The commission heard an update on the city’s Pedestrian and Bicycle
Transportation Plan. Action: None
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LET’S DISCUSS: Read the latest local news headlines
and talk about the issues at Town Square at PaloAltoOnline.com

Public Agenda
A preview of Palo Alto government meetings next week
CITY COUNCIL... The council has no meetings scheduled this week.
FINANCE COMMITTEE... The committee plans to discuss the quarterly report from the city auditor, the Utility Department’s strategic
plan and proposed adjustments to water and wastewater rates. The
meeting is scheduled for 7 p.m. Tuesday, March 1, in the Council
Conference Room at City Hall (250 Hamilton Ave.).
HISTORIC RESOURCES BOARD ... The board plans to discuss a
city proposal for a 3,700-square-foot addition to the Main Library,
1213 Newell Road. The meeting is scheduled for 8 a.m. Wednesday,
March 1, in the Council Chambers at City Hall (250 Hamilton Ave.).

STEGNER FELLOWS’ SHORTS ON STAGE
SAT / FEB 26 / 8 PM / DINKELSPIEL AUDITORIUM
The ﬁction and poetry of Stanford’s Stegner Fellows, transformed
through riveting staged readings. Works to be presented have been
selected from current Fellows and include “The Five Wounds” by
Kirstin Valdez Quade, published in The New Yorker in 2009.
“Word for Word takes the word ‘adaptation’ to all-new levels.”
— San Francisco Examiner

PLANNING AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION ... The commission plans to review the Final Environmental Impact Report for the
Stanford University Medical Center expansion project. The meeting
is scheduled for 6 p.m. Wednesday, March 2, in the Council Conference Room at City Hall (250 Hamilton Ave.).
UTILITIES ADVISORY COMMISSION ... The commission plans to
discuss the evaluation of the five-year Electric Wholesale Power
Block Purchase and the preliminary results of the Energy/Compost
Feasibility Study. The meeting is scheduled for 7 p.m. Wednesday,
March 2, in the Council Chambers at City Hall (250 Hamilton Ave.).
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD ... The board plans to review a
proposal by Ken Hayes on behalf of Eton Capital for a new threestory, mixed-use building at 4073 El Camino Real and a request by
Joseph Bellomo Architects for façade improvements for an existing
building at 145 Hamilton Ave. The meeting is scheduled for 8:30 a.m.
Thursday, March 3, in the Council Chambers at City Hall (250 Hamilton Ave.).
RAIL CORRIDOR TASK FORCE ... The task force will discuss Palo
Alto’s vision for the Caltrain corridor. The meeting is scheduled for
6:30 p.m. Thursday, March 3, in the Council Chambers at City Hall
(250 Hamilton Ave.).

SLIDE
SAT / MARCH 5 / 8 PM / DINKELSPIEL AUDITORIUM
“Eighth Blackbird’s performances are the picture of polish and
precision.” — The New York Times
Grammy-winners eighth blackbird in major new music/theater
work by Steve Mackey and Rinde Eckert.
PLUS: Trio Voce (MAR 4), John Hollenbeck Large Ensemble
(MAR 6), SF Opera Adler Fellows (MAR 13), Calder Quartet
(MAR 30), Carducci String Quartet (APR 3) AND MANY MORE!

TICKETS: livelyarts.stanford.edu | 650-725-ARTS
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Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 52
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Fresh news
delivered daily
Sign up today
www.PaloAltoOnline.com

L U C I L E PA C K A R D

Pulse

A weekly compendium of vital statistics

Palo Alto
Feb. 9-18
Violence related
Arson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Assault with a deadly weapon . . . . . . . .2
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Child abuse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Family violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Sexual battery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Theft related
Checks forgery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Commercial burglary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2

C H I L D R E N ’ S H O S P I TA L

&,)  #2* #+% -)* +0
Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital offers classes and seminars designed
to foster good health and enhance the lives of parents and children.

Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Prowler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Shoplifting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Vehicle related
Abandoned auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Driving w/suspended license . . . . . . . . .9
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Parking violation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . .5
Vehicle accident/property damage. . . . 17
Vehicle tampering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Alcohol or drug related
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Drunken driving. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Under influence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Miscellaneous
Harassing/annoying phone calls. . . . . . .2
Found dog . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Noise complaint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Other/misc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Municipal code violation . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Possession of stolen property . . . . . . . .1
Psychiatric hold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Resisting arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Restraining order . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . .5
Terrorist threat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Warrant/other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3

Menlo Park
Feb. 8-21

INNOVATIONS IN MINIMALLY INVASIVE PEDIATRIC
SURGERY AND TECHNOLOGY
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YOUNG CHILDREN AND ALLERGIES
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Violence related
Domestic disturbance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Spousal abuse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Theft related
Commercial burglary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Residential burglary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vehicle related
Abandoned auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Auto recovery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Driving w/suspended license . . . . . . . . .8
Driving without license . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Parking violation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . .5
Vehicle accident/property damage. . . . 11
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Alcohol or drug related
Drug activity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Drunken driving. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7
Minor possessing alcohol . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Possession with intent to sell . . . . . . . . .1
Miscellaneous
Disturbance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Disturbing/annoying phone calls. . . . . . .2
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Indecent exposure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Info case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Located missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Probation violation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Warrant arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

Atherton
Feb. 8-21
Violence related
Assault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2

LU C I L E PA C K A R D

V I S I T W W W. L P C H . O R G TO S I G N U P F O R C L A S S E S
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VIOLENT CRIMES
Palo Alto
Louis Road, 2/10, 9:27 a.m.; child abuse/
neglect.
Arastradero Road, 2/10, 10:31 a.m.; battery/simple.
California Avenue, 2/10, 4:02 p.m.; assault
with a deadly weapon.
Encina Avenue, 2/10, 4:06 p.m.; sexual
battery.
California Avenue, 2/11, 11 p.m.; fire lit in
trash can.
Channing Avenue, 2/12, 12:05 a.m.; domestic violence/battery.
Tanland Road, 2/12, 4:41 p.m.; domestic
violence.
University Avenue, 2/12, 5:41 p.m.; assault
with a deadly weapon.
California Avenue, 2/13, 1:55 a.m.; domestic violence/battery.
Emerson Street, 2/13, 2:16 a.m.; domestic
violence/battery.
W. Bayshore Road, 2/13, 3:45 a.m.; domestic violence/battery.
Lincoln Avenue, 2/13, 2 p.m.; child abuse/
physical.
University Avenue, 2/14, 3 p.m.; domestic
violence/annoying phone calls.
Park Boulevard, 2/17, 3:48 p.m.; family
violence.

Menlo Park
Almanor Avenue, 2/8, 7:44 a.m.; domestic
disturbance.
Mills Avenue, 2/11, 1:11 a.m.; domestic
disturbance.
Euclid Avenue, 2/11, 11:35 p.m.; domestic
disturbance.
El Camino Real, 2/21, 7:21 a.m.; spousal
abuse.

Atherton

C H I L D R E N’S
H O S P I T A L

Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Domestic disturbance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Theft related
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Vehicle related
Abandoned auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Bicycle recover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Parking/driving violation . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Suspicious vehicle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Traffic detail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Traffic/vehicle hazard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8
Vehicle accident/property damage. . . . .4
Vehicle accident/no damage . . . . . . . . .1
Vehicle code violation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Vehicle impound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Alcohol or drug related
Drunken driving. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Miscellaneous
Animal call. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Be on the lookout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Building/area/perimeter check . . . . . . . .7
Citizen assist. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Construction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Disturbance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Juvenile problem. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Medical aid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Meet citizen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8
Misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Outside assistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Pedestrian check . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Perimeter check . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Public works call . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Shots fired . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Special detail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . .7
Town ordinance violation . . . . . . . . . . . .8
Tree down . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Warrant arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Welfare check . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Wires down. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
9/11 hang-up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5

Today’s news,
sports & hot picks

Coleman Avenue, 2/10, 3:23 p.m.; assault/
battery.
Alameda De Las Pulgas, 2/17, 9:41 a.m.;
simple assault/battery.
El Camino Real, 2/20, 1:38 p.m.; domestic
disturbance.
Brittany Meadows Avenue, 2/21, 10 a.m.;
domestic disturbance.

Transitions

DeathsBirths, marriages and deaths
Bernard Lewis
Bernard Lewis, 94, a longtime
resident of Palo Alto, died Jan. 21,
2011.
He was born, raised and schooled
in Canada, the son of Russian immigrants. He attended college and
medical school at Queen’s University and completed an internal-medicine residency at Hamilton General
Hospital. As a captain in the Royal
Canadian Army Medical Corps during WWII, he conducted pioneering studies of the effects of stress in
the development of psychosomatic
disorders. He was subsequently the
first Canadian to complete internalmedicine fellowship training at the
Johns Hopkins University School
of Medicine. He and his wife Barbara lived in Iowa City from 1950
to 1956, where he became a tenured
professor of medicine at the University of Iowa College of Medicine. In
1956 the family moved to Palo Alto,
where he became a charter member
of the metabolic section of the Palo
Alto Medical Clinic, as well as a
member of the clinical faculty of the
Department of Internal Medicine of
Stanford University. He was an active clinical practitioner as well as
the principle investigator of research
studies in atherosclerosis and the
prevention of cardiovascular disease
at the Palo Alto Medical Research
Foundation. He published more than
70 articles and book chapters. He retired from the practice of medicine
in 1986.
He was widowed after 37 years
of marriage but starting in 1986 enjoyed 25 years of happy marriage
with his second wife, Marina.
He is survived by his wife Marina
Lewis of Palo Alto; sons Douglas
and Richard Lewis and their wives;
two grandsons; and numerous nephews.
Memorial donations may be
made to the PAMF Research Institute for Cardiovascular Disease
(795 El Camino Real, Palo Alto,
CA 94301) or for a tree that will be
planted in his honor at the Stanford
Golf Course (make checks payable
to Stanford Men’s Golf Club, Lewis
Memorial Fund) 91 Links Road,
Stanford, CA 94305.

Harriet Zelencik
Harriet Zelencik, 75, a longtime
resident of Woodside, died of cancer
Feb. 14, 2011.
She was born in October, 1935,
in East Chicago, Ind., to Jacob and
Mary Sarnecki. She met her husband Stephen
Zelencik
while
she was
w o r king as
an accountant
at the

Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co.
They were married in 1958.
In 1964 they moved to Granada

H ELLER I MMIGRATION L AW G ROUP
Employment-based, Family/Marriage & Investor Visas
A Full-Service Immigration Law Firm
Serving the SF Bay Area & Silicon Valley for 25+ years
PERM Labor Certiﬁcation N EB1/NIW Self-Petitions
Green Cards, H1B and Work Permits
Engineers, IT/Computer ﬁelds, Scientists/Researchers
HR/Corporate, Business & Individual Clients

Free Attorney Consult!
650.424.1900 N greencard1.com N heller@greencard1.com

Hills, Calif., where she and her
daughter Mary developed a love of
horses and riding that continued after their move to Woodside. Their
daughter, a real estate agent, died
unexpectedly in 1994.
In Woodside she joined what is
now named the Allied Arts Guild
Auxiliary as well as the Woodside Hills Garden Club. The guild
provides support for Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital through
the Lucile Packard Foundation for
Children’s Health. She successfully chaired the guild’s principal
fundraising event, Tally Ho, several
times.
In 1993 the Zelenciks developed
a special fundraising initiative designed to increase support of the
hospital from local companies.
“Harriet’s love, devotion to and
support of the children and families
we care for at Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital has been critical for

our being able to offer the best care
today, and to ensure even better children’s health in the future,” said Dr.
Harvey Cohen, the hospital’s former
chief of staff.
She loved dogs, especially big
ones such as the Pyrenees mountain
dogs Spook and Sparky who graced
her yard over the years, her husband
recalled.
She is survived by her husband,
Stephen Zelencik of Woodside; her
brothers, Walter and Louis Sarnecki
of northern Indiana; her mother-inlaw Catherine Zelencik and sisterin-law Mary Schmidt, both of Santa
Barbara; and multiple nieces, nephews and other relatives.
Gifts in her memory can be made
to the Harriet and Mary Zelencik
Fund for Pediatric Research at Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital and
sent to Tara Quinn, Lucile Packard
Foundation for Children’s Health,
400 Hamilton Ave., Ste 340, Palo

Embrace Your Potential!
· Dabble in an art class
· Try Pilates or T’ai Chi
· Discover digital photography
· Learn a foreign language
· Experience mindful meditation
· Find your inner author
Call (650) 289-5400 or visit Avenidas.org!
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15th Annual Juana Run
A fun family and competitive road race with events for
all ages. A complimentary pancake breakfast for all
8K participants immediately follows the race.

EVENTS:
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LOCATION: Juana Briones Elementary School, Palo Alto
PARKING: Gunn High School (780 Arastradero Rd. Palo Alto)
CONTACT: Juana Run, 3530 Whitsell St., Palo Alto, CA 94306
RACE HOTLINE: (650) 599-3434
ON-LINE REGISTRATION: www.JuanaRun.org
EMAIL: juanarun@aol.com
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This Sunday: Consider the Lilies
Rev. Dr. Eileen Altman preaching
An Open and Affirming Congregation of the United Church of Christ

COST: 8K race $25 before 2/14/2011; $30 before 3/4/2011; $35 race day
1-mile race $15 before 2/14/2011; $20 before 3/4/2011; $25 race day
Kids races $10 before 2/14/2011; $13 before 3/4/2011; $15 race day

Entry includes a t-shirt, ﬁnisher ribbon (kids), age group prizes,
rafﬂe and free food and drink. Scholarships are available for kids races.

Introducing

Lasting Memories
An online directory of obituaries and
remembrances.
Search obituaries, submit a memorial,
share a photo.
Visit: www.PaloAltoOnline.com/obituaries

INSPIRATIONS

A resource for special events and ongoing religious
services. To inquire about or make space reservations
for Inspirations, please contact
Blanca Yoc at 223-6596
or email byoc@paweekly.com
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Editorial

Affordable housing
dodges a bullet
Judge tosses out developer’s challenge to city’s
below-market-rate housing ordinance

I

n a market where new housing sites are difficult to find and the
job-housing imbalance is running at 2 to 1 or higher, the city
dodged a bullet earlier this month when a judge threw out a challenge to the below-market-rate (BMR) housing ordinance.
It was welcome news that a Superior Court judge did not buy the
argument by Classic Communities that the requirement to devote
15 to 25 percent of its project to below-market housing or pay an
in-lieu fee equal to 5.4 percent of the price for each market-rate
unit sold amounted to an illegal “special tax” against developers.
Another claim, that Palo Alto is “unlawfully” forcing developers to
bear the costs for the city’s shortage of affordable housing, was also
dismissed. Classic is the developer of Sterling Park along Bayshore
Road.
A successful case against the ordinance would have threatened the
very foundation of Palo Alto’s affordable housing policy, as well as
similar programs in many nearby communities. On average, the city
generates 7.5 new homes a year with funding from the program.
The city’s ordinance survived a similar court test in a case filed
by SummerHill Homes last year. The company agreed to pay $4.4
million in “in-lieu” fees rather than build the required number of
below-market-rate units. Another challenge to the ordinance is still
pending, filed by Forrest Mozart, the son of Classic Communities
president John Mozart, over West Meadow Oaks, a six-unit condominium project on West Meadow Drive.
Despite the lawsuits, the city remains firmly behind affordablehousing projects like the 50-unit Eden Housing development at 801
Alma St. After adding a $3 million grant and a $2.8 million loan last
month, the City Council raised its total commitment to the project
to $9.3 million. Eden started off as a large mixed-use project but
was scaled back considerably after strong opposition surfaced from
neighboring condominium owners at 800 High St. In its first version, Eden featured ground-floor-retail, including the Palo Alto Ace
Hardware store across the street, as well as 96 units of housing for
seniors and families.
Approval of Eden, a partnership between the Community Housing
Alliance and Eden Housing, shows how difficult it can be to win
approval of large affordable-housing projects, even on a street that
backs up to a dense but upscale condominium project at 800 High
St. that also faced strong opposition when it was approved several
years ago. Some 800 High St. residents claim that the Eden project is
trying to squeeze too many units into too small a space, and that the
area is not suitable for families. We disagree and believe that Eden’s
location next to Caltrain and within walking distance of grocery and
other shopping downtown or at the Stanford Shopping Center makes
it appropriate for the site.
In fact, early drafts of the city’s new Housing Element call for
locating more new housing near Caltrain, within a quarter mile of El
Camino Real and in mixed-use buildings — a strategy very similar
to that of 800 Alma St. and the Eden family housing. As the city
faces the challenge of finding ways to accommodate some 2,800
units of new housing, as stipulated by the Association of Bay Area
Governments, locations must be found that can be zoned for much
denser housing near the transit corridor.
This is a change in strategy from the current housing element,
which saw 1,372 units built between 1996 and 2006, 316 more than
required in those years by the regional guidelines. Of the total, 80
percent were built for “above moderate income” buyers, leaving
less than 300 units in the “affordable” category. And in some cases,
projects have been criticized for increasing neighborhood traffic,
providing inadequate parking and forcing local schools to accommodate more children. Others lament the loss of community institutions like Hyatt Rickeys and Palo Alto Bowl, which were or will be
turned into housing.
One planning official said the city faces many hurdles to reach
its quota of affordable housing due to the limited land available and
high property values. The reality today is that applicants can spend
five to seven years on the waiting list to get into one of the city’s
affordable-housing facilities.
With the recent court decision, it appears that Palo Alto’s system
for financing the construction of new “affordable” housing units
is on sound legal footing. Now the challenge is to find appropriate
locations for housing that minimize adverse impacts to the community.
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Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

Car burglaries
Editor,
We flew in to visit Stanford for
a college tour with our kids and
stopped by the Stanford Shopping
Center to shop at Neiman Marcus
and Nordstrom. After a brief 45 minutes we came back to our rental and
discovered all our belongings stolen
from the trunk. In the middle of the
day.
No purses, camera, money lying on
the seats to alert the bad guys. They
target rentals. We were one of three
cars that were discovered to have
been broken into Saturday afternoon.
So far. No ID, clothing, medicine.
Had to go home two days early.
How about some warning signs
to innocent college parents who go
shopping to say that if they drive a
rental, they may as well leave it unlocked? The thieves just popped the
lock on our car like they were locksmiths.
Where is mall security patrol? This
was mid-day! Maybe someone should
put a billboard up warning others of
the high-crime area in the Stanford
Shopping Center parking lot.
Robin Lucas
Denver, Colo.

Also the article says I am not certain there is no risk. That’s also true.
But no serious scientific study shows
negative health effects from the radio
frequencies and power used in Wi-Fi
networks.
International standards concerning
health effects of the electromagnetic
field created allow for field intensities far greater than experienced in
Wi-Fi networks. These standards
are based on extensive studies. The
probable health risk is nil. I can find
many things about AT&T’s business
practices to dislike, but this is not one
of them.
Of course I am not certain there
will be no risk. Nothing is certain.
I’m not certain the earth will continue turning and the sun will come
up tomorrow, but I consider it very
likely.
Joe Rolfe
Emerson Street
Palo Alto

Green energy
Editor,
I am supporting the Palo Alto
Green Energy Initiative for the following reasons:
1. I think it’s important to keep
our options open. By setting aside

ten acres of the present dump when
it closes, the city has ten years for
the development of a biological and/
or other equally environmentally
protective technology to convert our
sewage sludge, yard trimming and
food waste into compost and renewable energy.
2. I was taught that if I make a
mess, it’s my responsibility to clean it
up. With that ethic in mind, it seems
not only environmentally appropriate not to dump our waste on others,
it’s also ethical. If we produce the
sludge, the trimmings and the waste,
we should clean up our own mess.
3. We have the opportunity to
turn a bad thing into a good thing.
The piece of land that is slated to become an expansion of Byxbee Park
is so large (that’s the bad thing — too
much trash!) that there’s room for
park expansion and an environmentally protective technology (that’s the
good thing!); to convert our waste
(the bad stuff) into compost and renewable energy (the good stuff).
At this point in the process, I see it
as a green and green initiative. And
for that reason, I support it.
Penny Barrett
Patricia Lane
Palo Alto

Caltrain vs. traffic
Editor,
Although I normally take the Caltrain to work, I recently needed to
drive to San Francisco on U.S. Interstate 280 at the end of the morning
commute. I was surprised to see how
crowded the freeway still was, especially in the southbound direction.
Peninsula commuters who use the
well-subsidized public roadways to
drive to work might want to stop in
at the train stations during commute
hours to watch the substantial flow
of people on and off the trains. This
exercise would make it easier to visualize the impact of the extra cars on
the road if all those people are forced
to drive.
Nearly everyone who takes the
train is a driver with a car, or could be
if necessary. Public tax money builds
and maintains the roads. Drivers
should be aware that it is in their best
interests to make sure the trains also
have enough public support to continue to run and to run effectively.
Commuters, you don’t want all
of us joining you on the roads. You
may want to let your county officials
know that.
Christy Junkerman
Chaucer Street
Palo Alto

Wi-Fi plans
Editor,
I feel a need to enlarge on my remarks in the story in the Feb. 18 issue about AT&T’s plans for a Wi-Fi
network in Palo Alto. I am quoted as
saying that we have been surrounded
by radio waves for a long time with
no apparent ill effects. That’s true.

YOUR TURN
The Palo Alto Weekly encourages comments on our coverage or on
issues of local interest.

What do you think? Should Palo Alto build a local plant or transport
its compostables to Gilroy?
Submit letters to the editor of up to 250 words to letters@paweekly.com.
Include your name, address and daytime phone number so we can reach you.
We reserve the right to edit contributions for length, objectionable content, libel
and factual errors known to us. Anonymous letters will generally not be accepted.
You can also participate in our popular interactive online forum, Town
Square, at our community website at www.PaloAltoOnline.com. Read
blogs, discuss issues, ask questions or express opinions with you neighbors any
time, day or night.
Submitting a letter to the editor or guest opinion constitutes a granting of permission to the Palo Alto Weekly and Embarcadero Publishing Co. to also publish
it online, including in our online archives and as a post on Town Square.
For more information contact Editor Jocelyn Dong or Online Editor Tyler Hanley
at editor@paweekly.com or 650-326-8210.

Check out Town Square!
Hundreds of local topics are being discussed by local residents on
Town Square, a reader forum sponsored by the Weekly on our community website at www.PaloAltoOnline.com. Post your own comments,
ask questions, read the Editor’s blog or just stay up on what people are
talking about around town!

Guest Opinion

Palo Alto school district needs new leadership
by Ken and Michele Dauber
n early 2008, Kevin Skelly, then the new
superintendent of PAUSD, reversed an
earlier decision by the district and entered
our high schools in the Newsweek “Challenge
Index.” The index is simple: it’s the number
of AP tests divided by the number of graduating seniors. Palo Alto had opted out of participating in the 2007 ranking.
According to Scott Laurence, a former principal at both Paly and Gunn, the contest would
yield only “increased pressure on already
stressed out students.” Skelly did not share
the concern about stress, deciding instead to
advertise how our kids “stack up” against others. He wanted to “let folks know how good
the Palo Alto schools are.”
Looking back, this incident was a harbinger
of things to come. The tragic series of suicides
of Palo Alto high school students has propelled
the issue of the emotional and mental health
of Palo Alto’s students into full view. Parents,
mental health professionals, and academics in
our community have all pointed to high levels
of academic stress in Palo Alto high schools
as a key factor in producing and exacerbating anxiety, depression, and other problems
for students, and in undermining ties between
students and teachers.
The evidence connecting academic stress
to adolescent depression, anxiety, and suicidal ideation is overwhelming. A recent study
found that the effect of academic stress on
suicidal thoughts is significant even when
controlling for preexisting depression, which
according to the study’s authors may itself be
caused by academic stress. Studies also show
that pressure exacerbates depression in those
who are predisposed to the illness.

I

Becky Beacom, health education manager
at Palo Alto Medical Foundation describes
academic stress as a “health issue” for students. Stanford has an entire academic center
devoted to documenting the negative effects
of academic stress on student mental health.
A documentary film on the subject, Race to
Nowhere, has been showing to packed high
school auditoriums nationwide. High achieving school districts in the Bay Area and
around the country have taken steps to reduce
academic stress, including steps such as limiting AP classes and even withdrawing from the
AP program altogether.
Here in Palo Alto, it appeared that we
were on track to finally address this issue.
After the second suicide, Project Safety Net
(PSN), sponsored by the City of Palo Alto
brought together stakeholders for a coordinated response. The final report [link here]
recommended both increased mental health
screening and services and structural reform
of the schools to reduce academic stress, including concrete changes like moving final
exams before the winter break and reducing
the volume of homework. According to the
report, “all elements of the educational system, including core principles, curriculum,
policies, training, strategic plans, hiring and
other practices” and not merely those addressed to mental health, are implicated in
the crisis and must be reformed.
Yet Superintendent Skelly and the school
district have focused exclusively on the mental health recommendations. Despite the evidence and in the face of a crisis, the district
steadfastly refuses to deal with the core issue
of academic stress. The school board couldn’t
even agree to adopt a revised calendar to

move exams before the winter break rather
than after it.
Skelly points to psychologist Kay Redfield
Jamison’s book about suicide Night Falls Fast
as support for the idea that stress does not play
a causal role in suicide and depression. But
Jamison doesn’t say that. Rather, her book is
replete with statements linking environmental
stressors and related factors such as sleep deprivation to depression and suicidality.
In Palo Alto we have a $154 million welloiled machine for producing academic stress
and all its attendant problems, including a
profound feeling among students of lack of
community, connection, and caring adults.
Stacked up against that are now a few social
workers, some suicide prevention training for
school personnel, “connectedness” programming, and a few fitfully and unevenly adopted
initiatives.
It is as if we discovered that Gunn High
School is contaminated with asbestos, yet instead of abating the hazard the school district
decided to focus on screening children for
lung cancer and issuing respirators to those
who fall ill.
Parents are becoming increasingly frustrated with the district’s leadership on this issue.
At a Feb. 13th event sponsored by the Peninsula Interfaith Action at St. Mark’s Church,
district officials including Skelly made a jargon-filled presentation on “connectedness”
that completely ignored student stress and
school culture as issues needing attention. In
response to parent questions, Skelly repeatedly insisted that the problem was “hard.”
We would be making more progress if our
district leadership was less impressed with
the difficulty of the problem and more will-

ing to make fundamental changes to solve it.
The school administration has failed to adopt
specific reforms recommended by PSN to reduce academic stress at our high schools. It
has failed to engage with the experts at Stanford’s Challenge Success even though they are
right across the street from the district office.
Skelly’s views on academic stress are flatly
contradicted by the best scientific and medical
evidence, as well as by the experience of parents and students in our community. Worse,
the district hasn’t enforced those policies
we already have, such as the existing ban on
homework over holidays and vacations. And
the district is jeopardizing its new mental
health initiatives by letting individual schools
decide what to implement rather than establishing consistent programs than can more
effectively be evaluated.
We shouldn’t have to struggle with the
school district to acknowledge basic facts
of life about our schools and our children.
The school board should do the job that we
elected it to do, and hire leadership that will
address the root causes of the crisis of which
the recent suicides are merely the most visible part. It is well past time to enforce accountability for our elected and appointed
officials. We can do better than this, as a
district and as a community.
We invite anyone interested in pursuing
these issues to contact us at kenneth.dauber@
gmail.com.
Ken Dauber is a software engineer at
Google, and Michele Dauber is a Law Professor at Stanford. They live in Barron Park
and have five children, including two who
attended Gunn High School.

Streetwise

What is your favorite Dr. Seuss book and why?
Asked at Children’s Library, Palo Alto. Interviews and photographs by Zohra Ashpari.

Winston and Gwyneth Wong

Engineer, Student
Bryant Street, Palo Alto
“’Green Eggs and Ham’ is one of their
favorites because my older daughter
can read to the younger one.” “I like
the pictures and the story is funny.”

Loeline and Juliet Rudelle

Students
Southhampton Drive, Palo Alto
“‘How The Grinch Stole Christmas’
because they have weird people and
outfits in it.” “I like it because it’s scary
and exciting.”

Adelaide and Anastasia
Roberts

Homemaker, Student
Rinconada Avenue, Palo Alto
“She likes to be read ‘The Lorax’ because it’s about protecting nature —
caring about trees and animals before
it’s too late.”

Ella Jones

Student
Seale Avenue, Palo Alto
“‘The Sneetches’ because it’s interesting in the end when the Sneetches
come together and become friends.”

Raelen Sox-Harris

Student
Harker Avenue, Palo Alto
“I like ‘The Cat in the Hat’ because
the cat catches the fish in his hat and
slurps the fish down!”
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Cover Story

Beneath Peninsula residents’ feet,
multiple earthquake faults traverse the land
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arol Prentice, a Geological
Survey research geologist,
studies paleoseismology, the
cycles of major quakes over time.
Her current focus: the venerable
San Andreas.
On a section of dirt road within
the San Francisco Watershed, near
the Crystal Springs and San Andreas reservoirs, Prentice and her
USGS crew have dug a pit about 3
feet wide and 9 to 12 feet deep to
get a first-hand look at the fault and
where it has ruptured.
“A big earthquake fault will
break all sediment layers on the

Or
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is direct evidence that movement
has not occurred for 1 to 1.5 million years.
“The chances of it rupturing are
remote, but taken all together, we
should be humble enough to acknowledge that a big earthquake
could be on a fault we don’t recognize,” he said.
The 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake is a case in point. Scientists
still debate whether the rupture occurred on the San Andreas or on
another fault, he said.
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There are still other faults that
could trigger quakes, according
to Stephen Thompson, principal
geologist with William Lettis and
Associates, an earthquake-related,
engineering geology and geotechnical services consulting firm in
Walnut Creek.
Located between the San Andreas and the Santa Clara Valley floor, the Stanford (near San
Francisquito Creek in Menlo Park
through Stanford University to
Page Mill Road), Shannon, Sargent
and Berrocal fault lines are deemed
potentially active with a magnitude
estimate of 6.5 to 7.0, he said.
“Right now, they are considered active or conditionally active,
based on their location and overall
setting,” he said.
None of the faults are predicted
to rupture on the magnitude of
the San Andreas, which has been
shown to produce quakes that are
8.0, plus or minus, he said. But they
are capable of producing damaging
earthquakes because of their locations and because they are under
highly populated areas, he said.
Other active faults lie beneath
our feet: the Foothills Thrustbelt
(near Page Mill Road and U.S. Interstate 280), Pulgas (west of Palo
Alto, Stanford and Redwood City),
Pilarcitos, Zayante and Butano,
according to Geological Survey
maps.
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– Peter Roth, Los Altos resident
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‘We were a little
surprised when we
heard where the fault
line was. The USGS
estimates it’s under
my neighbor’s front
door step.’

And some are more ancient, not
having moved for as long as 1.6
million years, including Palo Alto,
La Honda, Ben Lomond and San
Jose faults.
Some evidence is emerging that
an ancient fault could produce a
dangerous quake.
The Kern Canyon fault in the
Sierra Nevada, which was previously thought inactive for 3 million years, was found to be active
by California Institute of Technology scientists Elisabeth Nadin and
Jason Saleeby. The fault moved as
recently as 3,300 years ago. Geologists working for the Army Corps
of Engineers in Sacramento have
also determined that the Kern Canyon could trigger a magnitude of
6.5 to 7.5-magnitude quake.
Another previously inactive area,
the Foothills fault zone, which last
ruptured 1.6 million years ago, ruptured in 1975 on a branch within its
fault zone near Oroville on what is
now known as the Cleveland Hills
fault, according to the earthquakerisk assessment plan for the City of
Roseville.
But Thompson said the likelihood of a large quake occurring on
ancient faults is distant when there

Los
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A 3.4-magnitude earthquake rattled Martha Siegel’s Briarwood Court,
Los Altos, home last December. Siegel later found out the Monte Vista
fault lies near her residence.

tively.
Five other faults are cause for
concern, however: San Gregorio,
located near the coast and Half
Moon Bay; and the East Bay’s Calaveras, Concord-Green Valley and
Greenville; and Mt. Diablo.

Rd

Geological Survey) estimates it’s
under my neighbor’s front door
step,” he said, nodding toward the
head of the street, “but the margin
of error means it could be under my
property,” he said.
The San Andreas fault might be
the iconic expression of the shifting
tectonic plates sliding deep beneath
Bay Area residents’ feet, but numerous faults run up and down the
Peninsula, some with a potential
shaking power that has not been
evident in what geologists consider
“historical times” — since 1776.
Only a few have caused major
quakes in recent memory: the San
Andreas, Hayward and small portions of the Greenville and Las
Positas faults, which are both located near Livermore, according to
U.S. Geological Survey maps. But
others are being watched.
In the Bay Area, Geological Survey scientists have predicted a 63
percent probability of a 6.7-magnitude quake or greater between
2007 and 2036. Seven faults contribute to that high risk. The San
Andreas and the Hayward/Rodgers
Creek faults in the East Bay carry
the greatest risk, with 21 percent
and 31 percent probability respec-
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unday morning, Dec. 19,
2010, started out with a bang
for Los Altos resident Martha
Siegel — and not the metaphorical
kind. Sitting at her kitchen table,
the earth shook beneath her.
Coffee sloshed in mugs and lights
swayed in homes along Briarwood
Court as the earthquake rattled
residents out of bed at 9:28 a.m.
“It woke up my daughter,” Siegel
said.
But Siegel, who works at SLAC
National Accelerator Laboratory,
located near the San Andreas earthquake fault, soon learned of something more jarring than the actual
3.1-magnitude quake. The temblor
occurred on the Monte Vista fault
(also called Monta Vista), and it is
right near her home.
“I’ve been in Los Altos my entire
life, and I had no idea,” she said
of the fault’s existence, adding that
a real-estate agent never disclosed
her home’s proximity to the fault
line.
Peter Roth has lived in the neighborhood since 1967 and has experienced “an uncountable number of
earthquakes.” But “we were a little
surprised when we heard where
the fault line was. The USGS (U.S.

Dave Croker of the Northern California Seismic Network examines a seismogram from sensors in Big
Mountain, 16 miles from the Hollister-area epicenter of a small Feb. 18 earthquake.

Courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey

Story by Sue Dremann and Sarah Trauben
Photographs by Veronica Weber
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Most of the local faults shown (except San Andreas) haven’t ruptured
for 1.6 million years, scientists estimate. An interactive version of this
map is available on usgs.gov.
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cience now tells us with certainty that the Universe
as we know it began more than  billion years ago.
Some call it the “big bang,” others have described that
moment as “the great light.” By whatever name, one fact has
become abundantly clear. Everything that followed since
the ﬁrst moment—atoms, molecules, cells, plants, birds,
cathedrals, humans, satellites, bombs, cell phones, roses,
and mosquitoes—are part of one interconnected,
interdependent system.
For  years, the central purpose of the Foundation
for Global Community—and all of the organizations that
preceded it—has been the education of the individual. The
educational process has always included the largest context,
the primary principle “All Is One,” and the fundamental
realization that there is a Power greater than the Self, and
humans have the capacity and the responsibility to discover
how to love.
In January , the Foundation for Global Community
(FGC) recognizing the urgency of meeting the many

How It Began

We could say our roots go back billion
years to the beginning or back to the prehistory time when deep insights and spiritual
thoughts started coming through human intuition. However, we’ll start with a
more recent time frame, the latter part of the th century. This was the period
when Darwin’s On the Origin of Species had been published and the conﬂict between science and religion over which one was the rightful determiner of truth
grew ever more intense. A young chemistry professor in Canada, Henry Burton
Sharman was becoming convinced that the objective approach of science could
and should be applied to the study of religion since both searched for the same
universal truths about reality.
In , Sharman and his wife, Abigail, enrolled in the University of Chicago
as doctoral candidates, she in English and he in semantic, biblical, and patristic
Greek. During the writing of his doctoral thesis, Sharman uncovered a revolutionary new view of the ﬁgure of Jesus of Nazareth as a teacher and not the
messiah. His work was published by the University of Chicago Press in nd
greeted with great criticism by conservative scholarship. The Chicago Examiner

challenges present in today’s world, decided its resources
could more productively be invested, not in the work of
FGC itself, but rather in important and emergent ventures
powered by the vision, passion and insight contained within
those projects and organizations.
As a result, the Board of Trustees made the decision
to embark on a ﬁve-year plan. First, to encourage
independence of its own viable projects, such as Hooked
on Nature, Global MindShift, Valley of Hearts Delight,
Israeli-Palestinian Dialogue, and Exploring a Sense of
Place. Second, to liquidate the various assets of FGC, and
to thoughtfully invest those resources in important, wellmanaged elements of the emerging global community.
All the assets of FGC were sold (real estate holdings, the
conference facility in the Santa Cruz mountains near Ben
Lomond, and our Center and ofﬁces in Palo Alto). In the last
three years the Board has been investing those assets ( 
million) in worthy projects and organizations in the United
States and the world.

wrote, “Dr. Sharman declares Jesus never uttered
teachings credited to him.” Comparing that and
other critical statements with what has been written and widely accepted by New Testament scholars
in the past  years, makes it clear that Dr. Sharman
was far ahead of his time.
In the s and ’s, Dr. Sharman began holding six-week seminars each summer at a retreat in
the Canadian wilderness. He was seeking to reach
the future leaders of society, so he invited college
students and professors to explore issues raised by
the teachings of Jesus. He used the Socratic method
of question asking and challenging individuals to
think and validate their own answers.
Two of the people who attended those early
seminars in Canada were a Stanford professor,
Harry Rathbun, and his wife, Emilia.
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chronology of activities and events our various organizations participated in
over the past 60 years. To give a sense of what was happening in the world at
the same time, other news events are occasionally included.

  
  
Having experienced in Canada the intelligence and
effectiveness of Sharman’s seminars, Harry and Emilia
Rathbun, along with Leon and Lucille Carley, were
dedicated to creating a similar program in California.
Harry Rathbun was a Professor of Law at Stanford and
Emilia was a teacher. Leon Carley was a highly respected
attorney in Palo Alto and Lucille, a nurse. Together, the
two couples were the co-founders of Sequoia Seminar.
In  , following the end of World War II, their ﬁrst
seminar was at Klamath Falls, and from  to   at
Asilomar on the Monterey Bay Peninsula. Room and
board for the four-week seminars was  . There was no
charge for tuition.

In , Sequoia Seminar found its home in the Santa
Cruz Mountains near Ben Lomond. The Quakers (AFSC)
had been given  acres of land; Sequoia had received
 from a seminar participant who had bequeathed
it his G.I. insurance beneﬁt. The Quakers and Sequoia
agreed to share use of the facilities and a meeting lodge,
Casa de Luz (House of Light), was built with recycled
lumber during the summer. There were only two seminars: a four-week ( ) and a three-week ( ).
What was happening in the world? The U.S. was engaged in war in Korea, sputnik was orbiting the earth,
doctors achieved the ﬁrst organ transplant, Eisenhower was
elected president, and a gallon of gasoline cost  cents.
The program of seminars continued to grow. In  ,
there were three introductory seminars, one designed for
people who wanted to lead a weekly discussion group,
and one for college students to ﬁt their fall schedule. Four
years later, there would be six introductory two-week
seminars and, for those who wished to continue to be
involved, nine one-week programs, which were led by the
Rathbuns. Room and board was   and and the “no
tuition” policy continued, probably because Dr. Rathbun remembered that Stanford, his alma mater, did not
charge tuition when it ﬁrst opened its doors.

  
Recognizing that couples with children are very
reluctant to leave them for two weeks in the summer
while attending a seminar, a special “family” seminar was
scheduled for eight couples and their children. The U.S.
had  military “advisors” stationed in Vietnam and

East Germans began building the Berlin wall. In  , the
pressure grew more intense.
The U.S. resumed atmospheric tests despite despite
widespread protests and discussion. The Cuban “missile
crisis” brought fear to America’s shore. LIFE magazine had
page after page devoted to an article on “How to build a
bomb shelter in your own backyard,” and Rachel Carson’s
book, Silent Spring, awakened a new cause for concern.
In response to all that was happening in the world, on
February,   ten women gathered at dawn in Casa de Luz,
and pledged their lives to work for “the cooperation of the
nations, the cooperation of the races, and the cooperation of
the religions.” Later,  men made the same commitment.
In August,  black and white marchers, standing
in front of the Lincoln Memorial, heard Martin Luther King,
say “I have a dream.” And in November, the whole world
seemed to come apart with the assassination of President
Kennedy.
There were ten introductory seminars and  Quest for
Meaning groups meeting weekly in homes throughout the
greater Bay Area in  . Work was underway on a second
lodge at Sequoia Seminar. The sounds of conﬂict were
the sounds of  . President Johnson sent   ground
troops into Vietnam and by the end of the year there would
be . The Freedom March went from Selma to Montgomery and the Watts section of Los Angeles erupted in
ﬂames. This was also the time we began a relationship with
St. John’s Missionary Baptist Church in East Palo Alto. Invited by Father James Branch to join the church, a group of
our members was baptized the following Sunday and spent
the next year helping to raise funds for their school.
The Jesuit priest and paleontologist, Pierre Teilhard de
Chardin, used the term “noosphere” to communicate an
emerging sphere of consciousness. New Sphere was chosen
as the name for our community.

  

In ,  Quest for Meaning groups were meeting
weekly, a sign that participants appreciated the opportunity
to discuss issues relevant to their lives. People were encouraged to continue and attend one of the  one-week Sequoia
Seminars that were held that summer. A dramatic presentation, People, War and Destiny was staged at a number of
theatres in the Bay Area. Seven men spoke about A Vision
for Our Time.
The huge war protests continued with hundreds of
thousands massing in Washington, D.C. Israel invaded the
United Arab Republic, Syria, and Jordan in what became
known as “The Six-Day War.” At the end of the year, there
were
 U.S. troops in Vietnam and  dead.
The women of New Sphere put on a symposium for
women and took on a new name, Woman to Woman
Building the Earth for the Children’s Sake, which was later
shortened to Build the Earth. The United Nations Charter
was signed in San Francisco. Doctors transplanted a
human heart.
Our concern with improving race relations continued
and we met with the Mission Rebels and the Black Man’s
Free Store. A new program, “The Challenge to Change,”
included an invitation to join a discussion group in the Fall.
During the month of December, the Rathbun’s home on
the Stanford campus became “Christmas House” with the
living room transformed with angels and the wisdom of the
world’s great religions in a preview of what would, in later
years, become “Bless Man.”
The pace quickened. The Viet Cong launched the Tet
offensive. North Korea seized the U.S. spy ship Pueblo. The
members of our community were working hard in offering
an alternative to the draft, a concept of national service
which led to a presentation to  women in the Circle
Star theatre in San Carlos.

Just three weeks later, the world was shocked again
by the assassination of Martin Luther King. All night we
talked with people we knew in the black community and
the next day we came together,  of us, in tribute to Dr.
King. The front page of the Palo Alto Times had a picture
of the march down University Avenue to Memorial Church
at Stanford. Led by Hester Harrison, one of the ten women
who pledged their lives and started this work, the Reverend Vanderbilt Harris, and Harry and Emilia Rathbun.
On May  , Build The Earth and National Voluntary
Service (which was what we were calling ourselves at the
time), presented a program in Frost Amphitheatre to an
audience of . The speaker was Dr. Frank Laubach,
Nobel Prize nominee and founder of the “each one teach
one” method of education. The ﬁrst ten Involvement Corps
volunteers were presented. Eleven days later, the world
was shocked again when Robert F. Kennedy was murdered
in Los Angeles.

Six of our men ﬂew to Palm Desert to meet with former
president Eisenhower and discuss national goals and concern for student involvement in the war.
The year ended on a spiritual note as Apollo circled
the moon. On Christmas Eve, astronauts Frank Borman,
James Lovell, and William Anders took turns reading from
the Book of Genesis and ending with “good night, good
luck, a Merry Christmas, and God bless all of you, all of you
on the good Earth.

  
  

In a relatively short span of time we changed our name
from National Service to National Voluntary Service to
National Initiative and, ﬁnally, to Creative Initiative Foundation (CIF).
During the  s, in addition to its regular courses and
seminars, Creative Initiative addressed the issues of drug
abuse, environmental concerns, the effects of violence on
TV, energy conservation, depletion of natural resources, the
danger of pollution from toxic chemicals, and long-term
radioactive wastes from nuclear power plants.
The focus of these activities was always on understanding and communicating the process by which individuals
can become mature, responsible human beings.
Creative Initiative—A Guide to Fulﬁllment, written by
Harry Rathbun, was published. We moved into  High
Street, a big, old barn-like building in Palo Alto. With more
space, a video production unit was built, and movable
cubicle dividers allowed conversion into a large area. Willis
Harman, Thomas Berry, Paul Ehrlich, Miriam MacGillis, Jean Shinoda Bolen, and Brian Swimme were part of a
Speakers Series of presentations.
In   there was a cease ﬁre in Vietnam with American
combat deaths at  and all deaths, including civilians,
at two million. On Yom Kippur, the Arabs attacked Israell
and two days later, Israel counterattacked. Four days later,
Creative Initiative women marched in San Francisco with
signs declaring “God wants peace” and “Jews and Arabs are
both sons of Abraham.”
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Other signiﬁcant events in that decade: facing certain
impeachment, Richard Nixon was the ﬁrst U.S. president in
history to resign;  people in India died from smallpox, a disease that would be eradicated in just a few more
years.
Indicating how we were growing, one summer there
were  introductory seminars at Ben Lomond. A beautiful new lodge, Las Alas de Las Aguillas (The Wings of the
Eagle) was ﬁnished. The United Nations International
Women’s Year conference was held in Mexico City and 
CIF women attended.
“Bless Man,” a pageant celebrating One Earth, One
Humanity, One Spirit, was staged for the fourth year at Masonic Auditorium in San Francisco. A musical drama of a
living myth, “is a Mystical Number,” addressed the issues
of life and death, good and evil, masculine and feminine in
performances at Spangenburg Auditorium in Palo Alto.
A talk by E. F. Schumacher, author of Small Is Beautiful,
on the immense dangers associated with nuclear power,
prompted an investigation by members of Creative Initiative. Discussion with senior engineers at General Electric
followed. Convinced that the public was unaware of the
issues, the women of CIF began a statewide educational
campaign and collected   signatures on a “Call for
Information” asking the Governor to hold hearings. When
a citizen’s referendum qualiﬁed for the California ballot, the
issue became political and CIF as a non-proﬁt educational
foundation could no longer be involved. As a result, most of
the members decided to join Project Survival and work to
pass Proposition  . It was defeated – , but the public’s
new awareness of the risks, along with the tremendous
costs involved, resulted in no new nuclear plant being built
in the U.S. since that time.
Creative Initiative received worldwide press attention
when three senior GE engineers resigned and expressed
their deep concerns about nuclear plant safety. Since all
three were members of CIF, the nuclear industry quickly
claimed that the three had been coerced by a “cult.” The engineers disputed the claim and went on to establish MHB, a
successful consulting business that was highly regarded by
utilities and nuclear plant operators around the world.
In   we formed the Youth Conservation Corps (YCC),
a group of high school students who gave a summer to
promote energy conservation. YCC got a big send-off dinner
when people from the Governor’s ofﬁce, the state Energy
Commission, and local ofﬁcials all saluted their efforts.
Bloody civil wars raged in Nicaragua and Cambodia. A
baby was born that was conceived, not in a woman’s body,
but in a laboratory dish. Jimmy Carter, Anwar Sadat, and
Menachem Begin spent days at Camp Davd trying to
move the Middle East toward peace.





The Global  Report was initiated by President
Carter and was intended to be released near the end of his
ﬁrst term. It was to use the computing powers of different government agencies to make long-term projections.
Instead, it revealed that each agency was treating certain
resources as if no other demand existed. It was decided to
commit people and to the effort and two days
later we had an empty (and free) ground ﬂoor ofﬁce on University Avenue. Large pictures of Reagan, Carter, and John
Anderson were in the front window with a sign “When
will the candidates address the issues in the Global 
Report?”

Since we published a newsletter we were able to secure
White House Press passes. We kept asking the candidates
the “when will” question in airports, debates, “photo ops”
and coffees. Working with our Creative Initiative friends
in other parts of the country made it appear that we were
everywhere. We ran a public opinion survey of more than
 people in  states in two days that indicated %
of those surveyed were undecided. The League of Women
Voters told us later that this was a deciding factor in getting the candidates to agree to a debate.
Talking with Russians about the Global  Report,
they said it had one major omission: it didn’t include the
question of a global nuclear war.



  
  

Beyond War began as a grassroots response to the
threat of nuclear war. Early efforts focused on educating
about the crisis And showing “The Last Epidemic,” a ﬁlm
about the effect of a one megaton hydrogen bomb dropped
on San Francisco.
We developed a graphic way of showing what the reality
was in the world at that time. With each small BB pellet
representing one million tons of TNT, we asked people
to close their eyes and listen to the BBs that stood for all
the bombs dropped in World War II, including the atom
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. We would drop three
BBs into a metal bucket. Then (with eyes still closed) “here
are the BBs that represent the nuclear arsenals of the U.S.
and the Soviet Union today,” and we would pour  BBs
into the bucket. The effect was overwhelming. “I had no
idea” was a typical comment.
The Beyond War Award was created in   to honor
the great efforts of humankind as it works to build a world
beyond war. The ﬁrst
award was presented
to the U.S. Conference
of Catholic Bishops
for their pastoral
letter on peace. In
 , the award went
to the International
Physicians for the
Prevention of Nuclear
War (IPPNW) and
presented to the cofounders, Dr. Bernard
Lown of the U.S. and
Dr. Yevgeni Chazov
of the USSR via a
television spacebridge
between Moscow and
San Francisco .
On January ,  , more than  ambassadors to
the United Nations attended a presentation by Dr. Carl
Sagan and Dr. Sergei Kapitsa on nuclear winter. The ambassadors were told that even a limited nuclear exchange
would threaten all life on the planet and no country
would be exempt from the effects.
At this time, more than   people were actively
communicating the Beyond War principles in  states.
There was start-up activity in ten other states and 
dedicated volunteer men and women were working full
time on Beyond War.
The third Beyond War Award went to the Five Continent Peace Initiative in  . The leaders were Olaf Palme
of Sweden, Julius Nyerere of Tanzania, Andres Papandreou
of Greece, Miguel de la Madrid of Mexico, Raul Alfonsin of
Argentina, and Rajiv Gandhi of India. Using every satellite available enabled the leaders and audiences in every
country to see and be heard. More than million people
worldwide viewed the program.
Beyond War opened an ofﬁce in Iowa to relate to the
 presidential candidates. The following year’s recipient was the Contadora Peace Process and the presidents
of Venzuela, Colombia, Panama, and Mexico. The next
Beyond War Award went to The Contadora process ( ),
Peace Corps ( ) Michail Gorbachev and Ronald Reagan

( ), Koinonia, Wahat Salam, and the Carter Center
( ) and Vaclav Havel, Earth Day, and Gro Harlem
Brundtland ()
Plans were ﬁnalized to produce a joint book, Soviet
authors came to Sequoia Seminar, and Breakthrough was
published in both English and Russian.

 
 
 

With end of the Cold War, the tearing down of the
Berlin Wall, and other hopeful signs of change, Beyond War
went through a process of thoughtful examination and
enlarged its focus to become the Foundation for Global
Community. It seemed to us that in order to truly move
beyond war, we, humans, had to discover the thinking and
behavior, the values and processes that would enable a
sustainable and resilient global system to emerge.
FGC produced a number of projects aimed at exploring
and developing elements of what were believed to be important aspects of an evolving global community. Human
relationships with the natural world, emerging cosmologies
regarding the evolution of the universe and of life on earth,
conﬂict resolution, food and agricultural systems, human
personality systems, and new models of governance and
organization were all explored.
However, when the activities and inﬂuence of the organization were compared to the considerable resources built
up over many decades, and the urgency of meeting the
many challenges present in today’s world, it was decided
that these resources could more productively be invested,
not in the work of FGC itself, but rather in important and
emergent ventures powered by the vision, passion, and
insight contained within those projects and organizations.
The Board of Trustees was not alone in sensing this situation; members of the FGC community also had expressed
their concerns.
With a deep commitment to respond to changing times
and realities, the Board of Trustees unanimously agreed
to liquidate the various assets of FGC and to thoughtfully invest those resources in important, well-managed
elements of the emerging global community. All of the
assets were converted to cash. Real estate holdings, the
conference facility at Ben Lomond, our Center and ofﬁce
were all sold. The Trustees and a small group of Advisors
has been investing those assets (  million) in worthy
projects, individuals, and organizations who continue to
pursue the ultimate vision of one earth, one humanity, one
spiritThe overriding belief of the Trustees of the Foundation for Global Community is that there is a life of vitality,
of relevance to current conditions, and that one moment
in that life of vitality is to know when that life is coming to
an end, a time when it is more appropriate to die and, in
that death, to provide the nutrients (or “fertilizer”) to new,
growing contemporary forms.
Having successfully achieved that goal, the Foundation for Global Community closed on December 
Amen!
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These  recipients were each awarded grants from the Foundation for Global Community
of more than . An additional  organizations received grants of  or less.
Total amount of grants to   recipients since July  is 
Genesis Farm
Blairstown, New Jersey
wwwgenesisfarm.org

One Dollar for Life
Palo Alto, California
www.odﬂ.org

Peninsula Open Space Trust (POST)
Palo Alto, California
www.openspacetrust.org

Adolescent Counseling Service
Palo Alto, California
www.acs-teens.org

Transpartisan Alliance
Seattle, Washington
www.transpartisan.net

Friends of Shipley Nature Center
Huntington Beach, California
www.fsnc.org

Hand In Hand
Portland, Oregon
www.handinhandk12.org

Amistad International
Palo Alto, California
www.amistadinternational.org

Hidden Villa
Los Altos, California
www.hiddenvilla.org

Beyond War
Portland, Oregon
www.beyondwar.org

Kilili Self-Help Project
Kenya, Africa
www.kililiselfhelp.org

Children of Abraham
New York, New York
www.childrenofabraham.org

For Generations to Come
Ann Arbor, Michigan
www.fgtcsanctuary.com

Innvision Urban Ministry
San Jose, California
www.innvision.org

Hooked on Nature
San Jose, California
www.hookedonnature.org

Harry and Emilia Rathbun
Endowment Fund
Stanford University
Stanford, California
www.stanford.edu

The Art of Yoga Project
Palo Alto, California
www.theartofyogaproject.org

Center for Ecotourism and
Sustainable Development
Washington, DC
www.ecotourismcesd.org

Job Train
Menlo Park, California
www.jobtrain.org

Hero’s Journey Foundation
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
www.herosjourneyfoundation.org

Conversation Café
Seattle, Washington
www.conversationcafe.org

Jewish-Palestinian
Living Room Dialogue
San Mateo, California
http://traubman.igc.org/dg-prog.htm

New Roadmap Foundation
Seattle, Washington
www.newroadmap.org
Thomas Berry Foundation
Boston, Massachusetts
www.brianswimme.org
Family Resources International
Saratoga, California
www.celebratingfamilies.net
Children and Nature Network
Santa Fe, New Mexico
www.cnaturenet.org
“Flyways”
Music for the Earth
Litchﬁeld, Connecticut
www.livingmusic.com
MetaFour Productions
Los Angeles, California
www.metafourproductions.com
YES
Helping Visionary
Young Leaders
Bainbridge Island, Washington
www.yesmagazine.org
Bioneers
(Collective Heritage Institute)
Lamy, New Mexico
www.bioneers.org
The Land Institute
Salina, Kansas
www.landinstitute.org
Nuclear Age Peace Foundation
Santa Barbara, California
www.wagingpeace.ord
Pachamama Alliance
San Francisco, California
www.pachamama.org
Ecology Action
Willits, California
www.growbiointensive.org
Sustainability Institute
Hartland, Vermont
www.sustainer.org
SmartMeme
San Franisco, California
www.smartmeme.com
Greg Mortenson
Central Asia Institute
Bozeman, Montana
www.threecupsoftea.com

Population Media Center
Shelburne, Vermont
www.populationmedia.org
Search for Common Ground
Washington, D.C.
www.sfcg.org
Co-Intelligence Institute
Eugene, Oregon
www.co-intelligence.org
Carnegie Endowment
Global Think Tank
Washington, D.C
www.carnegieendowment.org
River of Words
Berkeley, California
www.riverofwords.org
Waldorf School
of the Peninsula High School
Los Altos, California
www.highschool.waldorfpeninsula.org
Alliance for Childhood
College Park, Maryland
www.allianceforchildhood.org
Center for Whole Communities
Fayston, Vermont
www.wholecommunities.org
Proyecto Itzaes
Yucatan, Mexico
www.proyectoitzaeusa.org
Gaia Project
New York, New York
www.kenjiwilliams.com
Duane Elgin
“The Living Universe”
Novato, California
www.awakeningearth.org
Sustainable Organic
Integrated Livelihoods (SOIL)
Sherburne, New York
www.oursoil.org
Room to Read
San Francisco, California
www.roomtoread.org
Global Footprint Network
Oakland, California
www.footprintnetwork.org
Ashoka:
Innovators for the Public
Arlington, Virginia
www.ashoka.org
Sustained Dialogue
Campus Network
Washington, D.C.
www.sustaineddialogue.org/

Center for Biological Diversity
Tucson, Arizona
www.biologicaldiversity.org
Center for Agroecology &
Sustainable Food Systems
University of California,
Santa Cruz, California
www.casfs.ucsc.edu
National Peace Academy
Burlington, Vermont
www.nationalpeaceacademy.us
Intercultural Journeys
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
www.interculturaljourneys.org
Whidbey Institute
Clinton, Washington
www.whidbeyinstitute.org
“A Celtic Pilgrimage”
New Perspectives
Belvedere, California
www.johnodonohue.com
Abraham’s Vision
Redwood City, California
www.abrahamsvision.org
Boys Hope Girls Hope
Guatemala City, Guatemala
www.esperanzajuvenil.
Rutland County Court Diversion
And Restorative Justice Center
Rutland, Vermont
www.hookedonnature.org
The Common Language Project
Seattle, Washington
www.clpmag.org
Aqueous Solutions
Intn’l Society of Ecology & Culture
Huntington, West Virginia
www.aqsolutions.org
Feel Good
San Francisco, CA
www.feelgoodworld.org
Acterra
Palo Alto, CA
www.acterra.org
Ocean Arks, International
Falmouth, Massachusetts
www.oceanarks.org
Wild Zones
San Jose, California
www.wild-zone.net

Children’s International
Summer Village
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE1 8XS England
www.cisvusa.org
Center for Citizen Initiatives
San Francisco, California
www.ccisf.org
Second Harvest Food Bank
San Jose, California
www.shfb.org

Pure Water for the World
Rutland, Vermont
www.purewaterfortheworld.org
School-to-School International
Half Moon Bay, California
www.sts-international.org
New Venture Fund
Washington, DC
www.arabellalegacyfund.org

Sustainable San Mateo County
San Mateo, California
www.sustainablesanmateo.org

“Mother Nature’s Child”
Fuzzy Slippers Productions
Burlington,Vermont
www.fuzzyslippersproductions.com

Schumacher College
Devon TQ9 6EA England
www.schumachercollege.org

Earth Island Institute
Berkeley, California
www.earthisland.org

Arab American Cultural Center
of Silicon Valley
San Jose, California
www.aaccsv.org

El Sistema USA/Salinas
Salinas, California
www.youthorchestrasalinas.org

Youth for a New World
Clinton, Washington
www.youthnewworld.org
Common Ground Education Center
Palo Alto, California
www.commongroundinpaloalto.org
One Million Lights
Palo Alto, California
www.onemillionlights.org
Kenya Help
Boys & Girls Scholarships
Kenya, Africa
www.kenyahelp.us
Parkinson’s Institute
Sunnyvale, California
www.thepi.org

Conﬂict Resolution
Simulation Program
Santa Clara University
Santa Clara, California
www.scu.edu
Link Media
San Francisco, California
www.linktv.org
Partnership for
Youth Empowerment
Langley, Washington
www.pyeglobal.org
Thinking Beyond Borders
Fairﬁeld, Connecticut
www.thinkingbeyondborders.org

Abilities United
Palo Alto, California
www.abilitiesunited.org

CONEXIONS
Valley of Hearts Delight
Exploring a Sense of Place
Enneagram
www.conexions.org

Mediation Works
Medford, Oregon
www.mediationwks.org

Mind Body Awareness Project
Oakland, California
www.mbaproject.org

Student Peace Alliance
Washington, D.C.
www.studentpeacealliance.org

“Mandorla”
Roberto Miller
San Francisco Film Society
www.mandorlamovement.com

Salzburg Global Seminar
Salzburg, Austria
www.salzburgglobal.org

Transition Town USA
Sebastapol, California
www.transitionus.org
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Heating Bills
Through the Roof?
Attic Insulation Saves
Energy and Money!
ReNew CAN UPGRADE
YOUR ATTIC INSULATION IN A
SIMPLE ONE DAY PROCESS
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Karl Olson pets Felix, along with Katty, both horses boarded at his Woodside corral. His corral is located
directly above the San Andreas Fault, according to the town’s geological map.

-EMBER OF THE 0ALO !LTO #HAMBER OF #OMMERCE

Living on the fault line

&

!%#% " "#'
     SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS

State laws require disclosure of natural hazards to potential home buyers

A

s the curvy Highway 84 in
Woodside winds its way
west toward the coast, the
road makes an elbow-like turn to
the south, running through the San
Andreas fault zone.
At the bend, a stone pillar marks a
road running straight into the heart
of the fault: Why Worry Lane. The
words are carved deep into its façade.
The neat road leads into a neigh-

borhood of several homes, situated
between three branches of the fault,
according to a state map. Just to the
north, Tripp Road parallels the fault.
The fault creeps slowly here, about
17 millimeters a year, according
to geologists. Sometimes the earth
quivers like jelly; at other times it
bounces and jolts — or rocks and
undulates.
Karl Olson is not concerned. His
parents knew about the fault when

they purchased the home on Tripp
40 years ago, he said.
“People kind of know what they’re
getting into,” he said.
Several state laws govern the information that sellers must disclose
about natural hazards to potential
home buyers.
Under the Alquist-Priolo Act,
state-generated maps indicate where
(continued on next page)
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Courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey

This map shows the active faults in the South Bay region. The red lines denote faults that have been active
since 1776 and orange in the past 11,000 years. The map is available on usgs.gov.
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City of Palo Alto
NOTICE OF SPECIAL DIRECTOR’S HEARING
To be held at 3:00 p.m., Thursday, March 10, 2011 in the
Palo Alto City Council Conference Room, 1st Floor, Civic
Center, 250 Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto, California. Go to
the Development Center at 285 Hamilton Avenue to review
filed documents; contact Alicia Spotwood for information
regarding business hours at 650-617-3168.
1. 258 Tennyson [10PLN-00389]- Request by Chris
Kummerer, on behalf of David Madwed and Kathleen
Cheplo, for an Individual Review for the replacement of
an existing one story residence and detached garage
with a new 3000 sq. ft. two-story residence, detached
garage and basement in the R-1 zoning district.
Curtis Williams
Director of Planning and Community Environment

Steppin' Out
for Ecumenical Hunger Program
Island Style at TRADER VIC'S
4261 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
Saturday, March 5th
6:00 pm-10:30 pm
For 35 years, EHP has provided emergency food, clothing,
furniture and other safety-net resources to families in need
in the local community. Support EHP’s critical programs
by joining us for an evening of delicious food, live
entertainment, and exciting array of auction items!
Sponsored by DLA Piper, Capital Source Bank, Buelow
Investment, LLC, New York Community Trust/The Perlman
Philanthropy Fund, Greenburg Traurig & Trader Vic’s.
Tickets are just $75. Early birds: Purchase your
tickets before February 5th and pay only $70! Tickets
can be purchased at the door for $80 each per availability.
Buy your tickets online: www.ehp.eventbrite.com.
For more information please contact
Melanie, melanie@ehpcares.org , (650)323-7781
EHP – 2411 Pulgas Avenue, E. Palo Alto, CA 94303 – (650) 323-7781
Visit us on the web: www.ehpcares.org
This space donated as a community service by the Palo Alto Weekly

Atelier d’Artistes

benefiting art in action

Celebrating Art & Creativity
Experience Local Artists at Work
Bid on Unique Art Tours and Original Art
Enjoy Lunch with Friends
Guest Speaker: Sculptor Fletcher Benton
Honorees: Goodstein Foundation,
Fran Eastman, Edward Goodstein

Monday, March 7, 2011

11 am - 2 pm
Sharon Heights Golf & Country Club, Menlo Park
$85, $75 before 2/14/11

For reservations and information
650.566.8339 x202 • www.artinaction.org
Benefit for Art in Action’s art education programs
This space donated as a community service by
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Real estate agent Lydia Kou scans a Barclay’s LoCaide, which shows
maps of flood and fault zones in local neighborhoods.

On the fault line
(continued from previous page)

active faults are located. The law
was passed in 1972, following the
destructive Feb. 9, 1971, magnitude
6.6 San Fernando earthquake, which
damaged numerous homes, commercial buildings and other structures
after the earth’s surface ruptured.
The maps are distributed to cities
and state agencies to aid in regulating new construction or remodeling
within the zones, according to the

Hidden faults
(continued from page 16)

surface. With more time, the rupture gets buried with new sediments,” she said.
Several feet down in Prentice’s
trench, diagonal striations appear
in the wall. These layers are filled
with organic material that is different from the surrounding area
— younger sediments that entered
the rupture.
Using dating techniques, scientists can determine the ages of the
sediments and how many years
ago the rupture occurred, she said.
The San Andreas has more or less
timely ruptures about every 200 to
300 years.
The Hayward fault in the East
Bay is of even greater concern —
“its recurrence interval is about
140 years and is relatively constant,” she said. The last major
earthquake on the Hayward fault
was in 1868 — 143 years ago, she
said.
In addition to digging trenches,
Prentice uses LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) technology
and aerial photography to study
faults. LIDAR can digitally remove trees from the earth’s surface to allow scientists to see the
faulted ground, she said.
“The real question about these
faults is if they are part of the
same structure or are separate
structures,” Prentice said of the
smaller faults.
If these lesser faults are connected to larger fault systems such as
the San Andreas or Hayward, they
could also slip if a major quake occurs on the larger faults.
Thompson said there is evidence
the Shannon and Monte Vista

state Department of Conservation.
But single-family wood-frame
and steel-frame homes of up to two
stories that are not part of a development of four units or more are
exempt from Alquist-Priolo.
Cities and counties must require
a geologic investigation to be sure
that proposed buildings are not constructed on active faults. If an active
fault is found, the building must be
set back by at least 50 feet.
A later law, the 1990 Seismic
Hazards Mapping Act, addresses
other kinds of hazards, such as liqfaults slipped during the 1906
quake and also after the Loma Prieta quake. Such factors are taken
into consideration when making
engineering decisions, such as
building dams or reconstructing
water systems.
he earthquake picture in
the Bay Area is complex,
researchers said, with different types of faults potentially
affecting one another.
With vertical strike-slip faults,
such as the San Andreas, the two
sides move horizontally past each
other. With thrust faults, one plate
slides under the other at an angle
and lifts up the earth. This is how
the Santa Cruz Mountains were
formed, Thompson said.
The interplay of thrust and
strike-slip faults are being studied
by scientists and could have broader implications for understanding
how one fault line might affect a
far distant one.
The Serra fault, which was recently found to have a branch parallel to the San Andreas under the
city of San Francisco, has become
a cause for concern among some
scientists, who believe it could be
activated by a large temblor on
the San Andreas. The fault has
moved within the last 10,000 to
11,700 years, ranking it as “active,” Thompson said.
Blind-thrust faults, which fracture deep in the earth, can also
create potentially damaging earthquakes, but scientists might not
know they are there because the
fault is not evident at the surface,
Thompson said.
A blind-thrust fault was responsible for the 1994 Northridge
earthquake in Southern California.

T

uefaction and earthquake-triggered
landslides.
Palo Alto Realtor Lydia Kou said
the 1998 Natural Hazards Disclosure Act addresses homes in seismic-hazard zones. A remodel might
have restrictions if the home is in a
fault zone, which can be an issue for
homeowners who want to convert a
smaller home into a much larger
one, she said.
Kou researches earthquake
zones on maps such as Barclay’s
LoCaide, which combines naturalhazard zones with other boundary
information, such as city districts,
schools and town boundaries. But
she also reviews hazard maps at city
planning departments, where finer
details and smaller “tributaries” or
fault branches are shown, she said.
Earthquake fault-zone maps can
be viewed at local planning departments or through the California
Geological Survey. The maps show
streets, drainages and other features
in relation to the fault zone. Some
cities add fault-zone boundaries to
parcel maps, according to the conservation department.
Olson found a surprise one day
while viewing a Woodside town
map, he said.
“Apparently (the fault) cuts right
through our corral, which I found
sort of interesting.” N
— Sue Dremann and
Sarah Trauben
A potentially dangerous blindthrust fault is believed to run diagonally west near Bolinas Ridge
east of Mt. Tamalpais and could
contribute to seismic hazards
throughout the Bay Area, according to a 2004 study by Penn State
geoscientists. And a damaging 5.2
quake on a previously unknown
thrust fault occurred Sept. 2, 2000,
in Yountville, Napa County, causing an estimated $10 million in
damage and displacing 70 people,
according to the USGS.
Thompson said one should not
think that the area is rife with undocumented faults, however.
Scientists, especially the Geological Survey, have amassed
a large and accurate amount of
knowledge regarding the area’s
tectonics, he said.
“We have been mapping for decades — the geologic mapping is
to a high level. The USGS has done
an extremely diligent job to characterize what’s going on. Where
the major faults are, the understanding is very high. To the first
order, we understand the sources
of future damaging earthquakes,”
he said. “But there is always the
humility that comes with a highmagnitude quake.” N
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be e-mailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com; Editorial Intern
Sarah Trauben can be e-mailed
at strauben@paweekly.com.
About the cover: Although
the technology is outdated,
working seismograph drums
are still on display at the U.S.
Geological Survey in Menlo
Park, recording earthquakes
from various sensors
throughout the state.

Arts & Entertainment
A weekly guide to music, theater, art, movies and more, edited by Rebecca Wallace

Local author’s young-adult book
transforms into a stage play at Palo
Alto Children’s Theatre

Above: Finn Mayer, left, plays Ovid and Owen Lewis plays his friend Jack at a recent rehearsal.
Right: Mayer, right, draws a sketch as Ovid while his teacher Mr. Z (James Darbyshire) watches.

MYTH
ANDMETAMORPHOSIS
by Sarah Trauben I photographs by Veronica Weber

Local author’s young-adult book transforms into a stage play
at Palo Alto Children’s Theatre

A

fter Ovid’s troubled sister
disappears, he withdraws
into the pages of his drawing notebook. Still, his parents
expect him to be the perfect studious son.
“We need to be proud of you,”
the parents explain in “Metamorphosis: Junior Year,” a new
theatrical adaptation of Palo Alto
author Betsy Franco’s novel. They
say they hope that Ovid, a namesake to the Roman poet, will focus
on his studies and go to a “good
liberal arts college.”
But as their concerned rant
reaches a climax, the true nature
of their demands come to the fore
when they cry in unison, “We
don’t want you to do anything out
From left, Caroline Moley playing Venicia, Owen Lewis as Jack, and Finn Mayer as Ovid.

(continued on next page)
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Metamorphosis
(continued from previous page)

of

the ordinary that might scare
us!”
The play strikes close to home for
some of the young Palo Alto performers cast in the world-premiere
play, which opens on March 3 at the
Palo Alto Children’s Theatre.
“It isn’t all that fictional,” said
Finn Mayer, a Gunn freshman who
plays the lead character. Like Ovid,
he says, he draws when stressed and
finds solace in creative endeavors.
“People are obsessed with the importance of academics. It’s too much
pressure, and it’s dangerous.”
While Ovid’s negotiation of his
inclinations and his parents’ expectations run throughout the play,
what sets the story apart is the way
Ovid characterizes his dreams and
interprets the lives of classmates and
colleagues around him. Armed with
a copy of the Roman poet Ovid’s
“Metamorphoses” given to him by
a teacher, Ovid imagines the difficulties of his peers’ growth through
the lens of myth.

Sold for $7,658,000

‘The good thing about
the play is that it
doesn’t hide things.
It’s not just about the
myths but about the
things that teenagers
actually go through.”
—Actress Caroline Moley

Asian Art
Consignments
now invited
Inquiries
Dessa Goddard
Christine Zheng
+1 415 503 3358
asian.us@bonhams.com
A Chinese blue and white
porcelain dragon jar
height 14in
220 San Bruno Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94103

“The myths are turned into metaphors linking the contemporary
form of the myth with technology
and getting at the core of it,” Betsy
Franco explained of the process of
adapting her work to the stage.
One scene recalls Ovid’s sister,
Thena, in her descent into drug addiction and is the only one to show
her directly. She is dismissive and
angry, “at the center of her own
tragedy,” Ovid says, and her parents
repeatedly send her to rehab. Then,
she disappears. Ovid recasts his sister as Callisto, whom the gods punish by turning her into a bear and
then banishing her to become a constellation in the sky.
Staging the play, which combines
poetry, prose and illustrations of
myth drawn by Franco’s son Tom,
has presented challenges and possibilities, director Rafael Klopotowski
says. A practitioner of site-specific
experimental theater, he has chosen
a stripped-down set. Mobile blank
panels create adjustable walls and
provide a screen for projections with
which characters interact. Projections of the myths Ovid associates
with his friends and videos of his
classmates reinforce his role as narrator and interpreter.
“The set is so flexible: There

are so many tools you can use to
play around with. We see the play
through Ovid’s eyes, through his
notebook. ... The panels are like
blank pages,” Klopotowski says.
Tension between representation
and real expression undergirds each
drama in the play. Ovid’s friend
Jack, in an apparently perfect relationship with his girlfriend Venicia,
tells Ovid that to find a girlfriend,
“You gotta at least act like you got
your s--t together.” Unbeknownst
to him, Venicia is unfaithful. In a
triangle reminiscent of the myth of
Vulcan, Venus and Mars, Venicia’s
phone misdials her boyfriend when
she is in a compromising position
with a classmate, revealing the shallow nature of their relationship.
The revelation is a realistic moment for Venicia to reconsider
whether she wants to be dating
Jack, according to Caroline Moley,
who plays the role and is a veteran
of Palo Alto Children’s Theatre productions.
“The cheating is wrong. But even
though on the outside, nothing is
wrong, on the inside she’s neither
who she thought she was nor who
Jack thought she was,” Caroline said
of her character.
Explicit language and the tackling
of difficult subjects — molestation,
self-mutilation, addiction and eating
disorders — make the play better
suited to older audiences. Still, Caroline said: “The good thing about
this play is it doesn’t hide things. It’s
not just about the myths but about
things that teenagers actually go
through.”
Franco’s willingness to tackle
uncomfortably relevant subjects for
teenagers is what attracted Judge
Luckey, artistic director at the theater, to commission a play form of
“Metamorphoses: Junior Year” a
little over a year ago. The city’s Teen
Arts Council was presented with a
staged reading in October and participated in three major workshops
and one discussion, during which
they discussed the script with the
author.
On seeing characters put to life,
Franco says, “It’s very emotional
to watch the rehearsals because the
play resonates with me on an emotional level.” N
What: “Metamorphosis: Junior Year,”
a Betsy Franco play about an artistic
student with a lot on his mind, presented by Palo Alto Children’s Theatre
Where: The Palo Alto Children’s Theatre main theater, 1305 Middlefield
Road, Palo Alto
When: March 3 through March 12.
Show times are: March 3 at 7 p.m.
(with opening-night gala reception
afterward); March 4 and 11 at 7 p.m.;
March 5, 12 at 2 and 7 p.m.; March 10
at 4:30 p.m.
Cost: Tickets are $12 for adults and
$8 for children.
Info: Go to cityofpaloalto.org/childrenstheatre or call 650-463-4930.

bonhams.com/usasian

© 2011, Bonhams & Butterfields Auctioneers Corp.
All rights reserved. Bond No. 57bsbes3248
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Sign up today at www.PaloAltoOnline.com
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LARGEST BARBER SHOP
WITH 8 PROFESSIONAL BARBERS TO SERVE YOU!
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369 Lytton Avenue
Downtown Palo Alto
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Karen Santos

Lovin’ Al (Russell Johnson, center) seems to be lovin’ his job as a parking attendant in “Working.”

Just plain folks
Foothill’s ‘Working’ lets everyday Americans shine
by Karla Kane

B

efore National Public Radio’s “This American Life,”
before television’s workplace
mockumentary “The Office,”
there was Studs Terkel, the Pulitzer Prize-winning U.S. journalist
made famous by his decades of
oral-history interviews with regular, everyday Americans.
His 1974 book, the matter-offactly titled, “Working: People
Talk About What They Do All
Day and How They Feel About
What They Do,” forms the basis
for the 1978 musical “Working,”
currently being presented by Foothill Music Theatre.
Broadway glitz and glamour
“Working” is not. Instead, it’s a
series of vignettes (monologues
and songs) taken — sometimes
verbatim — from Terkel’s book,
each highlighting a different occupation tied together by common
themes. From computer-clicking
cubicle drones to a firefighter,
from housewives to a hooker, a
range of laborers take turns sharing the spotlight. There is hardly
any dialogue; characters generally talk directly to the audience,
or sing lead with backing vocals.
And there’s no plot to speak of.
The show is a slice-of-life look at
some of the types of people not always given a voice in the annals
of history.
They speak and sing of their feelings toward their jobs; the physical
and emotional toll the work takes
on them; their hopes that their
children will go on to better things
than their parents; their crushed
dreams, if not spirits.
Despite often-jaunty music, there
is a deep vein of melancholy run-

THEATER REVIEW
ning throughout. The fact that it’s
all based on real-life people makes
it all the more poignant. There’s no
mistaking that, for many Americans, much of life is spent toiling
away at something they despise
(such as in the heartbreaking
“Millwork” number); simply tolerate; or, as in Kristina Nakagawa’s
lovely turn in “Housewife,” feel
unjustly defined by.
A sense of pride, humor and
dignity, too, pervades the characters, such as the stonemason
who remembers every project he’s
ever built and, most notably, Jade
Shojaee’s standout turn as an exuberant waitress. The pure joy and
sass of her number, “It’s An Art,”
brought forth cheers from the otherwise politely reserved audience.
Todd Wright is another cast gem
in his featured roles as a truck
driver and retiree, as is veteran
performer Linda Piccone, who
plays a longtime teacher out of
touch with a changing education
world. “They say I’m supposed to
keep up with the times but nobody
ever tells me how,” she sings.
There are no real principal parts
in “Working.” The whole cast does
a great job of speedy wardrobe
changes and convincing character
switches, and everyone gets several scenes in which to shine.
While the script comes out of
Terkel’s book, the music comes
from several composers, including
folk-rocker James Taylor, and was
spearheaded by musical-theater
maestro Stephen Schwartz (“Godspell,” “Wicked”). And though a

1999 revival modernized some
of the jobs featured, the pleasant music retains a groovy 1970s
light-rock/R&B sound. In fact,
the entire show has a fairly corny
charm — completely earnest and
inherently noble.
This is a distinctly lo-fi and lowkey production, well suited to the
intimate Lohman Theatre. You get
the feeling the actors themselves
might have their own day jobs to
go to offstage. The players all look
like real people, not stars, outfitted
in their real clothes, and the set is
bare bones — a painted city skyline and a few sets of stairs/risers
— with minimal props.
Those looking for escapism or
high-tech, high-octane adventure
from their night at the theater will
not find it here. What they will
find is a worthwhile little production full of heart, toe-tapping melodies and endearing characters.
Though the original was a flop on
Broadway, Foothill’s “Working,”
if you’ll excuse the pun, works
very well. N
What: “Working,” presented by Foothill Music Theatre
Where: Lohman Theatre, Foothill
College, 12345 El Monte Road, Los
Altos Hills
When: Through March 5, with 8 p.m.
shows Thursday through Saturday
and 2 p.m. matinees on Saturdays
and Sundays
Cost: Tickets are $13-$26.
Info: Go to www.foothill.edu/theatre/
working/ or call 650-949-7414.

w w w. j a n t a i n d i a n r e s t a u r a n t . c o m
STEPHANO HOMES
RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION

Classic Ktchens and Baths
CABINET SALES & ADDITIONS

Kitchen + Baths/Design through Build V New Construction/Room Additions

Lyptus Wood, Eco-friendly Cabinets
Stephen Macey License No. B-547522

www.stephanohomes.com

4335 El Camino Real, Palo Alto T: (650) 949-1280 F: (650) 948-5289

PALO ALTO CITY COUNCIL
CIVIC CENTER, 250 HAMILTON AVENUE
BROADCAST LIVE ON KZSU, FM 90.1
CABLECAST LIVE ON GOVERNMENT ACCESS
CHANNEL 26
*****************************************
THIS IS A SUMMARY OF COUNCIL AGENDA ITEMS.
THE AGENDA WITH COMPLETE TITLES INCLUDING
LEGAL DOCUMENTATION CAN BE VIEWED AT THE
BELOW WEBPAGE:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/knowzone/agendas/council.asp
STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING
The Finance Committee Meeting will be held on Tuesday,
March 1, 2011 at 7:00 p.m.

Corrections

In the Feb. 18 article “Winning
Emotion,” the statement about
photographers capturing “what
most people don’t see” should
have been attributed to Palo Alto
High School photographers, not
Allie Shorin. To request a correction, contact Managing Editor
Jocelyn Dong at 650-223-6514,
jdong@paweekly.com or P.O. Box
1610, Palo Alto, CA 94302.

Introducing

Good for Business. Good for You.
Good for the Community.
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CORPORATE AUTO WORKS

Top Rating For Quality By Bay Area
Consumer Check Book

$PNQMFUF 4FSWJDF and 3FQBJS
:VCB .U 7JFX
off El Camino
near Hwy 85

.PO'SJ

www.corporateautoworks.com

Since
1981

650-691-9477
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David Gustafson plays Calaf and Liisa Dávila is Liù in “Turandot.”

  

    


 

A fine balance

         

   

   

       

  

Principals’ voices complement each other beautifully
in superb West Bay production

    

  
  

 

 

 

 

by Rebecca Wallace

O

n opening night of West
Bay Opera’s “Turandot”
last week, company general
director Jose Luis Moscovich announced that all the performances
were nearly sold out already. With
these singers, it’s easy to see why.
For the love triangle at the center
of Giacomo Puccini’s famed opera,
West Bay has assembled a trio of
voices that perfectly complement
each other.
Alexandra LoBianco brought a
mighty spinto soprano to her portrayal of the brittle princess Turandot, while Liisa Dávila’s gently
rippling notes made her heartbreakingly lovely as the doomed slave Liù.
And David Gustafson’s velvety tenor was clearly an audience favorite
as he played Calaf, a foreign prince
who falls under Turandot’s spell.
Pleasing an audience with “Turandot” is no small feat. The vocal demands of the title role have daunted
many a singer, and any Calaf must
do justice to one of the most familiar arias in opera, “Nessun dorma.”
Opening night in Palo Alto was a

OPERA REVIEW
clear success on both fronts. LoBianco demonstrated a remarkable
command of her instrument, and
Gustafson’s tone was simply gorgeous.
Gustafson recently made his San
Francisco Opera debut in “Cyrano
de Bergerac,” as Sentinel.
The story of “Turandot” has its
original roots in a Persian fable,
with the opera set in China. The
opera was Puccini’s last; composer
Franco Alfano completed the unfinished work after Puccini’s death.
Refusing to be possessed by a
man, the princess Turandot has
vowed that she will marry only a
royal suitor who can solve her three
thorny riddles. She has her reasons.
The princess’ Act II aria “In questa
reggia” tells the story of her ancestor who was raped and murdered in
ancient times. In turn, Turandot’s
unsuccessful suitors win a date with
the executioner.
Enter Calaf, with his father, Timur

(a poignant Adam Paul Lau, surprisingly young underneath the makeup
and facial hair), the deposed Tartar
king who is now a beggar aided by
Liù. Calaf knows what’s at stake
for the princess’ suitors, but he’s
dazzled at his first sight of her, and
will not be dissuaded from trying
his hand at the riddles.
Comic relief of sorts is provided
by royal counselors Ping, Pang and
Pong (Emmanuel Franco, Michael
Desnoyers and Michael Mendelsohn). They alternately try to keep
Calaf from wooing Turandot, caper about in funny hats, and dream
about the simpler life away from
court.
The West Bay production, whose
stage director is David Cox, is set
against Peter Crompton’s vivid scenic design with oranges and reds
as powerful as Turandot herself. A
properly fierce painting of a dragon
snarls on both the emperor’s (Ken
Malucelli) throne and the stage. The
production also benefits from Moscovich’s sure-footed orchestra and
its rich, varied percussion.
On opening night, awkward
blocking detracted from the production in a few spots. Turandot,
for instance, seemed stuck upstage
for long moments as she recited her
first two riddles to Calaf. Far from
the audience, she wasn’t particularly
threatening. Calaf had to look upstage for so long that his expression
often couldn’t be seen.
In addition, the opening of Act
II, when Ping, Pang and Pong complain about the state of the court, felt
flat. Their reveries about life in the
provinces seemed a bit uninspired.
In contrast, the trio’s more humorous interludes fared better, drawing
repeated laughter from the audience.
Overall, these weaker moments
were exceptions in a superb production that also featured some excellent acting.
Dávila in particular is a fine actress, and was given a chance to
show it in Liù’s touching final moments. LoBianco also nicely balanced Turandot’s earlier imperious
raging with vulnerability later in the
production. After being drawn into
a kiss with Calaf, she sang: “Let no
one see me. My glory has ended,”
with surprising softness.
LoBianco was also beautifully
costumed by Callie Floor in shimmers of icy-blue and white fabric
— perfect for a frosty princess who
dares not let herself melt. N
What: Puccini’s “Turandot,” presented
by West Bay Opera
Where: Lucie Stern Theatre, 1305
Middlefield Road, Palo Alto
When: The two remaining performances are Feb. 26 at 8 p.m. and
Feb. 27 at 2 p.m.
Cost: Tickets are $35-$60.
Info: Call 650-424-9999 or go to
wbopera.org.

20th Annual Photo Contest
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NOW PLAYING

CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS FOR
THEATERS AND SHOWTIMES
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Movies

THEATER ADDRESSES
Aquarius: 430 Emerson St., Palo Alto (266-9260)
Century Cinema 16: 1500 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View
(800-326-3264)
Century 20 Downtown: 825 Middlefield Road, Redwood City
(800-326-3264)
CinéArts at Palo Alto Square: 3000 El Camino Real, Palo Alto (493-3456)
Guild: 949 El Camino Real, Menlo Park (266-9260)
Stanford: 221 University Ave., Palo Alto (324-3700)
Internet address: For show times, plot synopses, trailers and more information about films playing, go to www.PaloAltoOnline.com.

OPENINGS

Jason Sudeikis, center, entertains some extra-marital flirtations in
“Hall Pass.”
Their married pals Fred (Jason SuHall Pass --(Century 16, Century 20) Fans deikis of “Saturday Night Live”)
of the Farrelly brothers’ raunchy and Grace (Christina Applegate)
— and riotous — films will find are in a similar stale state. Fred
more of the same with this un- even sneaks off to his car at night
to pleasure himself while Grace
apologetic adult chuckler.
The Farrellys (“There’s Some- settles into bed.
For both couples there is still
thing About Mary,” “Me, Myself
& Irene”) are more than happy to plenty of love, but little passion.
eschew etiquette and discretion for After an eye-opening chat with
the sake of a good laugh, and both their friend Lucy (Joy Behar of
are tossed to the curb in “Hall “The View” in a distracting camPass.” Although the film’s crude eo), Maggie and Grace decide to
humor isn’t ideal for a school as- give their men each a “hall pass”
sembly or church social, it is un- — a week off marriage, no questions asked. Encouraged by their
deniably effective.
Longtime married couple Rick oddball buddies, Rick and Fred
(Owen Wilson) and Maggie set out for a week of single-guy
(Jenna Fischer of “The Office”) debauchery. Meanwhile, Maggie
have settled into something of and Grace enjoy a much-needed
a relationship rut. Rick sneaks break themselves, partying with
glances at attractive women who the hunky coach and players of a
stroll by, and Maggie feigns sleep college baseball team.
There have been plenty of films
when Rick is in the mood for sex.

NOW PLAYING
The following is a sampling of movies
recently reviewed in the Weekly:
Cedar Rapids --(Century 16, Century 20) The out-of-town
conference: What happens there is supposed to stay there. But small-town insurance salesman Tim Lippe (Ed Helms) has
hung his hopes on the weekend’s conference in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Everything
about Cedar Rapids wows him: his rental
car, his hotel lobby and his unexpectedly
black roommate Ronald Wilkes (Isiah
Whitlock Jr.). And Tim gets saddled with
a second roommate, the man he’s been
warned to avoid: Dean Ziegler (comic force
of nature John C. Reilly). “Cedar Rapids”
doesn’t break any ground, but it pleasantly
evokes “Fargo” in its detailed, funny observation of small-town sincerity muddling
through a dog-eat-dog world. Rated R for
crude and sexual content. One hour, 26
minutes. — P.C. (Reviewed Feb. 18, 2011)
Gnomeo & Juliet --(Century 16, Century 20) Two bitter neighbors, Ms. Montague and Mr. Capulet,
argue at every opportunity. Their only commonality is that both have lush gardens
and a smorgasbord of garden gnomes.

But Montague’s blue gnomes and Capulet’s red gnomes are just as divided as
their bickering owners. The blues are led
by Lady Blueberry (voice of Maggie Smith)
while the reds are run by Lord Redbrick
(voice of Michael Caine). Blueberry’s son
Gnomeo (voice of James McAvoy) is a
clever daredevil who engages in regular
lawnmower races with brutish red gnome
Tybalt (voice of Jason Statham). Gnomeo’s
dislike of the reds seems boundless — until
he sets eyes on Redbrick’s enchanting
daughter, Juliet (voice of Emily Blunt).
Gnomeo and Juliet’s serendipitous first
meeting happens under the moonlight and
the chemistry is palpable for both. Things
are about to get very interesting on Verona
Drive. Rated G. 1 hour, 24 minutes. — T.H.
(Reviewed Feb. 11, 2011)
I Am Number Four -(Century 16, Century 20) John Smith (Alex
Pettyfer) isn’t your average American
teenager. He is an alien — one of the few
survivors from a distant planet that was
destroyed by extraterrestrials called Mogadorians. John and his guardian, Henri (Timothy Olyphant), maintain a low profile and
travel from town to town in hopes of evading the Mogadorians that are hunting and
killing John’s kind. Three are already dead,
and he’s fourth on the list. John longs to be
normal and starts attending high school in

about marriage doldrums/renewed
romance, but a heap of quirky side
characters and edgy humor make
“Hall Pass” feel fresh. Accomplished character actor Richard
Jenkins (“The Visitor”) is terrific
as a lifelong bachelor, and relative newcomers Derek Waters and
Nicky Whelan charm as a maniacal DJ and sultry barista, respectively.
Wilson does his everyman best,
though the actor looks as though
he’s aged about 10 years in the past
two. He doesn’t demonstrate the
same spark he had in “Zoolander”
(2001) or “Wedding Crashers”
(2005), but he does project a sympathetic charisma that serves the
film well. Sudeikis — a quickly
rising star in the comedy world —
shines with a throw-caution-tothe-wind performance, and Fischer and Applegate are perfectly
cast in important roles and keep
the story from unraveling.
This type of comedy is not for
everyone. “Crass,” “vulgar” and
“inappropriate” are words that
will likely be used in describing
“Hall Pass.” Fortunately for the
Farrellys, so will “entertaining,”
“fun” and “hilarious.”
Those who applauded films like
“Wedding Crashers” and “The
Hangover” (2009) will gleefully
skip down to “Hall,” while viewers who reviled the two aforementioned comedies can take an easy
pass.
Rated R for crude and sexual
humor throughout, language,
some graphic nudity and drug
use. 1 hour, 38 minutes.
— Tyler Hanley

Paradise, Ohio, where he meets attractive
photographer Sarah (Dianna Agron). John
also begins to develop powers and turns to
help from bullied school geek Sam (Callan
McAuliffe) and a loyal pet pooch. “Four”
should satisfy, if not enthrall, younger viewers. Until the next teen actioner comes
along, that is. Rated PG-13 for intense
sequences of violence and action, and for
brief language. 1 hour, 50 minutes. — T.H.
(Reviewed Feb. 18, 2011)
Unknown --1/2
(Century 16, Century 20) Will the real Dr.
Martin Harris please stand up? Identity
theft kicks it up a notch in “Unknown,”
a not-bad thriller starring Liam Neeson.
Neeson plays Harris ... or does he? Yes,
it’s that sort of movie. In Berlin to speak at
a biotechnology summit, the doctor runs
an errand away from his wife and takes
an unscheduled plunge off an overpass.
Awakening from a four-day coma, Harris
experiences memory loss and what may
or may not be severe cognitive confusion.
When he attempts to step back into his responsibilities, he finds his wife Liz (January
Jones) with another man (Aidan Quinn), a
man who insists that he’s Dr. Martin Harris.
Rated PG-13 for violence and action, and
brief sexual content. One hour, 53 minutes.
— P.C. (Reviewed Feb. 18, 2011)

MOVIE TIMES
The Guild Theatre has been temporarily closed due to rain and water damage.
It is expected to reopen on March 4.
Alexander’s Ragtime Band Stanford Theatre: Sat.-Mon. at 5:30 & 9:20 p.m.
(1938)
Another Year (R) (((1/2

Aquarius Theatre: 3:45 & 8:30 p.m.

Best Picture & Best
Century 20: Sat. at 12:45 p.m.
Director Festival (Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
Big Mommas: Like Father,
Like Son (PG-13)
(Not Reviewed)

Century 16: 12:25, 3:35, 6:45 & 9:55 p.m. Century
20: 11:30 a.m.; 12:40, 2:10, 3:25, 4:45, 6:10, 7:20,
8:50 & 10:05 p.m.; Sat. also at 10:05 a.m.

Biutiful (R) ((1/2

Palo Alto Square: Fri., Sun.-Tue. & Thu. at 1:15,
4:30 & 8 p.m.; Sat. at 4:30 & 8 p.m.; Wed. at 1:15
p.m.

Black Swan (R) (((

Century 16: 11:55 a.m.; 2:30, 5:05, 7:45 & 10:25
p.m. Century 20: Noon, 2:45, 5:25 & 8:05 p.m.

Bordertown (1935)

Stanford Theatre: Fri. at 7:30 p.m.

Cedar Rapids (R) (((

Century 16: Noon, 2:25, 4:45, 7:15 & 9:40 p.m.
Century 20: 11:50 a.m.; 2:25, 5, 7:35 & 10:10 p.m.

The Curse of the Cat
People (1944)

Stanford Theatre: Thu. at 6:10 & 8:55 p.m.

Drive Angry (R)
(Not Reviewed)

Century 16: 11:30 a.m.; 2:10, 4:40, 7:55 & 10:30
p.m.; In 3D at 12:50, 3:50, 7 & 9:45 p.m. Century
20: 11:20 a.m.; 1:50, 4:30, 7 & 9:30 p.m.; In 3D at
12:20, 2:50, 5:30, 8 & 10:30 p.m.

The Eagle (PG-13)
(Not Reviewed)

Century 20: Fri.-Tue. & Thu. at 10:45 p.m.

The Fighter (R) ((1/2

Century 16: 12:20, 3:30, 6:40 & 9:30 p.m. Cen
tury 20: 11:55 a.m.; 2:40, 5:45 & 8:30 p.m.

Gnomeo & Juliet (G) (((

Century 16: 12:45, 3:20, 5:50 & 8:10 p.m.; In 3D at
11:45 a.m.; 2:20, 4:35, 6:50 & 9 p.m. Century 20:
Fri., Sun.-Tue. & Thu. at 11:40 a.m.; 1:55, 4:10, 6:25 &
8:35 p.m.; Sat. at 1:55, 4:10, 6:25 & 8:35 p.m.; Wed.
at 11:40 a.m.; 1:55 & 4:10 p.m.; In 3D at 12:45, 3,
5:15, 7:30 & 9:40 p.m.; In 3D Sat. also at 10:30 a.m.

Hall Pass (R)

Century 16: 11:30 a.m.; 12:30, 2:05, 3:40, 4:55, 7,
7:50, 9:50 & 10:30 p.m. Century 20: 11:25 a.m.; 2,
4:35, 7:10 & 9:45 p.m.; Fri. & Sun.-Thu. also at 12:50,
3:25, 6 & 8:35 p.m.

(((

Housewife (1934)

Stanford Theatre: Fri. at 6:10 & 9:15 p.m.

I Am Number Four
(PG-13) ((

Century 16: 11:50 a.m.; 2:25, 5:15, 8 & 10:35 p.m.
Century 20: 11:15 a.m.; 12:15, 1:50, 2:55, 4:25,
5:30, 7:05, 8:10, 9:45 & 10:45 p.m.

The Illusionist (2011)
(PG) (((

Aquarius Theatre: 1:45 & 6:30 p.m.

Just Go With It
(PG-13) (1/2

Century 16: 12:35, 3:55, 7:05 & 10 p.m. Century
20: 11:35 a.m.; 2:20, 5:05, 7:50 & 10:35 p.m.

Justin Bieber: Never Say
Never (G) (Not Reviewed)

Century 16: 12:10, 2:40, 5:10, 7:40 & 10:10 p.m.
Century 20: 11:30 a.m.; 2:25, 5:10, 7:55 & 10:40
p.m.

The King’s Speech
(R) (((1/2

Century 20: 11:25 a.m.; 2:10, 4:55, 7:45 & 10:30
p.m. Palo Alto Square: 1:30, 4:20 & 7:15 p.m.; Fri.
& Sat. also at 10 p.m.

The Metropolitan Opera:
Century 20: Sat. at 10 a.m. Palo Alto Square:
Iphigénie en Tauride
Sat. at 10 a.m.
(Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
The Metropolitan Opera:
Century 20: Wed. at 6:30 p.m. Palo Alto Square:
Nixon in China (Not Rated) Wed. at 6:30 p.m.
(Not Reviewed)
No Strings Attached (R)
(Not Reviewed)

Century 20: 11:15 a.m.; 2, 4:50, 7:25 & 10 p.m.

Oscar-Nominated Animated Aquarius Theatre: 1, 3 & 7:30 p.m.
Shorts (Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
Oscar-Nominated Live-Action Aquarius Theatre: 5 & 9:30 p.m.
Shorts (Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
The Roommate (PG-13)
(Not Reviewed)

Century 20: 10:40 p.m.

The Seventh Victim (1943)

Stanford Theatre: Thu. at 7:30 p.m.

The Story of Alexander
Graham Bell (1939)

Stanford Theatre: Sat.-Mon. at 7:30 p.m.; Sat. &
Sun. also at 3:20 p.m.

True Grit (PG-13) (((

Century 16: 11:40 a.m.; 2:15, 4:50, 7:25 & 10:05
p.m. Century 20: 11:20 a.m.; 1:55, 4:35, 7:15 &
9:55 p.m.

Unknown (PG-13) ((1/2

Century 16: 11:35 a.m.; 12:40, 2:50, 3:45, 6:20,
7:20, 9:10 & 10:15 p.m. Century 20: 11:35 a.m.;
12:50, 2:20, 3:35, 5, 6:15, 7:40, 9 & 10:25 p.m.; Sat.
also at 10:10 a.m.

( Skip it (( Some redeeming qualities ((( A good bet (((( Outstanding
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The Kings Speech 1:30, 4:20,
Biutiful 1:15, 4:30, 8:00
The Kings Speech 1:30, 4:20,
Biutiful 4:30, 8:00
The Kings Speech 1:30, 4:20,
Sun-Tue 2/26-3/1
Biutiful 1:15, 4:30, 8:00
The Kings Speech 1:30, 4:20,
Weds ONLY 3/2
Biutiful 1:15
The Kings Speech 1:30, 4:20,
Thurs ONLY 3/3
Biutiful 1:15, 4:30, 8:00
Fri ONLY 2/25

Sat ONLY 2/26

100 Off a 12 week or more program
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TAKE THE 2nd ANNUAL

  

  

    

TOP CRITICS AGREE
‘CEDAR RAPIDS’ IS THE PLACE TO BE!

Get the most picks correct
on Oscar night and receive
dinner and a movie for

PAY AS YOU GO!
No Long Term Membership Required.

Offer only valid if both
parties are present.
1st month is free if you
don’t have a second person.
Live DJ’s and Open House
every Wednesday!
You must be on the guest
list, so please visit our
website today!

Over 65 Classes per week
NEW

All Memberships

2 1

“A TENDER AND RAUNCHY COMEDY OF SELF-DISCOVERY.”

two ($75 value).
2010
2009

FOR

OTﬁt s U-Jam s :UMBA s 0ILATES s 9OGA s #OMBAT #ARDIO s 3TEP
s "OXING s 3PIN s +ETTLEBELLS s 0ERSONAL 4RAINING s &REE 7EIGHTS s 428 3USPENSION
4RAINING s -ASSAGE 4HERAPIST s #LIMBING 7ALL s 6IRTUAL 2EALITY #ARDIO s !ND -UCH -ORE

VOTE
ONLINE:
PaloAlto
Online.com/
oscars

.O LONG TERM CONTRACTS s !LL MEMBERSHIPS ARE MONTH TO MONTH s 3OME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

“COMIC GOLD – POWERED BY A DREAM CAST.”

“A SWEET COMEDY WITH A DIRTY MIND.”

OvertimeFitness.com 650.265.2040
 . 3HORELINE "LVD -TN 6IEW s - & AM PM 3AT3UN AM PM

“MAKES YOU LAUGH – OFTEN AND OUT LOUD.”

2

Planning a Whole
House Remodel

“DELIGHTFULLY BENT.”

For homeowners interested in learning more
about how to approach a remodeling project,
these interactive workshops promise to be
informative and fun. Upfront planning will
ensure a successful project!

“ED HELMS SHINES.”

“INSURANCE AGENTS GONE WILD.”

n Get the answers you need about design,
space planning and learn a few secrets to
create a home that ﬁts your lifestyle, today
and everyday.
n Gain some color courage and learn how your
home’s paint palette can transform even the
smallest spaces, inspire and energize, soothe
and calm or simply transform the ordinary
into extraordinary.
n Get excited about your home remodel as
our designers take you through a journey of
ideas, photos, materials and product options
available to transform your home today!
We never forget it’s your home.®

Saturday, February 26
10:00 am – 12:30 pm
Harrell Remodeling Design Center
Registration and light breakfast
at 9:45 am

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENTS
NOW PLAYING

CAMERA CINEMAS

Call us or go online to register today.
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CAMERA 7
PRUNEYARD

CINEMARK

CENTURY
CINEMAS 16

CINEMARK

CENTURY 20
DOWNTOWN

Campbell (408) 559-6900 Mountain View (800) FANDANGO 910# Redwood City (800) FANDANGO 990#

CINEMARK

CINÉARTS AT
SANTANA ROW

San Jose (800) FANDANGO 983#

Eating Out
RESTAURANT REVIEW

Currying flavor
Muracci’s Japanese Curry & Grill gives Los Altos
a taste of Osaka
by Sheila Himmel
n a cold, rainy or otherwise
discouraging day, step into
Muracci’s Japanese Curry
& Grill for warm nourishment.
As if you are in Japan, the restaurant is small and cozy. The
decor is simple and utilitarian,
with tables easily pushed together or pulled apart depending on
the size of your party.
Japanese curry, rich and wellspiced, traces back to 19th-century Japanese navy chefs adapting a British dish that came from
India. We can thank Yasuyuki
and Tamiko Murata for bringing
it to Los Altos.
The Muratas had moved to the
Bay Area from their native Osaka in 2000, and a few years later

Michelle Le

O

Tofu and vegetable curry noodle soup goes well with a rainy day.

opened a dime-sized, mostly
takeout joint in San Francisco’s
Financial District. In downtown
Los Altos, Muracci’s #2 offers
full-service dining. Muracci
is the nickname of the owners’
son, the thumbs-up guy pictured
on their menus. As if the restaurants were sites of rock concerts,
Muracci’s workers wear black
T-shirts reading “San Francisco,
Los Altos” on the back.
Japanese curry follows a grand
tradition of fusion cuisine in Japan. Dishes like hamburger that
the Japanese adapt to their tastes
have their own food group: yoshoku. The meat-based curry
sauce, which simmers for two
(continued on next page)
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Become
a Volunteer
Mediator
Volunteer
to Mediate
to make Palo Alto more peaceful
to make Palo Alto more peaceful

The
CityofofPalo
Palo
Mediation
Program
is nowapplications
acceptingforapplications
for
The City
AltoAlto
Mediation
Program
is now accepting
volunteer
volunteer
mediators.
Thishandles
free Program
handles
disputes involving tenant/
mediators. This
free program
disputes involving
tenant/landlord,
landlord,
neighbor-to-neighbor,
and
consumer
neighbor-to-neighbor,
and consumer and
workplace
issues.and workplace issues.
Help fellow citizens resolve conﬂicts and:
build your communication skills
receive valuable mediation training
give something back to your community

TheThe
application
March
25, 2011
applicationdeadline
deadline isisApril
18, 2008.
To learn more and to download an application*, visit

www.paloaltomediation.org
or call (650) 856-4062
* Applicants must live, work, or own property in Palo Alto or Stanford

Eating Out

Muracci’s

hot for most palates.) A gratinlike curry-flavored bechamel
sauce with melted cheese on top.
A hamburger with curry sauce.
Vegetarian items: tofu salad
($8.50) and vegetarian curry.
Extras: boiled egg, spinach, vegetables, potato, cheese.
Another exercise in yoshoku
involves omelets. In the grand
American equivalent of yoshoku,
Muracci’s offers the six-piece
California roll ($3.50) and other
sushi Americana. And there’s a
kid’s plate ($7.95) of chicken teriyaki or hamburger curry, fruit,
salad and rice.
As the name implies, Muracci’s
Japanese Curry & Grill offers
dishes besides sushi that may be
more familiar in the Bay Area
than Japanese curry. The usual
grilled beef, chicken and salmon
teriyaki are here, plus meal-size
donburi bowls of rice topped with
chicken, pork, seafood and egg.
The T-shirted Muracci’s staff is
welcoming, efficient, and effusive
in their good-byes. As in: “Thank
you! Thank you very much!” N

(continued from previous page)

days, is exquisite over deep-fried
and breaded seafood and meats,
a technique acquired from Portuguese traders in the 16th century.
The basic, very hearty curry
meal can be supplemented with
extra curry sauce, rice and meat.
There’s also a weekly curry special. Recently it was chicken
curry nanban ($12.50 at dinner)
featuring buckwheat noodles,
chicken, shimeji mushrooms,
green onions, bonito stock and
curry sauce.
The tonkatsu dinner ($13.75)
started with an appetizer of shiitake mushrooms, stuffed and
grilled. Then came a creamy miso
soup, dotted with cubes of soft
tofu. A mortar and pestle came
next, with instruction to grind
up the sesame seeds and mix in
the sweet sauce. Perfectly cooked
panko-crusted pork was accompanied by shredded cabbage (for
health), potato salad and rice.
The seafood curry dinner
($14.95) started with a crisp iceberg lettuce salad. A large bowl
simmered with three prawns, lots
of calamari and a few scallops in
curry sauce. Thinly sliced daikon
with shredded lemon rind made a
refreshing side dish.
Your menu choices runneth
over. Steamed rice: white or
brown. Curry spice levels: mild
to hot. (Medium will be plenty

Muracci’s Japanese Curry &
Grill
244 State St., Los Altos.
650-917-1101
www.muraccis.com
Hours: Lunch: Mon.-Sat. 11:30
a.m.-2:30 p.m. Dinner: Weekdays 5:30-p.m.; Sat. 5-9:30
p.m.

NOTICE OF A PUBLIC MEETING
of the Palo Alto
Planning & Transportation Commission
Please be advised the Planning and Transportation Commission (P&TC)
shall conduct a special meeting at 6:00 PM, Wednesday, March 9, 2011
in the Civic Center, Council Chambers, 1st Floor, 250 Hamilton Avenue,
Palo Alto, California. Any interested persons may appear and be heard
on these items.

SAVE THE DATES:
FOR THESE VERY SPECIAL
UPCOMING EVENTS

SATURDAY, MARCH 26
Money Matters: Taking
Charge of Your Finances
FRIDAY, MAY 13
One Year Anniversary!
Fun Activities at Deborah’s Palm
SATURDAY, JULY 23
“Come Together”
Deborah’s Palm Fund Raising Event

march
highlights
UPCOMING ACTIVITIES:
Strength, Balance & Posture Training
Art Class
Poetry Lovers’ Group
Free LunchTime MeetUps each Wed.
Writing Class
Cooking with Valerie
For further details, visit our
website: deborahspalm.org
555 Lytton Avenue, Palo Alto
650 473-0664

debor ah’s palm
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Staff reports for agendized items are available via the City’s main website
at www.cityofpaloalto.org and also at the Planning Division Front Desk,
5th Floor, City Hall, after 2:00 PM on the Friday preceding the meeting
date. Copies will be made available at the Development Center should
City Hall be closed on the 9/80 Friday.
NEW BUSINESS.
Informational
1.

Report on Implementation of Updated Green Building
Ordinances.

Public Hearing:
2.

Stanford University Medical Center: Recommendation to
City Council to certify the Final Environmental Impact Report
(Final EIR) for the Stanford University Medical Center Facilities
Renewal and Replacement Project, including a statement
of Findings that the Final EIR complies with the California
Environmental Quality Act.

Questions. Any questions regarding the above applications, please
contact the Planning Department at (650) 329-2440. The ﬁles relating
to these items are available for inspection weekdays between the
hours of 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM. This public meeting is televised live on
Government Access Channel 26.
ADA. The City of Palo Alto does not discriminate against individuals with
disabilities. To request accommodations to access City facilities, services
or programs, to participate at public meetings, or to learn more about the
City’s compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA),
please contact the City’s ADA Coordinator at 650.329.2550 (voice) or by
e-mailing ada@cityofpaloalto.org.
***

Curtis Williams,
Director of Planning and Community Environment

Shop
Talk
by Daryl Savage
MADAME TAM EXPANDS ... It’s
only been six months since the
tiny Vietnamese restaurant came
on the scene, but Madame Tam
Bistro at 322 University Ave. in
Palo Alto already is making plans
to expand. The bistro is taking
over its next-door vacancy at 320
University, which was left empty
when Satura Cakes abruptly
closed in July. “We’re excited and
anxious at the same time,” Ringo
Le said. Le, who is the son of
Tam Minh Le, owner of the restaurant, said: “We never thought
we’d have such an overwhelming
response so soon. We have lines
out the door on Friday nights.”
The hope is there will be no more
lines when the 1,600-square-foot
restaurant is enlarged to about
double its current size, ideally by
late spring.
THREE NEWCOMERS DESCEND
ON STANFORD MALL ... Tory
Burch, a sportswear, handbag
and shoe boutique known for its
graphic prints and bold colors, is
scheduled to open soon at the
Stanford Shopping Center. Also
opening is a sunglass boutique,
Solstice, which carries both designer and sports shades. And
Jamba Juice will be pouring into
the mall. It will be the fourth Jamba Juice location in Palo Alto. The
other three? One on the Stanford
campus, one in Barron Park and
one in Town & Country Village.
ROUND TABLE PIZZA CLOSES
ON CAL AVE ... Despite the recent corporate announcement
that Round Table Pizza is restructuring and has filed for Chapter
11 bankruptcy, “Round Table remains open for business and fully
operational, and we will continue
to serve our customers ‘The Last
Honest Pizza,’” restaurant CEO
Rob McCourt said. McCourt’s
announcement, however, apparently doesn’t include the Round
Table Pizza at 405 California Ave.,
which closed its doors last month.
Palo Alto’s other two Round Table
Pizzas, at 702 Colorado and 263
University Avenues, remain open
for business.

Heard a rumor about your favorite store or business moving out, or
in, down the block or across town?
Daryl Savage will check it out.
She can be e-mailed at shoptalk@
paweekly.com.

PIZZA
Pizza Chicago 424-9400
4115 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
This IS the best pizza in town

of the week

Spot A Pizza 324-3131
115 Hamilton Ave, Palo Alto
Voted Best Pizza in Palo Alto
www.spotpizza.com

POLYNESIAN
AMERICAN

CHINESE

Armadillo Willy’s 941-2922

Peking Duck 321-9388

1031 N. San Antonio Rd., Los Altos

151 S. California Avenue, Palo Alto

Range: $5.00-13.00

We also deliver.

Hobee’s 856-6124
4224 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
Also at Town & Country Village,
Palo Alto 327-4111

Dining Phone: 323–6852

Burmese
Green Elephant Gourmet

INDIAN

(650) 494-7391
Burmese & Chinese Cuisine

Darbar Indian Cuisine 321-6688

3950 Middlefield Rd., Palo Alto

129 Lytton, Downtown Palo Alto

(Charleston Shopping Center)

Lunch Buffet M-F; Open 7 days

Dine-In, Take-Out, Local Delivery-Catering
Janta Indian Restaurant 462-5903

ITALIAN

Thaiphoon Restaurant 323-7700
543 Emerson St., Palo Alto
Full Bar, Outdoor Seating
www.thaiphoonrestaurant.com
Best Thai Restaurant in Palo Alto
5 Years in a Row, 2006-2010

Spalti Ristorante 327-9390

Jing Jing 328-6885

ÝµÕÃÌiÊ`ÊUÊ"ÕÌ`ÀÊ }

443 Emerson St., Palo Alto

www.spalti.com

Authentic Szechwan, Hunan
www.jingjinggourmet.com

JAPANESE & SUSHI
Fuki Sushi 494-9383

Ming’s 856-7700
1700 Embarcadero East, Palo Alto
www.mings.com

New Tung Kee Noodle House

Largest Indian
Buffet in
Downtown
Palo Alto
Take-out &
Catering
Available

Scott’s Seafood 323-1555
#1 Town & Country Village, Palo Alto
Open 7 days a week serving breakfast,
lunch and dinner
Happy Hour 7 days a week 4-7 pm
Full Bar, Banquets, Outdoor Seating
www.scottsseafoodpa.com

THAI

417 California Ave, Palo Alto

Food To Go, Delivery

Cook’s Seafood 325-0604
751 El Camino Real, Menlo Park
Seafood Dinners from
$6.95 to $10.95

Lunch Buffet M-F; Organic Veggies

2010 Best Chinese
MV Voice & PA Weekly

SEAFOOD

129 Lytton Ave.,
Palo Alto
650-321-6688

369 Lytton Ave., Downtown Palo Alto

1067 N. San Antonio Road
on the corner of El Camino, Los Altos

FINE INDIAN
CUISINE

To Go: 322–4631

8 years in a row!

Chef Chu’s (650) 948-2696

Darbar

Su Hong – Menlo Park

Winner, Menlo Almanac “Best Of”

CHINESE

Trader Vic’s 849-9800
4269 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
Dinner Mon-Thurs 5-10pm; Fri-Sat 5-11pm;
Sun 4:30 - 9:30pm
Available for private luncheons
Lounge open nightly
Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-6 pm

Open 7 days a Week

STEAKHOUSE

MEXICAN

Sundance the Steakhouse 321-6798
1921 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
Lunch: Mon-Fri 11:30 am-2:00pm
Dinner: Mon-Thu 5:00-10:00pm
Fri-Sat 5:00-10:30pm, Sun 5:00-9:00pm
www.sundancethesteakhouse.com

Voted MV Voice Best ‘01, ‘02, ‘03 & ‘04

Palo Alto Sol 328-8840

Prices start at $4.75

408 California Ave, Palo Alto

947-8888

Õ}iÊiÕÊUÊiÃÌÞiÊ,iV«iÃ

open 7 days

Siam Orchid 325-1994
496 Hamilton Ave., Palo Alto
Organic Thai
Free Delivery to Palo Alto/Stanford/Menlo Park
Order online at www.siamorchidpa.com

4119 El Camino Real, Palo Alto

520 Showers Dr., MV in San Antonio Ctr.

www.darbarcuisine.com

Search a complete
listing of local
restaurant
reviews by location
or type of food on
PaloAltoOnline.com
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Cardinal class could
be first to play in
four Final Fours
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Palo Alto’s John Richardson (10) celebrates a successful penalty kick while Mathew Waymouth (14) arrives to
congratulate him during the Vikings’ 2-0 victory over host Milpitas on Wednesday in a CCS Division I opener.

CCS SOCCER

Palo Alto boys join
Gunn and Priory girls
in the quarterfinals

COACHING CORNER . . . Sacred
Heart Prep is seeking a girls’
varsity basketball head coach for
next season. All interested applicants should contact SHP Athletic Director Frank Rodriguez via
email at frodriguez@shschools.
org or by phone at (650) 4734031.

by Keith Peters

T

ON THE AIR
Friday
College baseball: Stanford at Vanderbilt, 2 p.m., KZSU (90.1 FM)

Saturday
College baseball: Stanford at Vanderbilt, noon, KZSU (90.1 FM)
Women’s basketball: Oregon at Stanford, 2 p.m.,KZSU (90.1 FM)
Men’s basketball: Stanford at Oregon,
3 p.m., XTRA (860 AM); KZSU (90.1 FM)

Sunday
College baseball: Stanford at Vanderbilt, 11 a.m., KZSU (90.1 FM)
Jim Shorin

READ MORE ONLINE

www.PASportsOnline.com
For expanded daily coverage of college
and prep sports, please see our new
site at www.PASportsOnline.com

his season probably has been more difficult than
needed be for the Palo Alto boys’ soccer team,
which finish fourth in the SCVAL De Anza Division and needed an at-large berth to qualify for the
Central Coast Section playoffs just two years after tying
for the Division I championship.
Like most teams, the Vikings suffered through injuries. They lost starting keeper Austin Shiau, then lost
his replacement — Kris Hoglund — to a broken leg.
Paly also went through a stretch of five straight division
matches that resulted in ties.
Had just one of those ties been a victory, the Vikings
would have finished second instead of fourth in league
play. Paly wound up with an unusually high eight ties
this season.
Despite all the problems, the No. 6-seeded Vikings
(9-3-8) have advanced to the CCS Division I quarterfinals and will face No. 3 Menlo-Atherton (13-3-2) on
Saturday at Gunn High at noon.
Paly lost to the Bears on Dec. 9 and went 12 more
matches without another loss until falling to division
champ Mountain View on the final day of the regular
season.
“To say the least, there is a lot more at stake in this
game,” said Paly coach Don Briggs.
The Vikings gave themselves the opportunity to
avenge that loss to M-A by defeating No. 11 Milpitas,

by Rick Eymer
tanford seniors Kayla Pedersen and Jeanette Pohlen have
been part of three teams that
have reached the Final Four, twice
reaching the NCAA national championship contest. They have already
played themselves into Stanford
women’s basketball history.
Now they have a chance, along
with fellow seniors Ashley Cimino,
Melanie Murphy and Hannah Donaghe (who has a year of eligibility
remaining), to do what no other senior class has been able to accomplish — reaching four consecutive
Final Fours.
The only thing missing with this
group is a national title. They are
talented enough to finally break on
through to the other side.
The regular season ends next
Thursday with an 8 p.m. home game
against California. Senior Night is
always emotional.
The conference tournament opens
the following Friday, March 11, and
then Stanford returns to Maples Pavilion to host the first two rounds of
the NCAA tournament.
The class of 1993 won 88 of its
first 98 games, won two national
championships and reached the
semifinals in-between. That group
finished 26-6 in 1993 and lost in the
second round to Georgia. Its fouryear total was 114-16, a winning
percentage of .877.
The class of 1998, which ran
into bad luck on the injury front
the week before the NCAA tournament that final year, was 93-8 in the
first three years with appearances
in three straight Final Fours, but no
championship appearances.
The seniors were 21-6 in their
final season (114-14 overall, .890)
but lost in the first round, at home,
to Harvard. It’s still the only time a
16th seed knocked off a No. 1 seed
in men’s or women’s college basketball.
The 1998 team still holds the
school record for field-goal accuracy, hitting .521 percent of their shots
over the course of the season.
Pedersen, Pohlen and the other
current seniors accumulated a 10411 mark their first three years. At
128-13 and counting (entering
last night’s game against Oregon
State), these seniors have a chance
to become the most accomplished.
Should the second-ranked Cardinal (24-2) win out, it would tie the
school record for wins in a season
(matching last year’s total of 36) and
punctuate its hold on the Stanford
community’s imagination.
Pedersen started alongside Candice Wiggins in the 2008 championship game against Tennessee.
Pohlen played 11 minutes.

Jim Shorin

CARDINAL CORNER . . . The
second-ranked Stanford women’s gymnastics team completes
its home schedule with a dual
meet against No. 33 Arizona
State on Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Maples Pavilion. The meet also
acts as Stanford’s Senior Day,
during which the Cardinal will
honor seniors Shelley Alexander, Danielle Ikoma, and Allyse
Ishino. Stanford (14-0) has an
opportunity to complete the
dual-meet season undefeated for
the first time in its history with a
victory over the Sun Devils this
week and also at a quad meet
at Cal next week. Arizona State
(4-8) has won its past two duals.
Cardinal sophomore Ashley Morgan is the nation’s top-ranked
gymnast on floor exercise and
the team is ranked among the
nation’s top four in every event.
The seniors are tri-captains and
have been important to the Stanford lineup for the past three seasons. Alexander was last year’s
NCAA Southeast Regional champion on both the vault and beam.
Ikoma is one of the most versatile
performers on the team and a
regular in at least two events in
each of the past three years and
a Super Six veteran. Ishino has
the top all-around average on
the team this season. Ishino is
expected to miss 3-5 weeks after
spraining her ankle on the floor
against Arizona. She could return, in a limited role, for the Pac10 Championships on March 19
in Los Angeles. . . . The Stanford
men’s basketball team will host
its final home game of the regular
season on Tuesday when Seattle
comes to town for a nonconference contest at 7 p.m.

Paly’s Austin Smith (left) and Mark Raftrey (right)
congratulate James Maa on his goal.
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CCS BASKETBALL

Palo Alto girls shooting
for history in playoffs
by Keith Peters
wo years from going 7-13 and
missing the Central Coast
Section playoffs, the Palo Alto
girls’ basketball team is on top. The
Vikings are riding the momentum
of a SCVAL De Anza Division title
and the first 12-0 record in school
history.
Palo Alto also will take a 19-4
overall record and No. 1 seed into
the Central Coast Section Division
I quarterfinals on Saturday at Hartnell College in Salinas. This is the
first No. 1 seed for the program at
any level.
“We are very happy with it,” said
Paly coach Scott Peters. “One of
the reasons we received the No. 1
seed was the wars we won against
Gunn. They are a tough team that I
expect will make it to the championship game. It is pretty cool to have
two teams from Palo Alto in the top
three seeds in the bracket.”
The Vikings are expected to open
against No. 8 seed Milpitas (13-11)
from the SCVAL El Camino Division.
“I believe that for our girls to be
successful in the playoffs, we have
to treat each opponent as a dangerous threat,” Peters said. “Once you
start to play the game, your seed
doesn’t matter.”
In the top half of the bracket is
Gunn (17-5), which received the
No. 3 seed and could face No. 6 San
Benito (16-8) in the quarterfinals. A
victory by the Titans likely would
earn them a date with No. 2 Gilroy
(21-1) in the semifinals, while Paly
could face No. 4 Oak Grove (20-4).
The perfect scenario for Palo Alto,
of course, would be to meet Gunn in
the championship game on March 5
at Santa Clara University, with both
teams then advancing to the NorCal
playoffs. The Vikings already have
beaten the Titans twice this season.
“I think the girls have done a great
job this year of preparing to play
each opponent and not taking teams
for granted,” said Peters, who hasn’t
enjoyed this much success since his
2006 team went 25-5, won 10 of its

T

final 11 games, and lost to Mitty
in the CCS Division II semifinals.
“We always say before every game:
‘This is the most important game of
the year.’ And the girls have bought
into this. This has helped our focus
throughout the year.”
This may be unlike any Paly girls’
team previously. The team has no
individual star, no big point-scorer,
and no one for opposing teams to
concentrate on. This is a team in
every sense of the word.
Eight players return from last
season’s 13-11 squad that lost in the
second round of CCS. The Vikings
picked up transfers Sydney Davis
and Josie Butler, plus freshman
Danielle Butler to go with veterans
Lindsay Black, Shamelia Clay, Katerina Peterson, Emilee Osagiede
and Mariah Philips. Add in Stephanie Allen, Mary Albertolle and Sam
Borsos and Peters has a deep lineup
that pressures opposing teams into
mistakes.
Palo Alto is only 6-8 in CCS play
during the past 10 years and has
never played in a section championship game. The Vikings are only two
wins from reaching the finals and
only three wins away from making
school history with their first-ever
CCS crown and NorCal berth.
The Palo Alto girls aren’t the only
No. 1 seeds from the local area. The
Sacred Heart Prep and Pinewood
boys also received top seeds in Division IV and V, respectively, while
the Pinewood girls are No. 1 in Division V.
The SHP boys (22-2) won’t open
until Saturday, where they will play
the winner of No. 8 Half Moon Bay
(18-9) and No. 9 Monte Vista Christian (15-14) at Menlo School. A victory means a likely date with No.
4 Carmel (20-4) in the semifinals.
Sacred Heart Prep is the defending
champion.
The Pinewood boys (19-5), who
finished second to SHP in the West
Bay Athletic League this season,
will begin defense of their No. 1
seed on Saturday at St. FrancisCentral Coast Catholic in Watson-

Pinewood’s Miranda Seto drives between Eastside Prep’s Kimberly Leu
(20) and Takara Burse for two of her 12 points in the WBAL final.

Kristine Peterson

Top-seeded Vikings hoping to follow up 12-0 league title
with the program’s first-ever section championship

The Palo Alto girls’ basketball team celebrated their victory over Lynbrook last week, which gave the Vikings
a 12-0 record in the SCVAL De Anza Division -- their first-ever in school history.
ville. The Panthers will face the
winner of No. 8 Jewish Community
(15-7) and No. 9 Alma Heights (1111), both from the Private Schools
Athletic League.
Should Pinewood reach the semifinals as expected, it will face another WBAL team —either No. 5 Priory (10-11) or No. 4 Crystal Springs
(12-12). Pinewood has beaten both
teams twice already this season.
Also in Division V is No. 11 Eastside Prep (7-18), which eliminated
No. 14 G.B. Kirby of Santa Cruz,
59-31 on Tuesday. Kyle Carter led
Eastside with 14 points. The Panthers needed a victory on Thursday
to advance to Saturday’s quarterfinals against No. 3 Mid-Peninsula
(19-2).
In boys’ Division I, No. 11 MenloAtherton (13-13) opened with a 4638 win over No. 14 Carlmont (16-9)
on Tuesday.
In boys’ Division II, SCVAL De
Anza Division champ Palo Alto
(18-6) is seeded No. 4 and will open
Saturday, most likely against No. 5
Cupertino (17-7), the only team to
beat the Vikings during the league
season. The quarterfinals and semifinals will be at Foothill College.
The Vikings, however, are in the
same half of the bracket as No. 1
Mitty (25-2), the team that eliminated Paly in last season’s semifinals.
Should both teams win on Saturday,
they’ll meet in the semis again on
Tuesday, also at Foothill.
The girls’ Division V race once
again looks to be between Pinewood (21-5) and No. 2 Eastside
Prep (19-7). Pinewood will have
homecourt advantage in the quarters and semifinals, opening Saturday against either No. 8 Summit
Prep (10-7) or No. 9 Anzar (8-14).
Eastside Prep will face the winner
of No. 7 Jewish Community (13-6)
and No. 10 East Palo Alto Academy
(7-4) while No. 3 Castilleja (12-14)
will take on either No. 6 Pacific
Collegiate (13-10) or Kehillah Jewish (9-8).
Should Eastside Prep and Castilleja advance as expected, they’ll
meet in the semifinals on March 2
in Los Altos Hills.
Pinewood earned the No. 1 seed
by beating Eastside Prep, 43-40, for
the WBAL playoff title last Satur-

day.
In Division IV, two more WBAL
teams will be vying for honors there.
Sixth-seeded Sacred Heart Prep
(12-10) opened Thursday at home

against No. 11 Harker (20-4). On
Saturday, No. 4 Menlo School (1610) likely will face WBAL opponent
Mercy-San Francisco (18-8), seeded
fifth, at Notre Dame-Belmont. N

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

Lindsay Black (L)
Emilee Osagiede
Palo Alto High
The juniors each led the Vikings in scoring during two
basketball victories, combining for 42 points, to wrap up
the first 12-0 SCVAL De Anza
Division record in school history and earn a No. 1 seed
for the CCS playoffs.

Philip Witham
Menlo-Atherton High
The senior scored two goals
in a 4-0 soccer victory over
Carlmont and added three
goals plus one assist in a
6-0 win over Westmoor as
the Bears clinched a cochampionship in the PAL
Bay Division and a No. 3
seed for the CCS playoffs.

Honorable mention
Sydney Davis

Lydell Cardwell

Palo Alto basketball

Mid-Peninsula basketball

Hailie Eackles*

Evan Filipczyk

Pinewood basketball

Ahjalee Harvey*

Priory soccer

E.J. Floreal*

Eastside Prep basketball

Kelsey Morehead

Palo Alto basketball

Richard Harris

Pinewood basketball

Katerina Peterson
Palo Alto basketball

Menlo basketball

Tomas O’Donnell
Sacred Heart Prep basketball

Miranda Seto

Max Schmarzo

Pinewood basketball

Palo Alto basketball
* previous winner

To see video interviews of the Athletes of the Week, go to www.PASportsOnline.com
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CCS soccer

(continued from page 32)

2-0, in a CCS opener on Wednesday.
The host Trojans, from the SCVAL
El Camino Division, finished 127-2.
“We received a fortunate break
five minutes into the second half
when a Milpitas player hit the ball
with his hand in the penalty box,”
Briggs said.
Senior John Richardson took the
penalty kick and placed it into the
upper left corner.
“The keeper guessed right, but
could only get a hand on the ball,”
Briggs said.
Palo Alto survived a few scary
moments after that, including a direct-kick goal that was called back
due to an offside. The Vikings got
a little breathing room with five
minutes remaining when Matt Waymouth sent a cross to James Maa,
who finished with a shot into the left
corner of the cage.
Paly played without junior standout defender Gerrit van Zyll, who
had to sit after receiving a red card

in the previous match. He’ll be back
for Saturday’s quarterfinal. Austin
Smith replaced van Zyll at center
back and teamed with fellow senior
Nattai Malchin and sophomores
Grant Shorin and Peter Laminette
to stop the counter-attacking Trojans, who had gotten 24 goals in
12 league matches from Ramiro
Ceja and Andrew Shin. Both were
blanked on Wednesday.
Division III boys
Sacred Heart Prep had the second-best record of any team, boys or
girls, heading into the CCS playoffs.
The Gators were 17-1-1.
A superlative record like that,
however, provides no guarantee in
the postseason. In fact, the CCS
playoffs already are over for the Gators, who dropped a 3-2 decision to
visiting Soquel on Wednesday in a
Division III opener in Atherton.
Sacred Heart Prep first-year
coach Armando del Rio had hoped
for much better than Wednesday’s
result. In fact, when he signed on
to be head coach, he had a specific
goal.
“I wanted to win league, of

TAKE
CARE

course,” del Rio said, “but my biggest goal was to get that first (CCS)
match.”
Prior to del Rio’s arrival, Sacred
Heart had won back-to-back West
Bay Athletic League titles under
Matt Dodge, advancing to the CCS
playoffs and losing in the first round
each time.
This season, the Gators won their
third straight WBAL crown — going 12-1-1 — and once again qualified for the Division III playoffs.
On Wednesday, with Dodge on
hand to see if history could be made,
the No. 7 Gators suffered their early
exit at the hands of No. 10 Soquel
(10-7-1) despite grabbing an early
1-0 lead. SHP finished the season
17-2-1, frustrated and unfulfilled.
“When we were ahead, I thought
we were going to win,” del Rio
said.
SHP senior Alec Mishra gave
the Gators that lead when he made
a nice run down the right sideline
and ripped a shot from 20 yards out
that found net with 17:32 left in the
first half.
Soquel, however, tied things up
with a penalty kick with less than

five minutes before halftime, after
a player was pushed from behind
while standing in the penalty box.
“I think it rattled our team,” del
Rio said. “We never really seemed
to bounce back from that.”
Soquel scored twice more in the
second half, once at 32:55 and again
at 16:52, on what del Rio described
as “two unbelievable goals that no
goalie could stop.”
The Gators made a game of it with
under 12 minutes to play when Kyle
Scherba took a free kick from just
outside the penalty box. The shot
initially was stopped by the Soquel
keeper, but the ball squirted loose
from his grasp and SHP’s Andrew
Liotta was there to tap it in for a 3-2
match.
Sacred Heart Prep had two more
decent chances to tie, but ran out of
time as Soquel’s defense hunkered
down and clogged passing lanes
while playing defensively.
“It was hard to watch us being
controlled like that,” del Rio said.
“When we’re pressured like that in
the midfield, we’ve struggled.”
The final whistle signaled the end
of the prep soccer careers of SHP se-

of your heart.

February is American Heart Month and the perfect time to make sure you’re on a healthy
track. At the Stanford Congestive Heart Failure & Cardiomyopathy Clinic, we offer innovative
treatment options based on years of pioneering research.
Taking care of your heart condition with the right care today can make a difference. Make
an appointment to meet with our team of heart specialists and establish the right treatment
plan for you.

Learn more about your heart health:
stanfordhospital.org/heartmonth
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niors Robert Ojeda, Marcelino Perez, Christian Thaure, Caleb Young,
Jack Odell, Mishra and Scherba.
In another Division III match,
Priory saw its first-ever appearance
in CCS end in a 5-4 loss to host and
No. 8 seed Gonzales (10-7-1) on
Wednesday. Priory was seeded 9,
finishing with a 12-7-1 record.
Division I girls
Alyssa Perreault took a pass from
Caroline Anderson and scored
with two minutes left in the second
overtime to lift Gunn to a dramatic
victory over visiting Carlmont in a
first-round match on Wednesday
night.
Had Perreault not scored, the
game would have gone to penalty
kicks. The No. 8-seeded Titans (106-5), who have won four straight,
will host No. 1 St. Francis (14-3-3)
on Saturday at 2 p.m.
“St. Francis is a doozy,” said
Gunn coach Damian Cohen. “This
girl going to Stanford . . . that girl
going to Santa Clara. We are in for
a dogfight.”
Gunn will have the services of
freshman standout Sarah Robinson,
who missed Wednesday’s match
while away in Costa Rica at a national team training camp.
“I know what Sarah has meant to
our team and I know we wouldn’t
be in CCS without her,” said Cohen,
who did miss Robinson but clearly
understood the situation. “She gains
experience with the ODP/national
camp experiences and shares such
with the other girls. In turn, we improve.”
While Robinson will be back,
Gunn won’t have Perreault.
“Sadly, there was a death in her
family,” Cohen explained. “She will
be attending the funeral.”
Division III girls
Fifth-seeded Priory advanced to
the quarterfinals with a 6-0 romp
over No. 12 and host Anzar on
Wednesday in Hollister. The Panthers (12-3-4) will face No. 4 Santa
Catalina (13-4-1) on Saturday at
Valley Christian at noon.
Sophomore Mariana Galvan, who
missed a week of the WBAL season
while away at a U-18 national team
training camp, led the Panthers with
four goals.
Darrah Shields and Sarah Zuckerman scored the other goals while
Eugenia Jernick, Alyson Perna,
Shields and Galvan all provided assists.
In another opener:
Menlo School saw its season end
in a 2-0 loss to host Valley Christian in San Jose. Ninth-seed Menlo
(6-5-9) had six first-half corners
and nine first-half shots but could
not find the back of the net. The No.
8-seeded Warriors (12-3-4) had two
first-half shots and scored in the last
10 minutes of the half.
In the second half, both teams
created opportunities but again only
VC scored — the goal coming with
13 minutes left. Menlo was led by
defenders Shannon Lacy, Sophia
King, and Alex Tom and forward
Amanda McFarland.
The Knights, however, lose only
two seniors from this team — starter
Kelly Cavan and reserve Ali Hahm
— while returning 18 players, including sophomore keepers Kelly
McConnell and Julia Dressel. N

Sports

Women’s hoops
(continued from page 32)

Pohlen joined Pedersen in the
starting lineup, alongside Jayne Appel, for the next two trips to the Final Four, both times losing to Connecticut — once in the semifinals
and again in the finals last season.
This year’s Senior Night can truly
be a celebration. With the Pac-10 title likely already in hand, and, with
it, the top seed in the upcoming Pac10 tournament, it might be worth it
to reflect on Pedersen’s and Pohlen’s
accomplishments.
Pedersen, Pohlen and Nnemkadi
Ogwumike are all on the Naismith

Trophy Midseason List, and are also of nearly seven extra games.
on the State Farm Wade Trophy
She’s seventh all-time in scoring
Watch List, while Ogwumike and with 1,821 points and second in rePedersen are on the John
bounds with 1,187.
R. Wooden Award List.
Pedersen was also
Pedersen was the Pac-10
named a finalist for the
Freshman of the Year and
Lowe’s Senior CLASS
rose to the level of AllAward, joining a list of
American and Team USA
nine other senior women’s
member by the time she
basketball players around
was a junior.
the nation. Selected for her
No one has played more
achievements and contriminutes in a Cardinal
butions on the court, in
uniform than Pedersen.
the classroom and in the
She entered Thursday’s Jeanette Pohlen
community, Pedersen will
action with 4,413 minutes
attempt to become the
of playing time, 265 minutes longer second Stanford player to earn the
than Virginia Sourlis’ 4,148 minutes honor, following Wiggins in 2008.
through 1986. That’s the equivalent
Pohlen was good enough to play

in all 39 games as a freshman and during a Stanford career and Pohlen
has continued to improve to the has a good shot at the single-season
point where she’s part of the con- record of 91, set by Krista Rappahahn in 2006 (Wiggins
versation as being the best
made 90 the same year).
point guard in the nation.
Pohlen has 72 on the year.
She’s certainly a first team
What coach Tara
All-American candidate.
VanDerveer started, with
Pohlen named to the
Jennifer Azzi in the 1986Nancy Lieberman Award,
87 season, has continued
given annually to the naits circular motion with
tion’s top point guard.
Pedersen and Pohlen. And
She has 515 career asthere’s freshman Chiney
sists, sixth on the school’s
Ogwumike starting alongall-time list, just behind
side the two seniors, with
former All-Americans Kayla Pedersen
freshman Toni Kokenis
Nicole Powell and Jamila
one of the first players off the bench.
Wideman.
Only Wiggins has attempted and The more lineups change, the more,
made more 3-pointers than Pohlen well, just call it perpetual talent. N

C O U P O N S AV I N G S
OFF ANY
ITEM OF
$50 OR
LESS*

You can reach 33,500 homes
by placing
your ad here!
Full color and
the price is right.

Expires 3/31/11

875 Alma Street (Corner of Alma & Channing)
Downtown Palo Alto (650) 327-7222
Mon-Fri 7:30 am-8 pm, Sat & Sun 8 am-6 pm

*One item under $50. Regular-priced
items only.

Call Judie at
650-223-6577

FREE
DINNERDINNER
SPECIAL
Buy 1 dinner entree &
receive 2nd entree of equal
OFF
or lesser value 1/2
FREE.
Must present coupon,
limit 2 coupons per table.
Expires2/28/05
3/31/11
Expires
Not valid on FRI or SAT

Darbar

“The Best Pizza in Town”

Any 2 X-tra
Large Pizzas

Expires 3/31/11

NEW SPOT!
great for
team parties

FINE INDIAN CUISINE
Dine-in, Pick-up & Delivery

Largest Indian Buffet in Downtown P.A
Take-out & Catering Available

115 Hamilton Ave,
Palo Alto
650.324.3131
133 Main St, Los Altos
650.947.7768

129 Lytton Ave., Palo Alto

650-321-6688
open 7 days

Open 7 days 11:00-9:00
Delivery from door to door

19

$

95

*

+Tax and
disposal fee

Includes up*Most
to 5 quarts
oil with
appointment
cars &oflight
trucks.
cars & with
lightany
trucks.
Cannot *Most
be combined
other offer.
Cannot beMust
combined
with
any other offer.
present
coupon.
Must present coupon.

301 El Camino Real, Menlo Park

650.328.0287

We are a consumer
assistance program
Gold Shield station

Smog Check
*

28

$

95

+ $8.25 for
Certiﬁcate
10AM to 2PM M-F

Vans and some
vehicles extra.

We Can Smog GROSS POLLUTERS.
*Cannot be combined with any other offer. Must present coupon.

✓ Brakes
Schedule Maintenance ■

30/60/90K

Factory Recommended Service

✓ Mufﬂers
■
✓ Catalytic Converters
■

(1 block north of Stanford Shopping Center & 2 blocks south of Downtown Menlo Park)

Expires11/15/07
3/31/11
Expires

Oil Change

(Test only OK)

Look for these savings and more at www.ShopPaloAlto.com
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GUIDE TO 2011 SUMMER C AMPS FOR KIDS
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For more information about these camps, see our online directory of camps at PaloAltoOnline.com/biz/summercamps
To advertise in a weekly directory, contact 650-326-8210

Athletics
Athletic Fitness – “Train with the Best”

Arts and Nature
Menlo Park

Community School of Music and Arts (CSMA)

Mountain View

Riekes Summer Camps — A world of opportunity and fun-filled learning. Ages 9-18. Strength &
conditioning, speed & agility, sport specific training, skills development, professional coaches, pre
& post evals, leading edge methods, latest equipment. Register by March 1st for a 10% Discount.
Sessions run from June through August.
www.riekes.org
650-364-2509

50+ creative camps for Gr. K-8! Drawing, Painting, Ceramics, Sculpture, Musical Theater, American Idol
Workshop, more! Two-week sessions; full and half-day enrollment. Extended care available. Financial
aid offered.
www.arts4all.org
650-917-6800 ext. 0

Bay Area Equestrian Center

Riekes Summer Camps — A world of opportunity and fun-filled learning. Ages 9-18. Rock camps,
Hip Hop, recording, filmmaking, animation, B&W and digital Photography, graphic arts, comic book
creation, Photoshop, magazine publishing. Register by March 1st for a 10% Discount. Sessions run
from June through August.
www.riekes.org
650-364-2509

Woodside

At Wunderlich County Park Stables. Kids 8-15 have outdoor fun joining BAEC for horse camps. Camps
focus on caring for and riding horses so come ready to ride and have fun learning good horse care.
www.bayareaequestrian.net
650-446-1414

Camp Jones Gulch

La Honda

Join the fun this summer! Camp Jones Gulch offers friendship and growth to kids ages 6-16. Enjoy our
Traditional Camp or Mini, Horse, Surfing, Leadership and Travel Camps. One- and two-week sessions.
Limited financial assistance available.
www.campjonesgulch.org
415-848-1200

Champion Tennis Camps

Atherton

CTC provides an enjoyable way for your Junior to begin learning the game of tennis or to continue
developing existing skills. The 4-6 year olds have fun learning eye-hand coordination and building
self-esteem!
www.alanmargot-tennis.net
650-400-0464

Jefunira Camp

Palo Alto

Celebrating our 20th year of Jefunira Camp summer fun in 2011! Come join us for some good old
fashion summer fun! Our combination of an exceptional college aged staff and innovative, inclusive
programming will create a memorable summer experience for your child. Programming for children
ages 4-13. Pre and post camp care offered.
www.jefuniracamp.com
650- 291-2888

Kim Grant Tennis Academy
Summer Camps

Palo Alto/Menlo Park/
Redwood City

Fun and Specialized junior camps for Mini (3-5), Beginner, Intermediate 1 & 2, Advanced and Elite
Players. Weekly programs designed by Kim Grant to improve players technique, fitness, agility, mental
toughness and all around tennis game. Camps in Palo Alto, Menlo Park and Redwood City.
Come make new friends and have tons of FUN!!
www.KimGrantTennis.com
650-752-8061

Team Esface Elite
Basketball Skills Clinics

Woodside/
Redwood City

Creative Arts – “Express Yourself”

Nature Awareness – “Explore Our Natural World”

Menlo Park

Menlo Park

Riekes Summer Camps — A world of opportunity and fun-filled learning. Ages 6-18 and families. Learn
awareness & survival skills, explore Monterey Bay, deep redwoods & coastal marsh. Surf camp. Family
Festival. AFCANA Combo Camps combining fitness, arts & nature. Register by March 1st for a 10%
Discount. Sessions run from June through August.
www.riekes.org
650-364-2509

Academics
Delphi Academy

Santa Clara

Have your best summer ever at Delphi Academy’s summer camp! Ages 5-13. Full Day Camp. Morning
academics with experienced teachers, afternoon activities, day trips, camping trips, swimming, sports,
crafts, activities, and a lot of fun!
www.bestsummerever.org
408-260-2300

Harker Summer Programs

San Jose

K-12 offerings taught by exceptional, experienced faculty and staff. K-6 morning academics - focusing
on math, language arts and science - and full spectrum of afternoon recreation. Grades 6-12 for-credit
courses and non-credit enrichment opportunities. Swim, Tennis and Soccer also offered.
www.summer.harker.org
408-553-0537

iD Tech Camps - Summer Tech Fun!

Stanford

Ages 7-17 create video games, iPhone apps, C++/Java programs, websites and more. Weeklong, day
and overnight programs held at Stanford, UC Berkeley, Santa Clara, UCLA and others. Also special
Teen programs held at Stanford in gaming, programming and visual arts. Free year-round learning!
Save with code CAU22L.
www.internalDrive.com
1-888-709-TECH (8324)

Spring Training (April-May). High-energy, high-level basketball training for ages 6-16. Use your
offseason as a time to develop your basketball skills and IQ with the unparalleled coaching staff of Team
Esface. Learn the fundamentals of the game, offensive attack moves and advanced footwork through
dynamic drills and competitions led by young, positive coaches including former Division 1 athletes.
April and May. Two days per week. Sibling and group discounts available. More information and
sign up at:
www.teamesface.com
1-888-537-3223

iD Teen Academies

Matt Lottich Life Skills
Basketball Camp

International School of the Peninsula camps offered in French, Chinese, Spanish or ESL for students
in Nursery through Middle School. Three 2-week sessions, each with different theme. Students are
grouped according to both grade level and language proficiency.
www.istp.org
650-251-8519

Woodside/
Redwood City

MLLS offers high-level, high-energy basketball instruction for ages 6-16. This summer we celebrate the
8th year!! With two to three “leagues” in each session, young beginners to advanced elite players get
to learn fundamental skills, advanced footwork and valuable life lessons from an unparalleled staff of
Pro and Collegiate level players. Camps at Woodside Elementary and Sequoia High School. Early bird,
multi-session, and group discounts available.
www.mllscamp.com
1-888-537-3223

Spring Down Camp Equestrian Center

Portola Valley

Spring Down camp teaches basic to advanced horsemanship skills. All ages welcome! Daily informative
lecture, riding lesson, supervised hands-on skill practice, safety around horses, tacking/untacking of
own camp horse, and arts/crafts.
www.springdown.com
650-851-1114

Summer at Saint Francis

Mountain View

Sports & Activity Camp (ages 6-12): This all sports camp provides group instruction in a variety of field,
water and court games. Saint Francis faculty and students staff the camp, and the focus is always on
fun. The program is dedicated to teaching teamwork, sportsmanship and positive self-esteem.
www.sfhs.com/summer
650-968-1213 ext. 446

Summer at Saint Francis

Mountain View

Advanced Sports Camps (5th-9th grades): We offer a wide selection of advanced sports camps
designed to provide players with the opportunity to improve both their skill and knowledge of a
specific sport. Each camp is run by a Head Varsity Coach at Saint Francis, and is staffed by members of
the coaching staff.
www.sfhs.com/summer
650-968-1213 ext. 446

YMCA of Silicon Valley

Peninsula

Say hello to summer fun at the YMCA! Choose from enriching day or overnight camps in 35 locations:
arts, sports, science, travel, and more. For youth K-10th grade. Includes weekly fieldtrips, swimming and
outdoor adventures. Accredited by the American Camp Association. Financial assistance available.
www.ymcasv.org/summercamp
408-351-6400
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Stanford

Teens spend two weeks immersed in the dynamic world of video game creation at iD Gaming
Academy, computer science/application development at iD Programming Academy or photography/
filmmaking at iD Visual Arts Academy. Overnight programs held at Stanford, Harvard, MIT and others.
Week-long programs for ages 7-17 also available. Free year-round learning! Save w/code CAU22T.
www.iDTeenAcademies.com
1-888-709-TECH (8324)

ISTP Language Immersion

Mid-Peninsula High School
Summer Program

Palo Alto

Menlo Park

Mid-Peninsula High School offers a series of classes and electives designed to keep students engaged
in learning. Classes Monday-Thursday and limited to 15 students. Every Thursday there’s a BBQ lunch.
The Science and Art classes will have weekly field trips.
www.mid-pen.com
650-321-1991 x110

Summer at Saint Francis

Mountain View

Summer at Saint Francis provides a broad range of academic and athletic programs for elementary
through high school students. It is the goal of every program to make summer vacation enriching
and enjoyable!
www.sfhs.com/summer
650-968-1213 ext. 446

TechKnowHow Computer
& LEGO Camps

Palo Alto/
Menlo Park/Sunnyvale

Fun and enriching technology classes for students, ages 5-14! Courses include LEGO and K’NEX
Projects with Motors, NXT Robotics, 3D Modeling, and Game Design. Many locations, including Palo
Alto, Menlo Park, and Sunnyvale. Half and all day options. Early-bird and multi-session discounts
available.
www.techknowhowkids.com
650-474-0400

Woodland School Summer Adventures

Portola Valley

For kindergarten through 8th grade. Offers academics, sports, field trips and onsite activities. June
27 - July 29
www.info@woodland-school.org
650-854-9065

Write Now! Summer Writing Camps

Palo Alto/Pleasanton

Emerson School of Palo Alto and Hacienda School of Pleasanton open their doors and offer their
innovative programs: Expository Writing, Creative Writing, Presentation Techniques, and (new!) Media
Production. Call or visit our website for details.
www.headsup.org
650-424-1267, 925-485-5750

